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Introduction

Welcome to our
Top 100 Sites 2014!
TOP 100

What is it that makes a campsite

2014

welcome, the quality of the

SITES

great? Is it the warmth of the
facilities, the number of pitches,
or the park’s location? Running

our Top 100 Sites listings over the years has taught
us one thing: it’s all of these, and more. Very often
there’s that certain something that you can’t quite
put your finger on; a special atmosphere that
Top 100 Sites 2014

makes a good holiday become a simply great one.
That’s what you’ve told us over the years, and
every site that you’ll find in our 2014 line-up
offers just that. This year our listings are more
comprehensive than ever before: thousands of you –
whether you stay in a caravan, motorhome, tent or
caravan holiday home – have had your say about the sitess
that you love. Our experienced test team members have
ave
been through each and every entry, and visited countless
tless
sites, to come up with this year’s results, and the most
st
exhaustive listings that we’ve ever produced. We’ve
included full contact details; these are relevant for
all bookings – from tent to caravan holiday home –
unless we’ve indicated otherwise. Enjoy your trip!
Rob Ganley

Group Editor, Practical Caravan & Practical Motorhome
Key to listings
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Six of the best
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A

ll of the sites featured in this guide
come highly recommended, but our
test team has selected six parks that offer
just that little bit more: these include the
best open-all-year site, the best small site
and more. The categories are below, and
the winning sites have the relevant icon
alongside their full listing in the guide.
BEST SITE

Open
All Year

BEST SITE

3

BEST SITE

Green Small

BEST SITE

BEST SITE

BEST SITE

Pet
Friendly

Family

Adults
Only

10
11
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Northern Ireland

Northern
Ireland
T

Ballyness

Derry

Belfast

Enniskillen

Rushin House
Top 100 Sites 2014

here’s so much to see and do in
beautiful Northern Ireland that
you’ll never want to leave – from
soaring peaks to picturesque beaches,
welcoming towns to historic monuments,
there’s enough here to keep you occupied
on a tour of any length.
Two campsites feature in the region in
this year’s Top 100. Ballyness Caravan Park
is perfect for visiting the awe-inspiring
Giant’s Causeway, the world-famous
distillery at Bushmills, and the many other
attractions of the north Antrim coast.
Rushin House, close to the border with Eire,
is perfectly located for exploring historic
Enniskillen and the Fermanagh Lakelands.
Visitors to Northern Ireland should also
be sure to take a trip to fabulous Belfast;
you’ll receive a warm welcome to this
beautiful and historic capital city.

Ballyness
Caravan Park
Address 40 Castlecatt Road, Bushmills, Co Antrim BT57 8TN Tel 02820 732 393
Web www.ballynesscaravanpark.com Open 14 March≠ 2 November
Pitches 48, all hardstanding Pitch+2+hook≠ up £20≠ £30

We sayÖ

The northern coast is a wonderful place to take
a tour, and Ballyness makes an ideal base for exploring
all of the sights within easy reach, including the
incredible Giant’s Causeway. There are three separate
sections to the touring area, which features 48 pitches
in total; these pitches are well-spaced, so the site never
feels crowded. Every touring pitch is hardstanding and
has its own electricity, water and waste hook-up point.
A motorhome service point is also available.
There’s plenty at Ballyness to keep the entire
family entertained, including a library, a barn with
board games, a play area, pool and table tennis tables.
Free Wi-Fi is also available.

You say...

“ Ballyness is the best site we’ve ever stayed at in Northern

Ireland. There’s an immaculate attention to detail, and
modern facilities to match. The children love the play area
and the site is very safe. One word sums it up: outstanding!”
“ We return here as often as we can. The toilets and
washing areas are very clean, and the games room is
very useful if the weather is wet outside.”
“ The family bathroom is a great idea for those
with young children in tow.”
www.caravansitefinder.co.uk | TOP 100 SITES 2014 | 7

Northern Ireland
Rushin House
Caravan Park
Address Holywell, Belcoo, Co Fermanagh BT93 5DU Tel 02866 386 519
Web www.rushinhousecaravanpark.com Open 14 March≠ 31 October and limited winter aire de service
Pitches 38, all hardstanding Pitch+2+hook≠ up £20≠ £30

TOP 100

We say

Last year’s ‘Best in Northern
Ireland’ winner in both the
Practical Caravan and Practical
Motorhome Top 100 Awards
takes the crown here once
more – and a quick look at
what it has to offer reveals the
REGIONAL WINNER reason why. It features
a tremendous location alongside Lough MacNean, as
well as a great level of facilities. It’s well-located for
exploring some of the region’s finest sights, including
the Enniskillen Museum. And those who enjoy walking
will love its proximity to the Ulster Way.
The site is open from March to October, but handily
an aire de service facility is open from November to
February by prior arrangement. New facilities include
a great new outdoor gym, which allows you to get fit
while admiring the lovely vista over the lake.

SITES

2014

Top 100 Sites 2014

You say...

“ This is a highly maintained site with excellent facilities

and views, and it’s convenient for touring the surrounding
area. The owners are extremely welcoming and friendly.”
“ I was so impressed by how beautiful the site was – it’s
great for fishing, kayaking and relaxing. The owners
are so friendly and so welcoming when you arrive,
too. The toilet blocks were always spotless. My family
and I look forward to our next visit.”
“ ALL touring sites should use Rushin House as
their example.”
“ Everything about Rushin House impresses, from the warm
welcome on arrival to the regular chats with various
members of the owner’s family. Even the family dog
wanders around and is great with all visitors.”
This
“ campsite is one of the best I’ve been to in Northern
Ireland, and I’ve been to a lot! The toilet block was warm
and immaculate, with music playing in the background.
I’ve met the owner several times and he is always friendly.”
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Scotland

Scotland
Grantown≠ on≠ Spey

S

Aberdeen

Dundee

Glasgow

Edinburgh

Muasdale
Kippford

Grantown≠ on≠ Spey
Caravan Park
Address Grantown≠ on≠ Spey, Highland PH26 3JQ Tel 01479 872 474
Web www.caravanscotland.com Open 4 January≠ 19 December
Touring pitches 117 (108 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Under £20≠ £30

We say...

Grantown-on-Spey scores consistently well in our
Top 100 Sites Awards, and this year was no exception.
Walkers will love the many paths they’ll find nearby
in this part of the Cairngorms; the Strathspey Steam
Railway and the Cairngorm Funicular Railway are also
within easy reach. The malt whisky trail – the only one
of its kind in the world – is also a great draw to the area.
The facilities back on site are of a good quality.
Washrooms have underfloor heating and cubicle
washbasins, and there’s even a separate toddler
washroom with a small bath. A games room with table
tennis and a pool table will keep children occupied,
and there’s a shop at reception. The site has also
received a David Bellamy Gold award, demonstrating
its commitment to environmentally friendly credentials.

You say...

“ This is the cleanest, best-kept park in Scotland by a mile.

Nothing is too much trouble for the very pleasant staff.
We’re returning next year for a longer stay.”
“ The wardens are friendly and helpful and really make
you feel at home on this clean, well-kept site. Facilities
throughout are first-class, including a disabled toilet
and shower facility. All the pitches are well-maintained.”
www.caravansitefinder.co.uk | TOP 100 SITES 2014 | 11
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o much of Scotland has spectacular scenery
to enjoy – there are picturesque islands to
the west of country, brooding lochs and soaring
peaks are on offer across the Highlands, while Scotland’s
rugged coastline is a beautiful attraction in its own
right. There are some stunning National Parks to visit,
too, which are perfect for walkers or cyclists: they
shouldn’t miss the Loch Lomond and Trossachs
National Park, as well as the mountains of the
Cairngorms. There’s much to see further south,
too, thanks to the beauty of Dumfries and Galloway,
and the fascinating history of the Borders.
You shouldn’t tour Scotland without taking a
trip to one of its handsome cities: many head for
Edinburgh and Glasgow, but Dundee, Aberdeen and
Inverness are all worthy of a visit in their own right, too.
Three Scottish sites make it through to our finals this
year: one in the west, one to the south and the third in
the north. No matter where you’re touring in these areas,
they’re guaranteed to offer somewhere great to stay.
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{ššƀļǙēħ{ƨÌğǚ Ɯ ħēğÌƉŨ P{ƀĝ ēƉ ļĮ ƨČÌ ƀēÿČƨ š{Ɖƨ
Dğ¼ =ēğğ +ĮĮŨ ]ƀ{Įųǅēğ ƀÌƨƀÌ{ƨ ƉÌƨ ļĮ ƨČÌ
ļǅƨƉĝēƀƨƉ ļæ Ìƀ¼ÌÌĮ ƨČēƉ æ{ħēğǚ ƀǅĮ Čļğē¼{ǚ
š{ƀĝ šƀļǒē¼ÌƉ { ÿƀÌ{ƨ ÌƉ¨{šÌ {ƨ {Įǚ ƨēħÌ ļæ
ƨČÌ ǚÌ{ƀŨ XƨÌÌšÌ¼ ēĮ ČēƉƨļƀǚ ǓēƨČ ğļ¨{ğ {¨ƨēǒēƨēÌƉ
ƨļ Ɖǅēƨ {ğğ ƨČÌ æ{ħēğǚŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉµ ¼ǒēƉÌ¼Ũ DšÌĮ
{ğğ ǚÌ{ƀŨ ]ļǅƀÌƀƉ ƦņÔŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƼƼŨǥǥ =ļƨļƀ
{ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ ƦņƔŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƼƼŨǥǥ ]ÌĮƨƉ ƦņöŨǥǥ ƨļ
ƦņĳŨǥǥ {ƀ{ǒ{Į )ļğē¼{ǚ )ļħÌƉ ƦƼĳǥŨǥǥ ƨļ
ƦìƭìŨǥǥ 7ļ¼ÿÌƉ ƦƭöìŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦņǥìǥŨǥǥ






ĒĸċĒ¤ì yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý
]ČÌ 7ēĮĝƉ¸ SēǒÌƀ Xƨ ļƀĮļ¨Č¸ +kƼì ƭ7qŨ
ļƀĮļ¨Č ēƉ Ƽ ħēğÌƉ ļææ ƨČÌ ĳ ņ ħēğÌ ĮļƀƨČ
ļæ ]{ēĮŨ Ƽì {¨ƀÌ ƨǓļ ƨļǅƀēĮÿ æēÌğ¼Ɖ¸ ÿƀ{ƉƉ
Č{ƀ¼ Ɖƨ{Į¼ šēƨ¨ČÌƉŨ DšÌĮ æƀļħ šƀēğ ƨļ
D¨ƨļÌƀŨ Ũ ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ

ĒĸĸóÁÕĒ´ÿŭ (Ēÿó´yŭ Oyĸý
ƀē¼ÿÌ ļæ {ğğǚ¸ ğ{ēƀÿļǓƀēÌ¸ PÌƀƨČƉČēƀÌ 
5ēĮƀļƉƉ¸ P)ņǥ Ɣ4%
ǥņƼìǥ ÔƔƜƜƜƜ
${Ǚµ ǥņƼìǥ ÔƔöìƭì
ǓǓǓŨČļğē¼{ǚĒš{ƀĝƉŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ēħ{ēğµ ¨ļƀƀēÌæļ¼ğǚČļğē¼{ǚĒš{ƀĝƉŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
ĳƭ æƀļħ PÌƀƨČ ƨļ ğ{ēƀÿļǓƀēÌŨ $ļğğļǓ ĳƭ
ƀ{Ìħ{ƀ Sļ{¼ æļƀ Ɯ ħēğÌƉ ƨļ ƀē¼ÿÌ ļæ {ğğǚ¸
æēƀƉƨ ğÌæƨ {æƨÌƀ ƀē¼ÿÌ ļĮ Pēƨğļ¨Čƀǚ Sļ{¼ {ƨ PļƉƨ
Dææē¨Ì¸ Ƽǥǥ ǚ{ƀ¼Ɖ ļĮ ğÌæƨŨ $ƀēÌĮ¼ğǚ æ{ħēğǚ ƀǅĮ
Čļğē¼{ǚ š{ƀĝ ĮÌƉƨğēĮÿ ēĮ ƨČÌ ČēğğƉ {Į¼
Ǔļļ¼ğ{Į¼Ɖ ēĮ ƨČÌ ČÌ{ƀƨ ļæ PÌƀƨČƉČēƀÌŨ PÌƀæÌ¨ƨ
{ƉÌ æļƀ ƨļǅƀēĮÿ {Į¼ ƉēÿČƨƉÌÌēĮÿ ļƀ ƀÌğ{ǙēĮÿ ēĮ
Ì{ǅƨēæǅğ ¨ļǅĮƨƀǚƉē¼Ì ļĮ ƨČēƉ ƀēǒÌƀƉē¼Ì š{ƀĝŨ
ļļĝēĮÿƉµ ¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ DšÌĮ {ğğ ǚÌ{ƀŨ ]ļǅƀÌƀƉ
ƦņƔŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦņĳŨǥǥ =ļƨļƀ {ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ ƦņƔŨǥǥ ƨļ
ƦņĳŨǥǥ {ƀ{ǒ{Į )ļğē¼{ǚ )ļħÌƉ ƦƭƭǥŨǥǥ ƨļ
ƦöìǥŨǥǥ

$ÿÁċÁyĸÿŭ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý
{ğÌ{ƨƨēÌ¸ ǅħæƀēÌƉ  %{ğğļǓ{ǚ¸%ì ö>
ǥņììƜ Ɯņņƭĳƭ ${Ǚµ ǥņììƜ ƜņƼǥìÔ
=ƀ  =ƀƉ 4{ƀ¼ēĮÌ
lÌ µǓǓǓŨÿğÌĮÌ{ƀğǚ¨{ƀ{ǒ{Įš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ēħ{ēğµ ÿğÌĮÌ{ƀğǚ¨{ƀ{ǒ{Įƨ¨ļĮĮÌ¨ƨŨ¨ļħ
$ƀļħ ǅħæƀēÌƉ ƨ{ĝÌ Ɣņņ ƨļǓ{ƀ¼Ɖ {ğÌ{ƨƨēÌ¸
ÌĮƨƀ{Į¨Ì ļĮ ƀēÿČƨ ƭǥǥ ǚ{ƀ¼Ɖ ÌæļƀÌ ƨļǓĮ
ļǅĮ¼{ƀǚŨ Ƽǥ {¨ƀÌƉ¸ Ɣö Ɖƨ{ƨē¨ ¨{ƀ{ǒ{Į šēƨ¨ČÌƉ¸
ƨļǅƀēĮÿ {ƀÌ{ æļƀ ƭĳ ǅĮēƨƉ¸ ƨǓļ Čļğē¼{ǚ ğÌƨƨēĮÿ
Ɖƨ{ƨē¨ƉŨ DšÌĮ {ğğ ǚÌ{ƀŨ ]ļǅƀÌƀƉ ƦņìŨìǥ ƨļ ƦņƔŨìǥ
=ļƨļƀ {ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ ƦņìŨìǥ ƨļ ƦņƔŨìǥ ]ÌĮƨƉ ƦņìŨìǥ
ƨļ ƦņƔŨìǥ {ƀ{ǒ{Į )ļğē¼{ǚ )ļħÌƉ ƦƼņìŨǥǥ ƨļ
ƦöììŨǥǥŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¼ǒēƉ{ğÌ 



 










Ĝř  [CO Ĝŷŷ V*[V řŷĜÝ  ŧŧŧħ¤yĸyŦyċŀóŎÁÕóċ´Áĸħ¤ĒħŚý

[yċŎyÿÿĒċ yĸyŦyċ  yĆĢóċà Oyĸý
>ļƀƨČ ÌƀǓē¨ĝ¸ {Ɖƨ 7ļƨČē{Į¸ )ƭĳ ì>4¸
ǥņƜƼǥ ÔĳƭƭöÔ
ǓǓǓŨħÌ{¼ļǓČÌ{¼Ũ¨ļŨǅĝ
$ƀļħ ņ ƨǅƀĮ ļĮƨļ ƨČÌ ņǥÔƔ {Į¼ ƨČÌĮ
ļĮƨļ ƨČÌ ņĳÔŨ $ļğğļǓ ƨČÌ ƉēÿĮƉ ƨļ
]{Įƨ{ğğļĮŨ ]ČÌ š{ƀĝ ēƉ ĮÌǙƨ ƨļ { ÿļğæ ¨ļǅƀƉÌ
{Į¼ ƨČÌ Ì{¨Č ǓēƨČ ƉšÌ¨ƨ{¨ǅğ{ƀ ǒēÌǓƉ {Į¼
ēƉ {Į ē¼Ì{ğ {ƉÌ æļƀ ƨļǅƀēĮÿŨ DšÌĮ æƀļħ
={ƀ¨Č ƨļ D¨ƨļÌƀŨ =ēĮ ƦņƜŨƼì ƨļ ƦƭǥŨƼìŨ
ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼ {Į¼ {¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ





(Áy´ŀ ĒÕ ŭĸ
ǅĮǅƀÌ Sļ{¼¸ ǚƀ¸ XŨ ǚƀƉČēƀÌ¸ 5Ɣ ö7
ǥņƼĳƼ ööƼƼƜĳ =ƀ  XÌħšğÌ
${Ǚµ ǥņƼĳƼ ìǥǥƼĳÔ
ǓǓǓŨČÌ{¼Ɖļæ{ǚƀŨ¨ļħƢæ{¨ēğēƨēÌƉŨČƨħ
Ēħ{ēğµ Ɖƨ{ǚČÌ{¼Ɖļæ{ǚƀŨ¨ļħì ħēğÌƉ ƉļǅƨČ
ļæ ǚƀ ļĮ Ɣņĳ {Į¼ Ƽ ħēğÌƉ ĮļƀƨČ ļæ ǅĮǅƀÌŨ
${ħēğǚ ƀǅĮ š{ƀĝ ¨{ƨÌƀēĮÿ æļƀ ņƼì Ɖƨ{ƨē¨Ɖ
ŤČēƀēĮÿ æğÌÌƨ Ôť {Į¼ ƭƜ ƨļǅƀÌƀƉ {Į¼ ƨÌĮƨƉŨ
{ƀƉ¸ ƉČļš¸ ÌĮƨÌƀƨ{ēĮħÌĮƨ {Į¼ šğ{ǚ {ƀÌ{Ũ
ļļĝēĮÿƉµ ¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼Ũ DšÌĮ ǥņƢǥƭ ƨļ ƭņƢņǥŨ
]ļǅƀÌƀƉ ƦņÔŨìǥ ƨļ ƦƼƭŨǥǥ =ļƨļƀ {ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ
Ʀņì ƨļ ƦƼƭŨǥǥ ]ÌĮƨƉ ƦņìŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƼƭŨǥǥ
{ƀ{ǒ{Į )ļğē¼{ǚ )ļħÌƉ ƦņĳìŨǥǥ ƨļ
ƦìƜìŨǥǥ Č{ğÌƨƉ ƦƭììŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƜƭǥŨǥǥŨ

<ĒŚċŎ ióÁŧ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý
Xƨ{ƨēļĮ Sļ{¼¸ ēĮÿƨļĮ¸ XļǅƨČ 7{Į{ƀĝƉČēƀÌŨ
=7ņƼ ƜSlŨ
]Ìğµ ǥņÔƜö ìǥƼÔǥÔ
ǓǓǓŨħļǅĮƨǒēÌǓ¨{ƀ{ǒ{Įš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝŨ
ħ{ēğµ ēĮæļħļǅĮƨǒēÌǓ¨{ƀ{ǒ{Įš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
ņ ħēğÌ æƀļħ 4ņƭ ļæ =Ɣö ēĮƨļ ǒēğğ{ÿÌ ēĮÿƨļĮ¸
ƨǅƀĮ ğÌæƨ {ƨ Sļǚ{ğ {Įĝ¸ ƨƀ{ǒÌğ {ššƀļǙ ǥŨƼì
ħēğÌ {Į¼ ƨǅƀĮ ƀēÿČƨ ēĮƨļ ƉēƨÌŨ ì {¨ƀÌ ƉēƨÌ ǓÌğğ
Ɖš{¨Ì¼ ļǅƨ öǥ ƨļǅƀēĮÿ šēƨ¨ČÌƉ {Į¼ ƭǥ
Ɖƨ{ƨē¨ šēƨ¨ČÌƉŨ ]ļǅƀÌƀƉ¸ ƨÌĮƨƉ {Į¼
ħļƨļƀČļħÌƉ ǓÌğ¨ļħÌŨ DšÌĮ ņìƢǥƭ ƨļ ƭņƢņǥŨ
Pƀē¨Ì ƦņÔ ƨļ Ʀ ƼìŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼ {Į¼

{¼ǒēƉ{ğÌ 



<Śyŀ´yÿÁ (Ēÿó´yŭ Oyĸý
=ǅ{Ɖ¼{ğÌ¸ ]{ƀÌƀƨ¸ ƀÿǚğğ PƼĳ ƜqŨ
]Ìğµ ǥņìÔƭ öƼņƼǥƔŨ
XļǅƨČÌƀĮ ÌĮ¼ ļæ =ǅ{Ɖ¼{ğÌ ǒēğğ{ÿÌ ļĮ Ôƭ¸ ƼƼ
ħēğÌƉ ƉļǅƨČ ļæ ]{ƀÌƀƨŨ ņǥ ƨļǅƀēĮÿ šēƨ¨ČÌƉ
ÌƉē¼Ì Ì{¨Č¸ Ƽ Čļğē¼{ǚ {š{ƀƨħÌĮƨƉ  ņ ¨{ƀ{ǒ{Į
Čļğē¼{ǚ ČļħÌ æļƀ ČēƀÌŨ QǅēÌƨ ƉēƨÌ ǓēƨČ Ǔēğ¼ğēæÌ 
ƉƨǅĮĮēĮÿ ƉǅĮƉÌƨƉŨ DšÌĮ šƀēğ ƨēğğ Į¼ ļæ
XÌšƨÌħÌƀŨ ]ļǅƀÌƀƉ ƦņìŨìǥ ƨļ ƦņƔŨìǥ ļļĝēĮÿƉ
{¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼Ũ 




ĒŦÁ¤ĒŎ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý >ļƀƨČǓ{ƨÌƀƀē¼ÿÌ¸
ǚ 7{ǅƀÌĮ¨Ìĝēƀĝ¸ Ìƀ¼ÌÌĮƉČēƀÌ ƭǥ ņQ7Ũ
ǥņƜƔö ÔöǥƜƭǥŨ ì ħēğÌƉ ĮļƀƨČ ļæ ƀÌ¨ČēĮ ƨǅƀĮ
ļææ ĳǥ {ƨ ¼ǡÌğğ lļļ¼Ɖ ƉēÿĮ {ƨ
>ļƀƨČǓ{ƨÌƀƀē¼ÿÌŨ Ɯ {¨ƀÌƉŨ lēæē ēƉ {ǒ{ēğ{ğÌ ļĮ
ƨČÌ ƉēƨÌŨ DšÌĮ šƀēğ ƨļ ħē¼ D¨ƨļÌƀŨ ļƉƨ šÌƀ
ƨļǅƀÌƀ æƀļħ ƦņƼŨ %ļğ¼ {ǒē¼ Ìğğ{ħǚ Ǔ{ƀ¼Ũ



 



*ċŦÁĸ¤ĒÁ yĸyŦyċ  yĆĢóċà Oyĸý
+ĮǒÌƀ¨ļÌ¸ %ğÌĮ¨ļÌ¸ ƀÿǚğğ¸ P)öĳ ö)PŨ ]Ìğµ
ǥņÔììÔņņƼņǥŨ
ħ{ēğµ Čļğē¼{ǚƉēĮǒÌƀ¨ļÌŨ¨ļŨǅĝ¸ ǓǓǓŨ
ēĮǒÌƀ¨ļÌŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
$ƀļħ ƨČÌ ÔƼ {ƨ %ğÌĮ¨Ì ČļƨÌğ ƨǅƀĮ ƀēÿČƨ
ļĮ ƨļ ÔƜƭ æļÌ { ųǅ{ƀƨÌƀ ħēğÌŨ DĮ ƨČÌ
ƉČļƀÌƉ ļæ 7ļ¨Č ğÌǒÌĮ ƉǅƀƀļǅĮ¼Ì¼ ǚ
ÌǙ¨{ğğÌĮƨ ǒēÌǓƉ ļæ ƨČÌ 7ļ¨Č¸ħļǅĮƨ{ēĮ {Į¼
æļƀÌƉƨŨ DšÌĮ ǚÌ{ƀ ƀļǅĮ¼Ũ S{ƨÌƉµ Ʀņĳ ƨļ ƼƭŨ
ļļĝēĮÿƉµ¼ǒēƉ{ğÌ





3Ēìċ C $ĸĒyŎŀ yĸyŦyċ VóŎÁ
4ļČĮ D %ƀļ{ƨƉ¸ )ēÿČğ{Į¼ 5lņ örS
]Ìğµ ǥņĳìì ƜņņƭƼĳ Ƣ ƔööŨ
ƨ ÌĮ¼ ļæ ĳĳ¸ ÌƉē¼Ì ğ{Ɖƨ ČļǅƉÌ ēĮ
X¨ļƨğ{Į¼Ũ ö ¨ƀÌƉ ¸ ĳǥ šēƨ¨ČÌƉŨ XČļšƉ¸
Č{ƀļǅƀ¸ ¨{æÌ¸ ǅƉ Ɖƨļš ņǥǥħħ¸ ¨ğēææ Ɖ¨ÌĮ{ƀǚ
Ƽĝħ DšÌĮ æƀļħ šƀēğ ƨļ XÌšƨÌħÌƀ ƦņĳĒƦìǥ
ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼Ũ ǓǓǓŨǒēƉēƨĜļČĮļÿƀļ{ƨƉŨ


¨ļħ
6óċŧyŎÁĸ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý
lÌƉƨ ğēæƨļĮ¸ {Ɖƨ {ğ¼Ìƀ¸ )ìƭ D)]
]Ìğµ ǥņƭņ ƭƭƭ ƭƭƼƜ
ǓǓǓŨğēĮǓ{ƨÌƀŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
XēÿĮ šļƉƨÌ¼ æƀļħ 4ņ ļæ =ĳ¸ >ÌǓƀē¼ÿÌ¸ {Į¼
æƀļħ lēğĝēÌƉƨļĮ ļĮ Ɣņ {ğļĮÿ ƔǥƭǥŨ ${ħēğǚĒ
ƀǅĮ ƨļǅƀēĮÿ š{ƀĝ ÌǙ¨ÌğğÌĮƨ æ{¨ēğēƨēÌƉ ǓēƨČ ÿļļ¼
{¨¨ÌƉƉ ƨļ ¼ēĮǅƀÿČ {Į¼ ƉǅƀƀļǅĮ¼ēĮÿ {ƀÌ{Ũ ì
¨ƀÌƉ¸ $ğ{ƨ¸ %ƀ{ƉƉ ǓēƨČ Č{ƀ¼ Ɖƨ{Į¼ēĮÿƉ DšÌĮ
=ē¼ ={ƀ¨Č ƨļ Į¼ ļæ D¨ƨļÌƀŨ ƦņƜ ĒƦƼƼ rļǅ
Ǔēğğ Ì ħļƉƨ ǓÌğ¨ļħÌŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¼ǒēƉ{ğÌ



 



6ĒĆĒċ´ jĒĒ´ŀ (Ēÿó´yŭ
]ǅğğē¨ČÌǓ{Į¸ {ğğļ¨Č¸ 7ļ¨Č 7ļħļĮ¼¸
ǅĮ{ƀƨļĮƉČēƀÌ¸ %Ôƭ ÔQP
ǥņƭÔĳ Ɣììǥǥǥ S{¨ČÌğ lļļ¼${Ǚµ ǥņƭÔĳ
ƔìììƜƭ
ǓǓǓŨČļğē¼{ǚĒš{ƀĝƉŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ēħ{ēğµ ğļħļĮ¼Ǔļļ¼Ɖ Čļğē¼{ǚĒš{ƀĝƉŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
ņƔ ħēğÌƉ ĮļƀƨČ ǓÌƉƨ ļæ %ğ{ƉÿļǓ ĜǅƉƨ ļææ ÔƼ {ƨ
ĜǅĮ¨ƨēļĮ ǓēƨČ Ôņņ ƨļ {ğğļ¨Č {Į¼ >{ƨēļĮ{ğ
P{ƀĝŨ 7Ìæƨ {ƨ ĮÌǙƨ ƀļǅĮ¼{ļǅƨ¸ P{ƀĝ ìǥ ǚ{ƀ¼Ɖ
ļĮ ğÌæƨ ĮÌǙƨ ƨļ 7ļ¨Č 7ļħļĮ¼ ƉČļƀÌƉŨ Ǔ{ƀ¼Ē
ǓēĮĮēĮÿ æ{ħēğǚ ƀǅĮ š{ƀĝ {ƨ ƨČÌ ÿ{ƨÌǓ{ǚ ƨļ
7ļ¨Č 7ļħļĮ¼ >{ƨēļĮ{ğ P{ƀĝŨ >ÌƉƨğēĮÿ ēĮ ƨČÌ
ČēğğƉ {Į¼ Ǔļļ¼ğ{Į¼ {Į¼ ĮÌǙƨ ƨļ ƨČÌ 7ļ¨Č
7ļħļĮ¼ XČļƀÌƉ kēƉēƨļƀ ǙšÌƀēÌĮ¨ÌŨ
ļļĝēĮÿƉµ ¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ DšÌĮ {ğğ ǚÌ{ƀŨ
]ļǅƀÌƀƉ ƦƼǥŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƼƜŨǥǥ =ļƨļƀ{ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ
ƦƼǥŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƼƜŨǥǥ {ƀ{ǒ{Į )ļğē¼{ǚ )ļħÌƉ
ƦƼìǥŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦììǥŨǥǥ
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Scotland
Muasdale
Holiday Park
Address Muasdale, Tarbert, Argyll PA29 6XD Tel 01583 421 207
Web www.muasdaleholidays.com Open 4 April≠ 31 December
Touring pitches 10 (0 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Under £20

We say...

If you’re keen to get away from it all, make Muasdale
your first point of call. Located in Tarbert, in Argyll, it
has tremendous views out across the sea. The site was
created in the 1960s by Richard and Margaret Semple,
and Margaret still lives in the village of Muasdale. If
you’re a wildlife watcher, you’ll feel right at home at this
park; there’s a good chance of spotting oystercatchers,
seals, otters or even dolphins, so be sure to take your
binoculars. Muasdale is handy for the ferry crossings
to Arran, Jura, Gigha and Islay, too.
This is a small site, with just 10 pitches located next to
the beach, so it’s well worth booking in advance if you’d
like to stay. The touring facilities are limited – there’s no
pool, play area or shop – but there is free Wi-Fi. Digital
TV coverage is also available.

You say...

“ The owners are very friendly and knowledgeable, the
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toilets and showers and amenities are immaculate. The
site itself is spotless without lacking charm and it’s in
a beautiful location, too.”
“ Location, location, location! We liked the welcome and
clean facilities. The shower room has plenty of space and
plenty of room for stuff, and the showers are nice and hot.”

What to see in Scotland
Diary dates

Take in any of these fantastic events when youír e touring
Scotland, and stay at one of our fantastic, Top 100 sites!
28≠ 30 June 2014

23≠ 28 September 2014

Commemorate the 700th anniversary of
the Battle of Bannockburn with a trip to this
fantastic event, at which youí ll be able to enjoy
live re≠ enactments of medieval warfare, listen to
traditional music, visit living history encampments,
eat Scottish food and try some old≠ world crafts.
Adult day tickets cost £20; childrení s are £12.50
(both are subject to a booking fee).

Golf fans will be in their element this year, as the
Ryder Cup takes place at Gleneagles, in Perthshire.
Ití s only the second time that the event has been
held in Scotland, so you can expect there to be a
real buzz at all events. Tickets to the competition
days had sold out when we went to press, but those
for practice days were still available.

Bannockburn Live
Bannockburn Heritage Centre, Stirling

Web www.battleofbannockburn.com
Tel 0844 493 2139

Ryder Cup
Gleneagles, Perthshire

Web www.rydercup2014.com
Tel 0845 859 1006 (Visit Scotland)

23 July≠ 3 August 2014
XX Commonwealth Games
Various locations, Glasgow

One of the worldí s greatest sporting events comes to
Glasgow in 2014; thereí ll be a host of fantastic events,
from sporting to cultural, for you to enjoy. As we went
to press there werenít many tickets still available for the
main sport events, but take a look at the website for a
full list of what will be happening in and around the city.

Web www.glasgow2014.com
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Scotland
Kippford
Caravan Park
Address Kippford, Dalbeattie, Kirkcudbrightshire DG5 4LF Tel 01556 620 636
For lodge and static caravan bookings 0844 809 4530 Web www.kippfordholidaypark.co.uk
Open All year Touring pitches 35 (28 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up £20≠ £30

TOP 100

Open
all year

We say...

Our 2013 winner, located in
scenic Dumfries and Galloway,
returns to the top spot for
2014. Once again, Kippford’s
fantastic views, nature walks,
good facilities and friendly
staff meant that hundreds
REGIONAL WINNER of you gave it your vote.
This is definitely a park for those who appreciate
peace and quiet, in a real get-away-from-it-all
location. Kippford even has its own 800-year-old
bluebell woodland, where you just might be able
to spot an elusive red squirrel. The views from the
site are tremendous; on clear days you can see right
over to the Lake District.
There are 35 pitches, separated from one another by
gorse and granite outcrops. Elsewhere on site you’ll find
baby-changing facilities, a shop, heated washrooms,
a play area and full laundry facilities. Caravan Club
and Camping & Caravanning Club members receive
a 15% discount when booking.

SITES

Top 100 Sites 2014

2014

You say...

“ The layout of the site is very nice - it’s all quite private

and beautifully maintained. The great kid’s play areas
were an unexpected bonus, too.”
“ Each pitch was nicely secluded and had its own water tap.
The shower block was lovely and clean as well.”
“ Kippford has plenty of well-maintained greenery,
and there are lovely views from some parts of the park.
Overall this is a really nice site.”
“ We liked the unregimented and landscaped pitch settings
and the way motorcaravans, static caravans and lodges
blended into the scenery.”
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Bodnant
Caravan Park
Address Nebo Road, Llanrwst, Conwy Valley LL26 0SD Tel 01492 640 248
Web www.bodnant≠ caravan≠ park.co.uk Open 1 March≠ 31 October
Touring pitches 35 (20 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Under £20

We say...

There are few sites as pretty and as well-maintained as
this caravan park in the beautiful Conwy Valley, on the
eastern edge of Snowdonia. Its tidy gardens and flower
beds have even led to it winning the Wales in Bloom
competition for 26 consecutive years. So it’s an
attractive place to pitch up, but the facilities are of
a great quality, too.
There are 35 touring pitches in total, all with 16A
electric, TV, water and waste hook-ups. Wi-Fi is available
on site for a fee. There’s also a dishwashing area, a small
play area and dog walk; the larger of the two washrooms
is heated. A small farm with geese, hens and sheep will
help to keep younger visitors amused during their visit.

You say...

“ We were made to feel very welcome. The toilets and shower

blocks were always clean and well-lit. Lawns and gardens
were impeccably kept.”
“ We liked the park’s attractiveness, tidiness, layout,
facilities, proximity to small towns, mountain walks and
other places of interest. We are regular visitors to the site.”
“ Bodnant is well laid out, with big pitches. There are good
facilities, and it’s easy to access the site, which is pretty and
peaceful. The proprietors are helpful and welcoming.”
www.caravansitefinder.co.uk | TOP 100 SITES 2014 | 17
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elsh campsites always score well
in our Top 100 listings, and 2014 is no
exception. This year 12 of its parks make
it through as finalists; although interestingly, most
this year are located to the north of the country.
There’s so much to see in that area, though, that
you’re sure to want to use one of the fantastic sites
as a base. Three Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty
feature here, including the Isle of Anglesey, which
is a haven for wildlife. There’s also the fabulous
Snowdonia National Park; if you’re of reasonable
fitness, then it’s possible to walk to the top. The
fascinating towns in the north of the country
include Pwllheli, Bangor, Rhyl and Wrexham.
Head to the south of the country and you’ll be
able to visit the beautiful Brecon Beacons National
Park, as well as the Pembrokeshire National Park.
Walkers will particularly love the latter, as it offers
a fabulous coastal path for them to tackle.

Bodnant

The Willows

Wales
Bron Derw
Touring Caravan Park
Address Llanrwst, Conwy LL26 0YT Tel 01492 640 494
Web www.bronderw≠ wales.co.uk Open 1 March≠ 31 October
Touring pitches 35, all hardstanding Pitch+2+hook≠ up CL under £20, other sites £20≠ £30

We say...

Whether you prefer your touring site to be large
or small, you’re sure to enjoy your stay at Bron Derw.
It’s made up of a trio of sites, including a main park,
an adults-only site with seasonal pitches only and an
award-winning Caravan Club CL. Bron Derw is perfectly
located if you’re planning to explore beautiful
Snowdonia, as it’s right on the edge of the national park.
Across the three sites you’ll find multi-serviced
pitches with 16A hook-ups, and well-maintained
washrooms; the two larger parks also have a utility room
with a dishwashing area. A self-catering apartment is
available as well – handy if you’d like non-tourer-owning
friends and family to stay close by.

You say...

Top 100 Sites 2014

“ We stayed for six nights and wished it was longer. The

pitches are all fully serviced and of a generous size, with
plenty of well-kept grass around each. The facilities are
second-to-none: spotless and well-maintained.”
“ The owners were very friendly and helpful. The two
brilliant dog walks were always kept neat and tidy, and the
toilets and showers were always spotless. All in all, this is
a great, relaxing site at which to stay. I would recommend
it to anyone and will certainly be staying again.”

Bron≠ y≠ Wendon
Touring Park
Address Wern Road, Llanddulas LL22 8HG Tel 01492 512 903
Web www.bronywendontouringpark.co.uk Open All year
Touring pitches 130 (90 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up £20≠ £30

We say...

Bron-y-Wendon returns to our Top 100 sites for 2014
after a few years’ absence, and we’re pleased to see it
back. Located close to the sea, near the village of
Llanddulas, it offers tremendous views. It’s also close to
the A55, which means that it’s really easy to access, too.
There are 130 pitches on site – including 20 specifically
for motorhomes – arranged in groups. These are serviced
by a pair of clean, well-maintained heated washrooms,
a laundry, tourist information centre and a games room
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with table tennis and a television. As an added bonus,
the beach is just a short stroll away.

You say...

“ This site is beautiful. It’s so peaceful and pretty, with lovely

landscaped gardens and a great dog walk. The toilets and
shower blocks are just so immaculate. The owners cannot
do enough to make your stay wonderful.”
“ Bron-y-Wendon is an excellently maintained site with lovely
sea views, multi-level pitches and landscaped gardens.”

Open
all year

Wales
Emral Gardens
Touring Caravan Park
Address Holly Bush, Bangor≠ on≠ Dee, Wrexham LL13 0BG Tel 01948 770 401
Web www.emralgardens.co.uk Open 1 March≠ 14 January
Touring pitches 20, all hardstanding Pitch+2+hook≠ up £20≠ £30

Adults
only

We say...

This lovely, adults-only site is located in the grounds
of the former Emral Hall estate. There are 20 luxury,
all-weather hardstanding pitches, all of which have
16A hook-up, and water, waste and TV hook-up. There
is a modern washroom with a pair of showers and
underfloor heating, and a dog-walk area.
Step outside your tourer and you’ll be able to enjoy
one of the many walks through the nearby woodland.
You might even spot the historic dog graves, the final
resting place of the dogs that were originally kennelled
at the Emral estate. If you enjoy fishing, then you’ll love
this site – those visiting the park can fish at Emral Brook
or the on-site pond for free.

You say...

“ You can enjoy a pleasant stroll through the woods and
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beyond, or just chill out by the lily pond.The site owners
are pleasant and very helpful. We will be returning soon.”
“ This is a small, family-run site of 20 fully serviced pitches
centred around the former Emral Hall, which was
destroyed by fire some 100 years ago. Here, wildlife is
actively encouraged, which makes for wildlife-watching
in abundance – not surprising, then, that the owner
holds a David Bellamy Gold award.”

Kingsbridge
Caravan & Camping Park
Address Llanfaes, Beaumaris, Isle of Anglesey LL58 8LR Tel 01248 490 636
Web www.kingsbridgecaravanpark.co.uk Open 1 March≠ 31 October
Touring pitches 50 (22 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up £20≠ £30

BEST SITE

Green

We say...

The Isle of Anglesey is a popular touring destination;
if you’re planning to visit, you’re sure to enjoy a stay at
Kingsbridge. It’s a tranquil place, and lighting is kept at
a minimum so you can star-gaze to your heart’s content.
The site covers 14 acres and has 50 touring pitches,
all with 10A electric hook-up. There’s a shop that
stocks basics, and a pair of clean and tidy washrooms
complete with underfloor heating. Children can play
in the large area dedicated to ball games, and there
are dishwashing facilities, too.
The owners pride themselves on the site’s low
impact on the environment. Buildings are fitted with
low-energy lighting, and heating is solar-powered.

You say...

“ The site is well-organised and very quiet, and the toilet
block is the best I’ve seen on any campsite!”
“ Marian and Andy are very accommodating, providing

answers to all questions when booking to make sure your
break goes without a hitch. The site is always clean and tidy
and has areas where both families and people wanting a
quiet time away can stay.”
“ The showers are accessed with a keypad so there’s no need
for a key that you have to return or share.”
www.caravansitefinder.co.uk | TOP 100 SITES 2014 | 19

Wales
Llandow Touring
Caravan Park
Address Llandow, Cowbridge, Vale of Glamorgan CF71 7PB Tel 01446 794 527
Web www.llandowcaravanpark.com Open 14 February≠ 31 November
Touring pitches 90 (25 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

We say...

Exploring south Wales couldn’t be easier if you pitch
up at Llandow Touring Caravan Park. It’s only a few
miles from the Glamorgan Heritage Coast, and just
a 20-minute drive from the exhilarating city of Cardiff.
The site is also easily accessible from the M4 motorway.
The park is made up of two areas: one of 100 pitches,
and the other with 75. Around half of the 175 pitches are
seasonal. Visitors can use the facilities in either area: these
include a laundry, dishwashing area, well-stocked shop,
and smart washrooms. There’s also a play area sited away
from the main caravan site. The larger site is more suitable
for those touring as a family, while the smaller area is
better for couples and those with disabilities.

You say...

Top 100 Sites 2014

“ Staff were friendly and professional. The on-site shop,

while small, had everything we needed to keep the kids
happy and provide our evening meal. Everything was clean
and family-friendly including a wonderful little play area.”
“ Llandow is family- and pet-friendly. The owners
have a relaxed approach, and they were happy to help
at any time. The facilities are well-maintained.”
“ The staff are always very helpful – nothing is too
much trouble – and the facilities are very clean.”

Rhyd≠ y≠ Groes
Touring & Camping Park
Address Pont Rhyd≠ y≠ Groes, Marton, Welshpool, Powys SY21 8JJ
Tel 01938 561 228 Web www.rhyd≠ y≠ groes.co.uk Open All year
Touring pitches 30, all hardstanding Pitch+2+hook≠ up £20≠ £30

We say...

This picturesque site really is exclusively for adults –
there’s a minimum age here of 25. As such, it represents
a great place to get away from it all and enjoy some peace
and quiet. While at the park you’ll also be able to enjoy
the birds, butterflies and moths that are attracted to the
surrounding shrubs and trees.
There are 30 touring pitches, all of which have electric
hook-up. Elsewhere on site you can make use of the free
swap library (at which you can exchange board games,
DVDs and books), an enclosed dog-walk area and an
information point. There’s also a washing-up area,
a microwave and a motorhome waste-water point.

You say...

“ We stayed for a week on our first visit to the site and

found that it was like camping in a beautiful garden,
with a mass of various flowers and a wonderful variety
of different trees that were just coming into bloom.”
We
“ have stayed on hundreds of sites. This one is far and
away the best. It is clean, friendly and all the amenities are
well-maintained. ”
“ The friendly atmosphere here means that you are really
made to feel welcome. All amenities are well-maintained.
You cannot fault this site.”
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Adults
only

Open
all year

Wales
Tyddyn Du
Touring Park
Address Conwy Old Road, Penmaenmawr LL34 6RE Tel 01492 622 300
Web www.tyddyndutouringpark.co.uk Open 22 March≠ 31 October
Touring pitches 55 (41 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up £20≠ £30

Adults
only

We say...

Tyddyn Du is another regular in our Top 100 listings –
you frequently tell us just how much you love it.
Situated on the North Wales coast, it offers tremendous
views of the sea and across towards the Isle of Anglesey.
You’ll be able to enjoy some tremendous sunsets,
and walkers will also appreciate the site’s proximity
to the gorgeous Snowdonia National Park.
Facilities at Tyddyn Du include sparkling washrooms,
as well as a laundry room and sinks for dishwashing. All
pitches have 16A electric hook-up, and Wi-Fi is available.
The park is close to the A55 dual-carriageway, so it’s easy
to access, but don’t enter the site’s postcode into your
GPS – it won’t take you to the entrance. Instead, visit
the website for directions.

You say...

“ We liked the cleanliness of this site; there were also very

Tyddyn Isaf
Camping & Caravan Park
Address Lligwy Bay, Dulas, Anglesey LL70 9PQ Tel 01248 410 203
Web www.tyddynIsaf.co.uk Open 22 March≠ 30 September
Touring pitches 80 (60 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up £20≠ £30

We say...

Tyddyn Isaf has scored well during the years that we’ve
run our Top 100 Sites guide. It makes our shortlist again
this year, and it won the AA’s Wales Campsite of the Year
award 2014, too. You won’t be disappointed with a visit;
the park is set in a beautiful location on the Isle of
Anglesey, and the facilities are top-class.
Don’t miss a visit to the friendly and welcome bar,
which is open during the high season. There’s also
a coffee shop, and the Terrace restaurant offers both
sit-down meals and takeaways. Children will be kept
amused at the dedicated play area and by the pool table,
and there’s free Wi-Fi for guests to access, too.

You say...

“ There are clean facilities, a pub and a takeaway.

It’s also close to the beach. I have been staying at
Tyddyn Isaf for 23 years and have seen it grow
into a first-class site.”
“ This is a beautiful site: so clean and well looked
after. It was a pleasure to use the facilities, which
were kept pristine. The easy access to the beach
was an added bonus.”
“ I have stayed at this site every year since I was
a baby and now I take my own children.”
www.caravansitefind
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helpful staff. The grounds were kept in immaculate
condition. There are excellent recycling facilities on site, too.”
“ The shower block is very impressive, with plenty of hot
water. Best of all, there are no children running around,
so it’s very peaceful. There are gorgeous views of the sea.”
“ We like the location and accessibility to tourist attractions.
It’s always a shame to leave Tyddyn Du.”

¢Ųĉǥ
¤Ēĸċ yĆĢóċà yċ´ yĸyŦyċóċà
){ħ 7{ĮÌ XļǅƨČ¸
7ğ{ĮƨǓēƨ ={Ĝļƀ¸
k{ğÌ ļæ %ğ{ħļƀÿ{Į¸
$Ɯņ ņSP
]Ìğµ ǥņööƜ ƔĳöǥƼö
ǓǓǓŨ{¨ļƀĮ¨{ħšēĮÿŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
DĮ ƨČÌ ČÌƀēƨ{ÿÌ ¨ļ{Ɖƨ¸ ņ ħēğÌ æƀļħ 7ğ{ĮƨǓēƨ ={Ĝļƀ
{Į¼ ƨČÌ Ì{¨ČŨ  ö {Į¼ { Č{ğæ {¨ƀÌ æ{ħēğǚ
ļǓĮÌ¼ ƀǅƀ{ğ ƉēƨÌ ǓēƨČ ħ{ƨǅƀÌ ƨƀÌÌƉ {Į¼ ČÌ¼ÿÌ
ƀļǓƉ¸ Č{Ɖ { ħļ¼ÌƀĮ {ħÌĮēƨǚ ǅēğ¼ēĮÿ¸ ƉČļš¸ ƨ{ĝÌ
{Ǔ{ǚ {Į¼ ¨Čēğ¼ƀÌĮżƉ ēĮ¼ļļƀ {Į¼ ļǅƨ¼ļļƀ šğ{ǚ
{ƀÌ{Ũ ƨČÌ š{ƀĝ ēƉ ļšÌĮ æƀļħ $Ìƀǅ{ƀǚ ƨļ
Ì¨ÌħÌƀŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ {ƀÌ {¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼ {Į¼ {¼ǒēƉÌ¼Ũ







ċ¤ìĒĸyàÁ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý
ƀļĮğğǚƉ¸ ƀÌ¨ļĮ¸ PļǓǚƉ¸ 7ƭ ǥ7
ǥņÔƔö ƔņņƼöƜ
${Ǚµ ǥņÔƔö ƔņņƔņņ
ǓǓǓŨ{Į¨Čļƀ{ÿÌ¨šŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ô ħēğÌƉ ĮļƀƨČ Ì{Ɖƨ ļæ ƀÌ¨ļĮ¸ ēĮ ¨ÌĮƨƀÌ
ļæ ƀļĮğğǚƉ ǒēğğ{ÿÌŨ )ēÿČ Ɖƨ{Į¼{ƀ¼ š{ƀĝŨ
P{Įļƀ{ħē¨ ħļǅĮƨ{ēĮ ǒēÌǓƉŨ Xēƨǅ{ƨÌ¼
ÌƨǓÌÌĮ ¨Č{ƀħēĮÿ ħ{ƀĝÌƨ ƨļǓĮƉ ļæ
ƀÌ¨ļĮ {Į¼ ){ǚ DĮ lǚÌŨ +¼Ì{ğ æļƀ
ƨļǅƀēĮÿ {Į¼ Ǔ{ğĝēĮÿ =ē¼ƢXļǅƨČ l{ğÌƉŨ
 ö šÌĮĮ{ĮƨŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉµ ¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ
DšÌĮ {ğğ ǚÌ{ƀŨ ]ļǅƀÌƀƉ ƦņƭŨǥǥ =ļƨļƀ
{ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ ƦņƭŨǥǥ ]ÌĮƨƉ ƦņƭŨǥǥ

ƗƱ ƟȺȺ }ŧȂĉǥ ȑȹƞŃ






ĸĒċ ĸÁŧ [ĒŚĸóċà yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý
ƀļĮ ÌƀǓ¸ 7ğ{ĮƀǓƉƨ¸ ļĮǓǚ¸ 77ƼƜ ǥr]Ũ ]Ìğµ
ǥņöĳƼ ƜöǥöĳöŨ +Į 7ğ{ĮƀǓƉƨ ƨǅƀĮ ļææ öƔǥ
ēĮƨļ P{ƀƀǚ Sļ{¼ ŤƉēÿĮšļƉƨÌ¼ 7ğ{Į¼¼ļÿÌ¼ťŨ
]ƀ{ǒÌğ {ğļĮÿ P{ƀƀǚ S¼ {ƨ ]ĒĜǅĮ¨ƨēļĮ ƨǅƀĮ ğÌæƨ¸
¨{ƀ{ǒ{Į š{ƀĝ ÌĮƨƀ{Į¨Ì ēƉ ļĮ ƨČÌ ƀēÿČƨ {ƨ ƨČÌ
ğ{¨ĝ {Į¼ ǓČēƨÌ ¨ļƨƨ{ÿÌŨ  ì Ɖƨ{ƀ  ì
šÌĮĮ{Įƨ¸ {ƨƨƀ{¨ƨēǒÌğǚ ğ{Į¼Ɖ¨{šÌ¼ ƨļǅƀēĮÿ
¨{ƀ{ǒ{Į š{ƀĝ ǓēƨČ ħǅğƨē ƉÌƀǒē¨Ì¼ šēƨ¨ČÌƉŨ
+¼Ì{ğ {ƉÌ æļƀ ÌǙšğļƀēĮÿ ƨČÌ XĮļǓ¼ļĮē{
>{ƨēļĮ{ğ P{ƀĝ {Į¼ >ļƀƨČ l{ğÌƉ ļ{ƉƨŨ DšÌĮ
æƀļħ ={ƀ¨Č ƨļ D¨ƨļÌƀŨ ļƉƨ šÌƀ ƨļǅƀÌƀ
ƦƼǥŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƼƼŨǥǥŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¼ǒēƉ{ğÌ





ÁċyĸŎì #yÿÿŀ (Ēÿó´yŭ Oyĸý
ÌĮ{ƀƨČ¸ >ÌǓ¨{ƉƨğÌ ħğǚĮ¸ ÌƀÌ¼ēÿēļĮ¸
XƭÔ ĳ4XŨ ]µǥņƼƭĳ Ɣņǥ ƭöìŨ DǅƨƉĝēƀƨƉ ļæ
ÌĮ{ƀƨČ ļĮ ƨČÌ öÔöŨņƼ ¨ƀÌƉ ǓēƨČ Ôĳ
{ƀ{ǒ{Į Čļğē¼{ǚƉ ČļħÌƉ¸ Ƽ ¨ƀÌ ƨļǅƀēĮÿƢ
¨{ħšēĮÿ š{¼¼ļ¨ĝ ǓēƨČ Ƽĳ ƉČēĮÿğÌ Č{ƀ¼
Ɖƨ{Į¼ēĮÿ šēƨ¨ČÌƉŨ DšÌĮ æƀļħ ={ƀ¨Č ƨļ
>ļǒÌħÌƀŨ
S{ƨÌƉ ƦņƔĒƦƼƔ šÌƀ ĮēÿČƨŨ ļļĝēĮÿ


{¼ǒēƉ{ğÌ


ĸóċàĒÁ´ (Ēÿó´yŭ Oyĸý
]ČÌ ēƀ¨ČÌƉ¸
7ğ{ĮǚĮħ{ēƀ¸ PļǓǚƉŨ Xrņĳ ƔƭS
]ÌğµǥņƜìǥ ìƼņƼƭƔ
ÌĒħ{ēğµ ¨ƀēĮÿļÌ¼¨{ƀ{ǒ{ĮŨš{ƀĝǒēƀÿēĮŨĮÌƨ
4ǅƉƨ ƨ{ĝÌ ƨČÌ öìņÔ ļææ ƨČÌ öƔǥ ēĮ
7ğ{ĮƀǚĮħ{ēƀ {Į¼ ǓÌżƀÌ {ļǅƨ{ ħēğÌ ¼ļǓĮ
ƨČÌƀÌŨ ]ČēƉ ēƉ { æħēğǚ ƀǅĮ ǅƉēĮÌƉƉ ĮÌƉƨğÌ¼ {ƨ
ƨČÌ Ɖē¼Ì ļæ ƀēǒÌƀ ]ǓǚħǚĮ¸ ļǅƀ š{ƀĝ ēƉ ēĮ {Į
ē¼ǚğğē¨ ğļ¨{ƨēļĮ ǓēƨČ Ì{ǅƨēæǅğ Ɖ¨ÌĮÌƀǚ¸ šÌ{¨Ìæǅğ
{ħē{Į¨Ì¸ Ǔ{ƀħ ČļƉšēƨ{ğēƨǚŨ lÌ Čļğ¼ ƨČÌ {ǒē¼
Ìğğ{ħǚ Ǔ{ƀ¼ {Į¼ ļ{Ɖƨ æ{Įƨ{Ɖƨē¨ ħļ¼ÌƀĮ
æ{¨ēğēƨēÌƉ æļƀ {ğğ ǚļǅƀ ĮÌÌ¼ƉŨ lÌ {ƀÌ ļšÌĮ æƀļħ
={ƀ¨Č ƨļ >ļǒÌħÌÌƀ {Į¼ ¨ļƉƨ æƀļħ ƦņìŨǥǥ ƨļ
ƦƼǥŨǥǥ { ĮēÿČƨŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ ¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼







Ćĸyÿ $yĸ´Áċŀ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý
)ļğğǚ ǅƉČ¸ {Įÿļƀ DĮ ÌÌ¸ lƀÌǙČ{ħ¸ 77ņƭ
ǥ%Ũ ]Ìğµ ǥņĳöÔ ƔƔǥöǥņŨ ǓǓǓŨÌħƀ{ğÿ{ƀ¼ÌĮƉŨ
¨ļŨǅĝŨ ħ{ēğµ ēĮæļÌħƀ{ğÿ{ƀ¼ÌĮƉŨ¨ļŨǅĝŨ Ɣ
ħēğÌƉ ƉļǅƨČ ļæ lƀÌǙČ{ħ ļææ ìƼì¸š{ƉƉ
{ĮÿļƀĒDĮĒÌ ņŨì ħēğÌƉ ƨǅƀĮ ğÌæƨ {ƨ ƀļǓĮ
ħƀ{ğ XēÿĮƉŨ%ļ ņö ħēğÌ¸ ƉēƨÌ ļĮ ƀēÿČƨŨ XēƨÌ ƉÌƨ
ēĮ Ƽǥǥ {¨ƀÌƉ¸Ƽǥ ğǅǙǅƀǚ šēƨ¨ČÌƉ¸{¼ǅğƨƉ ļĮğǚ¸
]ƀ{Įųǅēğ ƉǚƀƀļǅĮ¼ēĮÿƉ¸ šÌ{¨Ì  ųǅēƨÌ¸ ÿƀÌ{ƨ
{ƉÌ ƨļ ÌǙšğļƀÌ ƨČÌ Ì{ǅƨēæǅğ ÌÌ k{ğğÌǚ
{ƨÌƉ ļšÌĮ ņƉƨ ļæ ={ƀ¨Č ƨļ ņöƨČ ļæ 4{Įǅ{ƀǚŨ
Pƀē¨Ì æƀļħ ƦƼǥ ƨļ ƦƼÔ
ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¼ǒēƉ{ğÌ





$ÿyċÿÿŭċ 6yýÁŀó´Á yĸyŦyċ  yĆĢóċà Oyĸý
{ğ{¸
%ǓǚĮÌ¼¼¸
77Ƽƭ ƔXXŨ
]Ìğµ ǥņƜƔÔì ìöǥƼƼƔŨ
ƭ ħēğÌƉ ƉļǅƨČ ǓÌƉƨ ļæ {ğ{ ļĮ öĳöŨ
ņƜ {¨ƀÌƉ ļæ ğÌǒÌğ š{ƀĝğ{Į¼ ļĮ ƨČÌ ƉČļƀÌ ļæ ƨČÌ
{ğ{ 7{ĝÌ ēĮ XĮļǓ¼ļĮē{ ğ{ǅĮ¨ČēĮÿ æļƀ ļ{ƨƉ¸
¨{ĮĮļÌƉ¸ æēƉČēĮÿ {Į¼ æ{Įƨ{Ɖƨē¨ ǒēÌǓƉŨ DšÌĮ
æƀļħ ƼņƉƨ ={ƀ¨Č ƨļ ņƼƨČ D¨ƨļÌƀŨ ļƉƨƉ æƀļħ
ƦƼņ Ē ƦƼìŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼ {Į¼ {¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ





$ÿŭċ¤Ēĸĸŧà OĒċ´ŀ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý
rĮǚƉ¨ļƀƀǓÿ š{ƀĝ¸ %ğǚĮ¨ļƀƀǓÿ¸ Pļƀƨ ]{ğļƨ
Xņƭ ƭ ]Ìğ ǥņƜƭĳ ÔìņĳǥǥŨ $ƀļħ =ö ƨ{ĝÌ
4öǥ ƉēÿĮ šļƉƨÌ¼ æļƀ Ǔħ{æ{Į {ğļĮÿ ƨČÌ
öņǥƔŨ DĮ¨Ì ǚļǅ ƀÌ{¨Č ǚħħÌƀ¸ ƨǅƀĮ ğÌæƨ æļƀ
%ğǚĮ¨ļƀƀǓÿŨ ņ {¨ƀÌ ƉēƨÌ ǓČē¨Č ¨{Į
{¨¨ļħħļ¼{ƨÌ ƭǥ ¨{ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉŨ ğÌ¨ƨƀē¨{ğ Čļļĝ
ǅšƉ {ǒ{ēğ{ğÌŨ DšÌĮ æƀļħ šƀēğ ƨļ D¨ƨļÌƀŨ Ʀì

šÌƀ šÌƀƉļĮŨ 

$Ēÿ´Áċ Vyċ´ŀ (Ēÿó´yŭ Oyĸý
ļƀƨČ¸ ÌƀÌ¼ēÿēļĮ¸ XrƼö ì4X
ǥņĳƔǥ ÔƔņööǥ ${Ǚµ ǥņĳƔǥ ÔƔņööǥ
ǓǓǓŨÿļğ¼ÌĮƉ{Į¼ƉČļğē¼{ǚƉŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ēħ{ēğµ ēĮæļÿļğ¼ÌĮƉ{Į¼ƉČļğē¼{ǚƉŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
$ƀļħ ÌƀǚƉƨǓǚƨČ öÔƔ ĮļƀƨČ æļƀ ö ħēğÌƉ¸
ğÌæƨ {ƨ ļǓ XƨƀÌÌƨ¸ š{ƀĝ ƉēÿĮšļƉƨÌ¼ ēĮ ǒēğğ{ÿÌŨ
$ƀļħ ={¨ČǚĮğğÌƨČ öÔƔ ƉļǅƨČ¸ ƀēÿČƨ {ƨ
]ƀÌƀ¼¼ļğ ļĮƨļ öƭìƭ¸ æļğğļǓ ƉēÿĮƉ ēĮƨļ ļƀƨČŨ
 ųǅēÌƨ Čļğē¼{ǚ š{ƀĝ ¨ğļƉÌ ƨļ ƨČÌ Ì{¨Č {Į¼
ÿļğæ ¨ļǅƀƉÌŨ +¼Ì{ğ æļƀ { ƀÌğ{ǙēĮÿ ƀÌ{ĝ æļƀ
šÌļšğÌ ļæ {ğğ {ÿÌƉŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉµ >ļƨ ¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼Ũ
 
DšÌĮ ǥņƢǥƭ ƨļ ƭņƢņǥŨ

$ĸÁÁċŧyŭŀ 6ÁóŀŚĸÁ Oyĸý
DǙǓē¨Č {ǚ¸ XļǅƨČ %ļǓÌƀ¸ XǓ{ĮƉÌ{¸
l{ğÌƉ¸ Xƭ ņr¸ ]Ìğµ ǥņƔĳƼ ƭĳņƼǥƭ¸ ħ{ēğµ
ēĮæļÿƀÌÌĮǓ{ǚƉğÌēƉǅƀÌŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
%ƀÌÌĮǓ{ǚƉ 7ÌēƉǅƀÌ P{ƀĝ ļ¨¨ǅšēÌƉ Ƽì
Ì{ǅƨēæǅğğǚĒħ{ēĮƨ{ēĮÌ¼ šƀēǒ{ƨÌ {¨ƀÌƉ
ļǒÌƀğļļĝēĮÿ ƨČÌ ÿğļƀēļǅƉ DǙǓē¨Č {ǚ ēĮ
ƨČÌ ČÌ{ƀƨ ļæ ƨČÌ %ļǓÌƀ šÌĮēĮƉǅğ{¸ ƀēƨ{ēĮżƉ
æēƀƉƨ ¼ÌƉēÿĮ{ƨÌ¼ {ƀÌ{ ļæ ļǅƨƉƨ{Į¼ēĮÿ
Į{ƨǅƀ{ğ Ì{ǅƨǚŨ
*ĸÕĒċ RóŦÁĸ yĸyŦyċ yċ´ yĆĢóċà Oyĸý
aššÌƀ Č{ššğÌ ƀ¼ %{ƀƨČ 7öö)Ũ
Dǅƀ æ{ħēğǚ ¨{ƀ{ǒ{Į š{ƀĝ  ¨{ħšƉēƨÌ ēƉ ƉÌƨ
ǓēƨČēĮ ƉÌǒÌĮ Ì{ǅƨēæǅğ {¨ƀÌƉ ļæ Ɖƨ{ƨē¨
¨{ƀ{ǒ{Į šēƨ¨ČÌƉŨ +ƀæļĮ SēǒÌƀ PƀÌħēÌƀ
{ƀ{ǒ{Į P{ƀĝ  {ħšƉēƨÌ ēƉ ēĮ ƨČÌ ČÌ{ƀƨ ļæ
=ē¼ l{ğÌƉ ǓēƨČ { ƉÌƀÌĮÌ ƀēǒÌƀƉē¼Ì ƉÌƨƨēĮÿ¸
{ħē¼ ųǅēÌƨ ħÌ{¼ļǓƉ {Į¼ šē¨ƨǅƀÌƉųǅÌ
š{ƉƨǅƀÌƉ {Į¼ Ǔļļ¼ğ{Į¼¸ {ƨ ƨČÌ æļļƨ ļæ ƨČÌ
ƉšÌ¨ƨ{¨ǅğ{ƀ šǚĮƨ ħļǅĮƨ{ēĮ ƀ{ĮÿÌŨ
$ļƀ ħļƀÌ ¼Ìƨ{ēğƉ {ļǅƨ ļǅƀ ¨{ƀ{ǒ{Į š{ƀĝ 
¨{ħšƉēƨÌ ēĮ =ē¼ l{ğÌƉ šğÌ{ƉÌ ¨{ğğ ǥņƔĳƼ
ƭÔƜƜƔƜ ]{ĝÌ öÔƭ ƨļǓ{ƀ¼Ɖ )Ì{¼ēĮÿ lÌƉƨ
ƨČÌĮ öìņĳ {ƨ %{ƀƨČŨ Ɣ {¨ƀÌƉŨ ƦņņŨ
ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼Ũ

 



(Áċ´ĸÁ ŭĒċ yĸyŦyċ yċ´ yĆĢóċà VóŎÁ
XƨŨ {ǒēƉ¸ PÌħƀļĝÌƉČēƀÌ¸ l{ğÌƉ XƜƼ ƜX
ǥņöƭƔ ƔƼǥöƔö
ēƀÌ¨ƨēļĮƉµ Ƽ ħēğÌƉ ĮļƀƨČ ļæ XƨŨ {ǒēƉ ļĮ
ƨČÌ ¨ļ{Ɖƨ ƀļ{¼ ƨļ 7ğ{ĮƀČē{Į
ÌƉ¨ƀēšƨēļĮµ Ɣ {¨ƀÌƉ ¼ēǒē¼Ì¼ ēĮƨļ ƨǓļ ¸ǓēƨČ
ƉČÌğƨÌƀÌ¼ šÌƀēħÌƨÌƀ šēƨ¨ČÌƉŨ PğÌĮƨǚ ļæ
Ɖš{¨Ì¸ +¼Ì{ğ æļƀ æ{ħēğēÌƉŨ ${ħēğǚ ƉČļǓÌƀ
ƀļļħƉŨ PğÌĮƨǚ ļæ Čļƨ Ǔ{ƨÌƀ {Į¼ ƉšļƨğÌƉƉğǚ
¨ğÌ{Į æ{¨ēğēƨēÌƉŨ ļšÌĮ æƀļħ ņƉƨ ļæ šƀēğ ƨēğğ
ƭǥƨČ ļæ XÌšƨÌħÌƀŨ ļƉƨ šÌƀ ĮēÿČƨ æļƀħ
Ʀņö ƨļ ƦƼņ ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¼ǒēƉ{ğÌ





4óċàŀĸó´àÁ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý
{ħš Sļ{¼ 7ğ{Įæ{ÌƉ¸ Ì{ǅħ{ƀēƉ¸ +ƉğÌ ļæ
ĮÿğÌƉÌǚ 77ìÔ Ô7S ]ÌğÌšČļĮÌµ ǥņƼöÔ öĳǥ
ƜƭƜ lÌµ ǓǓǓŨĝēĮÿƉƀē¼ÿÌ¨{ƀ{ǒ{Įš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
ļƀ Ìħ{ēğµ ēĮæļĝēĮÿƉƀē¼ÿÌ¨{ƀ{ǒ{Įš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
ēƀÌ¨ƨēļĮƉµ DĮ {ƀƀēǒ{ğ {ƨ Ì{ǅħ{ƀēƉ¸ š{ƉƉ ƨČÌ
¨{ƉƨğÌ ļĮ ƨČÌ ğÌæƨ Ťìņǥĳť æļƀ {ššƀļǙ Ƽ ħēğÌƉ¸
ƨÌĮ ğÌæƨ {ƨ Ɖħ{ğğ ¨ƀļƉƉƀļ{¼Ɖ ¸ ƉēÿĮ ēƉ ļĮ ƨČÌ ğÌæƨŨ
ņö {¨ƀÌƉ¸ Ƽ æ{ħēğǚ ƨļǅƀēĮÿƢƨÌĮƨ æēÌğ¼Ɖ ¸ ņ ļĮğǚ
{¼ǅğƨ ļĮğƨ æēÌğ¼ ¸ ƉǅƀƀļǅĮ¼Ì¼ ǚ æ{ƀħğ{Į¼¸ ǒÌƀǚ
ųǅēÌƨ¸ ì Ɖƨ{ƀ ƉČļǓÌƀ ğļ¨ĝ¸ Ƽ ħēğÌƉ æƀļħ ƨČÌ
ǅƉǚ ¨{ƉƨğÌ ƨļǓĮ ļæ Ì{ǅħ{ƀēƉŨ DšÌĮ æļƀ ņƉƨ
ļæ ħ{ƀ¨Č ƨļ ƭņƉƨ ļæ D¨ƨļÌƀŨ Pƀē¨ÌƉ æƀļħ ƦņÔ
ƨļ Ʀƭƭ ŤXĮļǓ¼ļĮē{ Ɣ ħēğÌƉť {ǒē¼ Ìğğ{ħǚ
%ļğ¼ Ǔ{ƀ¼Ì¼Ũ ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼ {Į¼
{¼ǒēƉ{ğÌ š{ƀĝŨ






řř  [CO Ĝŷŷ V*[V řŷĜÝ  ŧŧŧħ¤yĸyŦyċŀóŎÁÕóċ´Áĸħ¤ĒħŚý

[ŭ´´ŭċ Ś [ĒŚĸóċà Oyĸý
ļĮǓǚ Dğ¼ Sļ{¼¸ PÌĮħ{ÌĮħ{Ǔƀ¸ >ļƀƨČ l{ğÌƉ¸
7ğƭö ƜSŨ ]Ìğµ ǥņöĳƼ ƜƼƼƭǥǥŨ ]{ĝÌ ìì lÌƉƨļǅĮ¼
ƨļ 4ǅĮ¨ƨēļĮ ņƜŨ ]{ĝÌ ğÌæƨ {ƨ ƀļǅĮ¼{ļǅƨ {Į¼
ēħħÌ¼ē{ƨÌğǚ ğÌæƨ {ÿ{ēĮŨ XēƨÌ ÌĮƨƀ{Į¨Ì ļĮ ƀēÿČƨ ìǥ
ǚ{ƀ¼Ɖ {æƨÌƀ %ğ{¼ƉƨļĮÌ PǅŨ ì {¨ƀÌ ƨÌƀƀ{¨Ì¼ {Į¼
ğ{Į¼Ɖ¨{šÌ¼ {¼ǅğƨƉ ļĮğǚ š{ƀĝ ǓēƨČ ƉǅšÌƀ ǒēÌǓƉ
{¨ƀļƉƉ ļĮǓǚ {ǚŨ DšÌĮ ƼƼĮ¼ ={ƀ¨Č ƨļ ƭņƉƨ
D¨ƨļÌƀŨ ={Ǚ ƦƼì ƨļ =ēĮ ƦƼƼŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼

{Į¼ ĮÌ¨ÌƉƉ{ƀǚŨ 

<ĒĒĸÿyċ´ŀ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý
7ğ{Įÿǚē¸ 7{ħšÌƨÌƀ¸ ÌƀÌ¼ēÿēļĮ¸
XöÔ Ô>>
ǥņìƔǥ öĳƭìöƭ
ǓǓǓŨħļļƀğ{Į¼ƉĒ¨{ƀ{ǒ{ĮĒš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ēħ{ēğµ ÌĮųǅēƀÌƉħļļƀğ{Į¼Ɖğ{ħšÌƨÌƀŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
DĮ öÔì 7{ħšÌƨÌƀ ƨļ ]ƀÌÿ{ƀļĮ ƀļ{¼¸ ĮļƀƨČ
Ì{Ɖƨ æļƀ ì ħēğÌƉ ƨļ 7ğ{Įÿǚē ğÌæƨ {ƨ ƉēÿĮ ƨļ
¨{ƀ{ǒ{Į š{ƀĝ¸ ¨ļĮƨēĮǅÌ æļƀ ņŨì ħēğÌƉŨ ${ħēğǚ
ļšÌƀ{ƨÌ¼ š{ƀĝ ǓēƨČ Ɯǥ ¨{ƀ{ǒ{Į ļǓĮÌƀƉ
ÌĮĜļǚēĮÿ ƨČÌ šÌ{¨Ì {Į¼ ƨƀ{Įųǅēğēƨǚ ƨČ{ƨ ƨČēƉ
š{ƀƨ ļæ l{ğÌƉ Č{Ɖ ƨļ ļææÌƀŨ +ƨ ēƉ { Č{ǒÌĮ æļƀ
ēƀ¼ {Į¼ Ǔēğ¼ğēæÌ¸ ļƀƉ {ƀļĮ Ǔēğ¼ğēæÌ {ƀÌ{ ēƉ
ĮÌ{ƀǚŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉµ >Ì¨ÌƉƉ{ƀǚŨ DšÌĮ ǥņƢǥƭ
ƨļ ǥĳƢǥņŨ {ƀ{ǒ{Į )ļğē¼{ǚ )ļħÌƉ ƦņƭìŨǥǥ
ƨļ ƦìǥìŨǥǥ

=ĒÿŎĒċ ĸĒŀŀ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý
>ļğƨļĮ¸ ){ǒÌƀæļƀ¼ǓÌƉƨ¸ PÌħƀļĝÌƉČēƀÌ¸
XƜƼ ƭ>P
]Ìğµ ǥņöƭƔ ƔņǥƔǥņ =ļēğÌµ ǥƔÔņöƔƔĳǥƼǥ
ĮļğƨļĮ¨ƀļƉƉĒČļğē¼{ǚƉŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
ħ{ēğµ ēĮæļĮļğƨļĮ¨ƀļƉƉĒČļğē¼{ǚƉŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ɯ ħēğÌƉ ǓÌƉƨ ļæ ){ǒÌƀæļƀ¼ lÌƉƨ ļĮ ƨČÌ öÔƔŨ
ì {¨ƀÌ š{ƀĝ ļææÌƀēĮÿ ¨{ƀ{ǒ{Į ČēƀÌ¸ ƨļǅƀēĮÿ
{Į¼ ¨{ħšēĮÿ šēƨ¨ČÌƉ ǓēƨČ ļƀ ǓēƨČļǅƨ
ÌğÌ¨ƨƀē¨ Čļļĝ ǅš ļǒÌƀ ğļļĝēĮÿ Xƨ ƀē¼ÌƉ {ǚŨ
DšÌĮ ǥņƢǥƭ ƨļ ƭǥƢņņŨ Pƀē¨ÌƉ æƀļħ ƦÔŨƔǥ ƨļ
ņìŨÔǥ


OÁċàyĸĸÁà yĸyŦyċ  yĆĢóċà Oyĸý
7ğ{ĮƀČǚƉƨǅ¼¸ ÌƀÌ¼ēÿēļĮ¸ XrƼƭ ì4
ǥņĳƔö ƼǥƼƼöƔ
ǓǓǓŨǅƨļǓ¨{ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ēħ{ēğµ ēĮæļƀēǒÌƀƉē¼ÌČļğē¼{ǚš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
ĳ ħēğÌƉ ƉļǅƨČ ļæ ÌƀǚƉƨǓǚƨČ ĜǅƉƨ ļææ öÔƔ
ÌƀǚƉƨǓǚƨČ ƨļ {ƀ¼ēÿ{Į Sļ{¼Ũ
ļļĝēĮÿƉµ ¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ DšÌĮ ǥņƢǥƭ ƨļ ƭņƢņƼŨ
]ļǅƀÌƀƉ ƦņǥŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦņìŨǥǥ ]ÌĮƨƉ ƦìŨìǥ ƨļ ƦÔŨǥǥ
{ƀ{ǒ{Į )ļğē¼{ǚ )ļħÌƉ ƦņƔìŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦöǥǥŨǥǥŨ



 

Oÿyŀ #yĸĆ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý
Pğ{Ɖ rĮ ÌƨǓƉ¸ ÌƨǓƉ rĮ SČļƉ¸ ÌƀÿÌğÌ¸
ļĮǓǚ¸ 77ƼƼ Ôa
ǥņöĳƼ ƜÔǥƼìö
ǓǓǓŨšğ{Ɖæ{ƀħ¨{ƀ{ǒ{Įš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ēħ{ēğµ ēĮæļšğ{Ɖæ{ƀħ¨{ƀ{ǒ{Įš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
ìì 4Ƽƭ 7ğ{Į¼¼ǅğ{Ɖ¸ ìöƔ ÌƀÿÌğÌ¸ ƀēÿČƨ
SČǚ¼ r $ļÌğ Sļ{¼¸ ƭ ħēğÌƉ ğÌæƨ ƉēÿĮšļƉƨÌ¼
ìƭÔņŨ  šē¨ƨǅƀÌƉųǅÌ¸ æ{ħēğǚ ƀǅĮ ǓļƀĝēĮÿ
æ{ƀħ Ɖēƨǅ{ƨÌ¼ ēĮ ƨČÌ ÿƀļǅĮ¼Ɖ ļæ { ƉƨǅĮĮēĮÿ
ņƜƨČ ¨ÌĮƨǅƀǚ %ƀ{¼Ì ++ ğēƉƨÌ¼ æ{ƀħČļǅƉÌŨ Dǅƀ
{Ǔ{ƀ¼ ǓēĮĮēĮÿ š{ƀĝ ēƉ ēĮ {Į ē¼Ì{ğ ğļ¨{ƨēļĮŨ
ļļĝēĮÿƉµ >Ì¨ÌƉƉ{ƀǚŨ DšÌĮ ǥņƢǥƭ ƨļ ƭņƢņǥŨ
]ļǅƀÌƀƉ ƦņƔŨìǥ ƨļ ƦƼƔŨìǥ =ļƨļƀ {ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ
ƦņƔŨìǥ ƨļ ƦƼƔŨìǥ ]ÌĮƨƉ ƦņǥŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƼìŨǥǥ





[ŭċÿÿŧŭċ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý 6Ŏ´
ƀǚĮ¨ƀǅÿ¸ ]ǚǓǚĮ¸ %ǓǚĮÌ¼¼¸ 77ƭƜ ĳS
ǥņƜìö ƔņǥƭƔǥ ${Ǚµ ǥņƜìö ƔņǥƭƔǥ
ǓǓǓŨƨǚĮğğǓǚĮ¨{ƀ{ǒ{Įš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ēħ{ēğµ ššƉšƉħ¨{ļğŨ¨ļħ
ƼŨì ħēğÌƉ ĮļƀƨČ ļæ ]ǚǓǚĮ ļĮ öĳƭ ƨǅƀĮ ƀēÿČƨ
ļĮƨļ ööǥì¸ ƨČÌĮ ƨ{ĝÌ æēƀƉƨ ƀēÿČƨ ¼ļǓĮ ğ{ĮÌŨ
]ǚĮğğǓǚĮ ēƉ { Ɖħ{ğğ æ{ħēğǚ ƉēƨÌ ļææÌƀēĮÿ ÿļļ¼
¨ğÌ{Į æ{¨ēğēƨēÌƉ¸ Ɖħ{ğğ ƉēƨÌ ƉČļš {Į¼ ¨Čēğ¼ƀÌĮżƉ
šğ{ǚ {ƀÌ{Ũ lÌ Č{ǒÌ Ɯ ğǅǙǅƀǚ Ɖƨ{ƨē¨ ¨{ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ
æļƀ ČēƀÌ {Į¼ Ƽ ƨļǅƀēĮÿ  ¨{ħšēĮÿ æēÌğ¼ƉŨ
ļļĝēĮÿƉµ ¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ DšÌĮ ǥņƢǥƭ ƨļ ƭņƢņǥŨ
Pƀē¨Ì ƦƼņ ƨļ ƦƼö





*ŀÿyŧĸÕÕĒĸ´´ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý
]{ğǚļĮƨ¸ {ƀħļǅƨČ¸ %ǓǚĮÌ¼¼¸ 77öƭ ƼQ
ǥņƭöņ ƼöƔƼƜĳ ${Ǚµ ǥņƭöņ ƼöƼƜƭĳ
ǓǓǓŨēƉğ{Ǔƀææļƀ¼¼Ũ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ēħ{ēğµ ēĮæļēƉğ{Ǔƀææļƀ¼¼Ũ¨ļŨǅĝ
+Ɖğ{Ǔƀææļƀ¼¼ ēƉ Ɖēƨǅ{ƨÌ¼ ļĮ ƨČÌ ƉļǅƨČÌƀĮ ÌĮ¼
ļæ ƨČÌ ǒēğğ{ÿÌ ļæ ]{ğǚļĮƨ ĜǅƉƨ ļææ ƨČÌ ħ{ēĮ
öĳƜ ¨ļ{Ɖƨ ƀļ{¼Ũ 7ē¨ÌĮƉÌ¼ æļƀ Ɣì ƨļǅƀÌƀƉƢ
ħļƨļƀČļħÌƉ {Į¼ ƭǥ ¨{ħšēĮÿ Ɖš{¨ÌƉŨ
ļļĝēĮÿƉµ ¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ DšÌĮ ņöƢǥƼ ƨļ ǥƔƢǥņŨ
]ļǅƀÌƀƉ ƦƼìŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƭƭŨìǥ =ļƨļƀ {ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ
ƦƼìŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƭƭŨìǥ ]ÌĮƨƉ ƦƼǥŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƭƭŨìǥ
{ƀ{ǒ{Į )ļğē¼{ǚ )ļħÌƉ ƦƼìǥŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƜǥǥŨǥǥ




Rìŭ´òpò$ĸĒÁŀ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý
={ƀƨļĮ lÌğƉČšļļğ¸ PļǓǚƉ¸
XrƼņ Ô44Ũ
]Ìğµ ǥņĳƭÔ ìƜņ ƼƼÔŨ
Čğ¼{ǒēÌƉČļƨħ{ēğŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
ǓǓǓŨƀČǚ¼ĒǚĒÿƀļÌƉŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
$ēǒÌ Ɖƨ{ƀ æ{ħēğǚ ƀǅĮ ƉÌ¨ğē¼Ì¼ ƉēƨÌ ¨{ƨÌƀēĮÿ æļƀ
¨{ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉŨ ħļƨļƀČļħÌƉ {Į¼ ƨÌĮƨƉŨ
+Į¼ēǒē¼ǅ{ğğǚ ğ{Į¼Ɖ¨{šÌ¼ šēƨ¨ČÌƉ ǓēƨČ { ħēǙ ļæ
ÿƀ{ƉƉƢ Č{ƀ¼Ɖƨ{Į¼ēĮÿ {Į¼ æǅğğǚ ƉÌƀǒē¨Ì¼ šēƨ¨ČÌƉŨ
XÌ{ƉļĮ{ğ  ƉƨļƀÌ {Į¼ ǅƉÌ šēƨ¨ČÌƉ {ǒ{ēğ{ğÌŨ
$ǅğğǚ ÌųǅēššÌ¼ æ{¨ēğēƨēÌƉ ğļ¨ĝ ǓēƨČ æƀÌÌ
ČļƨǓ{ƨÌƀƢ ƉČļǓÌƀƉ {Į¼ ǅƉÌ ļæ ƨČÌ ĝēƨ¨ČÌĮ
{ƀÌ{Ũ¼ǅğƨƉ ļĮğǚ ļǒÌƀ ƼìżƉŨ
DšÌĮ {ğğ ǚÌ{ƀ Ɖēƨǅ{ƨÌ¼ ÌƨǓÌÌĮ $ļƀ¼ÌĮ {Į¼
Čēƀǅƀǚ ì ħēğÌƉ æƀļħ lÌğƉČšļļğĜǅƉƨ ļææ ƨČÌ
öĳǥŨ





[ŭ´´ŭċ (Áóÿŭċ
ČǓēğļÿ¸ PǓğğČÌğē¸ %ǓǚĮÌ¼¼¸ 77ìƭ ƜXl
ǥņƔƜƜ Ôņǥööņ
ǓǓǓŨǅĝš{ƀĝƉŨ¨ļŨǅĝƢƨǚ¼¼ǚĮČÌēğǚĮ
Ēħ{ēğµ ƨǚ¼¼ǚĮŨČÌēğǚĮƨēƉ¨{ğēŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Dææ öƭìö {ƨ ČǓēğļÿ ļššļƉēƨÌ PļǒÌǚ
ǅƨ¨ČÌƀƉ ēĮÌƨǓÌÌĮ ČļǅƉÌƉ¸ ƼĮ¼ š{ƀĝ
ļĮ ƀēÿČƨ ņŨì ħēğÌƉ ĜǅƉƨ ÌæļƀÌ šļƉƨ ļǙŨ
Ì{ǅƨēæǅğ¸ Ɖħ{ğğ¸ ųǅēÌƨ š{ƀĝ ƨǓēǙƨ ƉÌ{
{Į¼ XĮļǓ¼ļĮē{ ļƀ¼ÌƀēĮÿ ğļĮÿ Ɖ¨ÌĮē¨
ƨƀÌÌ ğēĮÌ¼ šǅğē¨ Ǔ{ğĝƉŨ ÌĮƨƀ{ğ æļƀ ÌǒÌƀǚ
ƨļǅƀēƉƨ {ƨƨƀ{¨ƨēļĮ ēÌŨ PļƀƨħÌēƀēļĮ¸ ƉÌ{¸
¨{ƉƨğÌƉ Ìƨ¨Ũ XÌ{ƉļĮ{ğ šēƨ¨ČÌƉ ļĮ ƀÌųǅÌƉƨŨ
ļļĝēĮÿƉµ ¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ DšÌĮ ǥņƢǥƭ ƨļ
 
ƭǥƢņƼŨ 
[ŭ´´ŭċ 6ÿŧŭċ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý
=ļƀæ{ ǚ¨Č{Į S¼¸ PļƀƨČħ{¼ļÿ¸ %ǓǚĮÌ¼¼¸ 77öĳ
ĳaS
]Ìğµ ǥņƔƜƜ ìņƼƼǥì
$ƀļħ PļƀƨČħ{¼ļÿ )ēÿČ Xƨ ŤöĳƔť ƨǅƀĮ æļƀ ğ{¨ĝ
Sļ¨ĝ X{Į¼ƉŨ P{ƀĝ ÌĮƨƀ{Į¨Ì ēĮ ļĮ ƨČÌ ƀēÿČƨ Č{Į¼
Ɖē¼Ì ğÌƉƉ ƨČ{Į ņĝħ æƀļħ ƨČÌ ƨļǓĮ ¨ÌĮƨƀÌŨ ]ČēƉ
æ{ħēğǚ š{ƀĝ ēƉ Ɖēƨǅ{ƨÌ¼ ēĮ { ğ{ƀÿÌ {ƀÌ{ ļæ š{ƀƨē{ğğǚ
Ǔļļ¼Ì¼ ¨ļǅĮƨƀǚƉē¼Ì {ƨ ƨČÌ æļļƨ ļæ =ļÌğŨrŨ%ÌƉƨŨ
+¼Ì{ğğǚ ğļ¨{ƨÌ¼ ǓēƨČēĮ Ǔ{ğĝēĮÿ ¼ēƉƨ{Į¨Ì ļæ
PļƀƨČħ{¼ļÿ¸ ļƀƨČŨrŨ%ÌƉƨ¸ $æÌƉƨēĮēļÿ {Į¼ lÌğƉČ
)ēÿČğ{Į¼ S{ēğǓ{ǚƉŨ Ƽǥņƭ šƀē¨ÌƉ ČÌğ¼Ũ DšÌĮ æƀļħ
={ƀ¨Č ƨļ D¨ƨļÌƀŨ ƦņÔŨǥǥ Ē ƦƭņŨìǥ šÌƀ ĮēÿČƨŨ
ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼ {Į¼ {¼ǒēƉÌ¼Ũ




[ŭ´´ŭċ [yÿàĒ¤ì _¤ìyÕ
Ǔğ¨Čƨļ¨ǚĮ¸ ÌƀƉļ¨Č¸ %ǓǚĮÌ¼¼¸ 77ìƭ Ɣ]
ǥņƔìÔ ƔņƭƼƼƭ
ǓǓǓŨƨǚĮĒǚĒħǅƀŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ēħ{ēğµ ēĮæļƨǚĮĒǚĒħǅƀŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
ēƀÌ¨ƨēļĮƉ ļĮ ƀÌųǅÌƉƨŨ ğÌǒ{ƨÌ¼ ǓēƨČ
š{Įļƀ{ħē¨ ǒēÌǓƉ ļæ {ƀ¼ēÿ{Į {ǚ {Į¼
ÌƀƉļ¨Č Ì{¨ČŨ DšÌĮ ǥņƢǥƭ ƨļ ņìƢǥņŨ

 
[ŭċòpò<Śĸ [ĒŚĸóċà  yĆĢóċà Oyĸý
]ǚĮĒrĒ=ǅƀ )ļǅƉÌ¸ 7ļĮ %{ƀħļĮ¸ ÌƀƉļ¨Č¸
%ǓǚĮÌ¼¼ 77ìƭ Ɣa7Ũ ]Ìğµ ǥņƔìÔ Ɣņƭ ƼƼƭŨ ]ČÌ
š{ƀĝ ēƉ Ɖēƨǅ{ƨÌ¼ Ɣ ħēğÌƉ ǓÌƉƨ ļæ PǓğğČÌğē ļĮ
öĳĳ {Į¼ ēƉ ƨČÌ ¨ğļƉÌƉƨ ƨļ ÌƀƉļ¨ČŨ ì {¨ƀÌ
š{ƀĝ¸ ǓēƨČ Ƽ æēÌğ¼ƉŨ DšÌĮ {ƉƨÌƀ ƨēğğ D¨ƨļÌƀŨ
]ļǅƀÌƀƉ ƦƼƼŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƼìŨǥǥŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ
{¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼Ƣ{¼ǒēƉÌ{ğÌŨ 


pĸ (Áÿŭàò[ìÁ jóÿÿĒŧŀ yĸyŦyċ 
yĆĢóċà Oyĸý
=ǚĮǚƨČļ¸ ÌƀƉļ¨Č¸ %ǓǚĮÌ¼¼¸
77ìƭ ƔSl
ǥņƔìÔ ƔöǥƜƔƜ
ǓǓǓŨƨČÌĒǓēğğļǓƉĒ{ÌƀƉļ¨ČŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ēħ{ēğµ ƨČÌǓēğğļǓƉ{ÌƀƉļ¨Čųħ{ēğŨ¨ļħ
]{ĝÌ öĳĳ ÌƀƉļ¨ČŨ ƨ 7ğ{ĮÌ¼ƀļÿ¸ ƨ{ĝÌ
ööņƭ ƨļ =ǚĮǚƨČļŨ +Į =ǚĮǚƨČļ ƨǅƀĮ ƀēÿČƨ
{æƨÌƀ ƭǥħšČ ƉēÿĮƉŨ lÌ {ƀÌ öǥǥ ǚ{ƀ¼Ɖ ǅš
ğ{ĮÌ ļĮ ƨČÌ ğÌæƨŨ ìħǅğƨē {Ǔ{ƀ¼ ǓēĮĮēĮÿ ǒÌƀǚ
ųǅēÌƨ ƉēƨÌŨ SÌæēĮÌ¼ {Į¼ ¨Č{ƀħēĮÿŨ 7ǅǙǅƀǚ
æ{¨ēğēƨēÌƉ¸ ēħšÌ¨¨{ğÌ ¨ǅƉƨļħÌƀ ¨{ƀÌŨ
Į¨Č{ĮƨēĮÿ ǒēÌǓƉ¸ ĮÌ{ƀǚ ƉƨǅĮĮēĮÿ
Ì{¨ČÌƉŨ Xǅēƨ{ğÌ æļƀ ƨČÌ ¼ēƉ¨ÌƀĮēĮÿ
¨ǅƉƨļħÌƀŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉµ >Ì¨ÌƉƉ{ƀǚŨ DšÌĮ
ņƼƢǥƭ ƨļ ņìƢņǥŨ ]ļǅƀÌƀƉ ƦƼƼŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƭƼŨǥǥ
=ļƨļƀ {ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ ƦƼƼŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƭƼŨǥǥ ]ÌĮƨƉ
ƦƼÔŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƭƭŨǥǥ {ƀ{ǒ{Į )ļğē¼{ǚ )ļħÌƉ
ƦöǥǥŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƜìǥŨǥǥ 
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Wales
Tyddyn Llwyn
Caravan Park
Address Morfa Bychan Road, Porthmadog, Gwynedd LL49 9UR Tel 01766 512 205
Web www.tyddynllwyn.com Open 1 March≠ 1 November
Touring pitches 120, all hardstanding Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ 30

We say...

Close to the charming Welsh town of Porthmadog you’ll
find popular Tyddyn Llwyn, which is a great destination
for those touring with a family. On-site facilties include
park-wide Wi-Fi (for a small charge), a children’s play
area, a games room, a library/book exchange, a licenced
bar with grill and a launderette.
If that’s not enough to keep you entertained, then
you’ll find lots to do in the nearby area. The site’s within
walking distance of the narrow-gauge steam Ffestiniog
& Welsh Highland Railways, and the Snowdonia
National Park is close by, too. What’s more, pitch prices
for the 2014 season have been held over from 2013.

You say...

“ This is a very clean and tidy site, with pleasant, friendly

Top 100 Sites 2014

wardens. The toilets and showers are spotless, and the
children had a great play area. There’s plenty of dog
walking up through the woods.”
“ This is our fourth year on this site and we are as happy
here as when we first came. The staff are always
extremely pleasant and helpful, and the site itself is
always immaculately clean and tidy.”
“ Staff at Tyddyn Llwyn are very friendly and cannot do
enough for you. The site is very clean and very peaceful.”

The Willows Abersoch
(Yr Helyg)
Address Yr Helyg, The Willows, Mynytho, Nr Abersoch, Pwllheli, Gwynedd LL53 7RW
Tel 01758 740 676 Web www.the≠ willows≠ abersoch.co.uk Open 15 March≠ 12 October
Touring pitches 21 (14 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: £20≠ £30; high season: £30+

BEST SITE

Pet
Friendly

We say...

If you’re looking for a get-away-from-it-all site on
the Lleyn Peninsula, then The Willows comes highly
recommended. It’s a small park, but the facilities are
excellent, and the site never feels crowded. You’ll find
21 touring pitches with 16A electric hook-up, free Wi-Fi,
clean and tidy washrooms, mobile-phone charging
points, a tourist information area, a children’s playing
field, a dog exercise field and even a dog-minding
service. Family and friends can stay on site, too, in
one of the fantastic ‘Hobbit’ camping pods.
Attractions close by include the towns of Pwllheli
and Porthmadog, as well as the village of Abersoch
and its pretty beaches.

You say...

“ The site is first-class, in a beautiful location. We stayed on the
grass pitches, which are very spacious. Although it was bank
holiday and was fully booked, we still had lots of room.”
“ We appreciated that the children had somewhere safe
to play without disturbing the neighbours – or us!”
“ Sometimes you want to keep treasures all to yourself and
not share. This campsite is one of those rare treasures.”
“ My only problem is that revealing this secret might
make it impossible to book!”
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Wales
The Plassey
Leisure Park
Address Eyton, Wrexham LL13 0SP Tel 01978 780 277
Web www.plassey.com Open 14 February≠ 6 November
Touring pitches 60, all hardstanding Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

TOP 100

We say...

The Plassey really is a popular
site, as evidenced by its
consistently high standings
in our Top 100 awards, both
for caravans and motorhomes.
The leisure park itself is
enormous – in total it covers
REGIONAL WINNER 247 acres – and it’s evolved
tremendously over the 50 years it has been in operation.
These days it includes a five-star touring caravan park
that offers some great facilities, and this also makes
a fantastic base for exploring everything that this
beautiful region has to offer. There’s a craft and
retail centre within the leisure park, too, as well
as a nine-hole golf course.
At the touring area you’ll find a great indoor heated
swimming pool (free of charge for 2014); 60 pitches,
all with 16A electric hook-up; Wi-Fi access; a laundry
room; a licenced bar and restaurant; a coffee shop;
a sauna room; table tennis and much more. No
wonder you voted it your favourite site in Wales!

SITES

Top 100 Sites 2014

2014

You say...

“ This attractive and very-well-kept site is run by very

helpful staff. There are plenty of activities, including a
fabulous heated swimming pool and golf course. The
restaurant and café offer good food at reasonable prices.”
“ There’s loads to do on site. You don’t really need to move
your car if you don’t want to.”
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The Plassey took the
regional top≠ spot in 2013,
and does so again this
year. Ití s a great site with
facilities that include a
swimming pool, a coffee
shop
op and spacious pitches

BEST
IN
Wales
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3y¤Ēŀ <ĒŚċŎ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý XƨÌšĮÌǚ
Sē{¼¸ X¨{ƀļƀļǅÿČ¸ >ļƀƨČ rļƀĝƉČēƀÌ¸ rDņƼ
ì>7 ]Ìğµ ǥņƔƼƭ ƭƜņņƔÔŨ ƼħēğÌƉ lÌƉƨ ļæ
X¨{ƀļƀļǅÿČ ¨ÌĮƨƀÌ ļĮ ƨČÌ ņƔǥŨ Ƽì{¨ƀÌƉ
ļǒÌƀ ņ æēÌğ¼¸ {ğğ æǅğğǚ ƉÌƀǒē¨Ì¼ šēƨ¨ČÌƉ ǓēƨČ
æƀÌÌ ƉČļǓÌƀƉ šǅ {Į¼ ƀÌƉƨ{ǅƀ{ĮƨŨ DšÌĮ
={ƀ¨Č ƨļ >ļǒŨ Pƀē¨ÌƉ æƀļħ ƦņǥŨìǥ ƨļ ƦņÔŨìǥŨ
ǓǓǓŨĜ{¨ļƉħļǅĮƨŨ¨ļŨǅĝŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ
{¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼Ƣ{¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ
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CŦÁĸĸĒĒý yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý
={ğƨļĮ %{ƨÌ¸ ]ČļƀĮƨļĮ 7Ì {ğÌ
Pē¨ĝÌƀēĮÿ¸ >ļƀƨČ rļƀĝƉČēƀÌ
rDņÔ ƔX
ǓǓǓŨļǒÌƀƀļļĝ¨{ƀ{ǒ{Įš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
ƭ ħēğÌƉ Ì{Ɖƨ ļæ Pē¨ĝÌƀēĮÿ¸ ĜǅƉƨ ļææ ņƔǥŨ ƭ {¨ƀÌ¸
{¼ǅğƨƉ ļĮğǚ š{ƀĝŨ ìǥ Č{ƀ¼ Ɖƨ{Į¼ēĮÿ¸ ǓÌğğ ¼ƀ{ēĮÌ¼
šēƨ¨ČÌƉ {ğğ ǓēƨČ ÌğÌ¨ƨƀē¨ Čļļĝ ǅšŨ $ƀÌÌ lē$ē ƨļ
{ğğ šēƨ¨ČÌƉŨ DšÌĮ ņƉƨ ={ƀ¨Č ƨļ ƔƨČ 4{Įǅ{ƀǚŨ
Pƀē¨ÌƉ æƀļħ ƦņƔŨìǥ ƨļ ƦƼƜŨìǥŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ


ĮÌ¨ÌƉƉ{ƀǚ
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fÒð¿×± f× fĆfįf××¿×± Éĥw J¿Ě

OĸĒ¤ŎĒĸ VŎÁy´ŀ yĸyŦyċ VóŎÁ ¸ Pƀļ¨ƨļƀ
XƨÌ{¼Ɖ¸ ǅĮƉƨ{Į kēğğē{ÿÌ ƀ{ƉƨÌƀ¸ ğĮǓē¨ĝ¸
>ļƀƨČǅħÌƀğ{Į¼¸ >ƜƜ ƭ]$Ũ ]Ìğ ǥņƜƜì
ìƔƜƜņƭŨ $ƀļħ ņ ŤğĮǓē¨ĝ ǚš{ƉƉť ƨ{ĝÌ ƨČÌ
ņƭöǥ XÌ{ČļǅƉÌƉ S¼ æļƀ ƭ ħēğÌƉ¸ ƨǅƀĮ ļææ æļƀ
ƀ{ƉƨÌƀ æļğğļǓēĮÿ ļææē¨ē{ğ ¨{ƀ{ǒ{Į  ¨{ħšēĮÿ
ƉēÿĮƉ ƨļ ƉēƨÌŨ ƭŨì {¨ƀÌƉŨ DšÌĮ šƀēğ Ē D¨ƨļÌƀŨ
Pƀē¨ÌƉ æƀļħ ƦņǥŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼Ƣ
{¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ 
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ÉÉ¿×±¼fÒ fÒð¿×± f× fĆfįf××¿×± Éĥw J¿Ě
ÉÉ¿×±¼fÒ #ı¼fÒ 5ßĆĚ¼ĥÒwĆÉf× 5¯ ģ,_
:ð× ģ w ģĺè¯ ¾ ĺ¯ ,f× ģĺè¬
D¿Ě¼č ĕ¯
D¼ß× ×ĥÒwĆ ĺè¯Ğ¯ ģģĺèĔ¬
5ß fÉÉč fªĚĆ ðÒ ðÉfč

RóŦÁĸŀó´Á 6ÁóŀŚĸÁ Oyĸý XļǅƨČ Sļ{¼¸
lļļğÌƀ¸ >ļƀƨČǅħÌƀğ{Į¼¸ >Ɣņ Ɯ>4Ũ ]Ìğµ
ǥņƜƜÔ ƼÔņööƔŨ Ũ XÌƨ ēĮ ƨČÌ ČÌ{ƀƨ ļæ ƨČÌ
ƉƨǅĮĮēĮÿ >ļƀƨČǅħÌƀğ{Į¼ ¨ļǅĮƨƀǚƉē¼Ì¸ ļĮ
ƨČÌ Ì¼ÿÌ ļæ ƨČÌ lļļğÌƀ l{ƨÌƀŨ SēǒÌƀƉē¼Ì
¨ļħēĮÌƉ { ǓļĮ¼Ìƀæǅğ Ǔļļ¼ğ{Į¼ ƉÌƨƨēĮÿ
ǓēƨČ ƉǅšÌƀ æ{¨ēğēƨēÌƉ ƨļ ¨ƀÌ{ƨÌ { ƨƀǅğǚ
ǅĮēųǅÌ Čļğē¼{ǚ ğļ¨{ƨēļĮŨ DšÌĮ {ğğ ǚÌ{ƀ
ƀļǅĮ¼Ũ =ēĮ ƦƔ ƨļ ={Ǚ ƦöǥŨǥǥ ļļĝēĮÿƉ
{¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ {ħšēĮÿ Pļ¼Ɖ  XÌ{ƉļĮ{ğ
Pēƨ¨ČÌƉ ǒ{ēğ{ğÌŨ

VĒŚŎì 6Áy yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý
]ČÌ {ğĝ¸ Pļ¨ĝğēĮÿƨļĮ¸ rDöƼ Ƽ>q
ǥņƔìĳ ƭǥƭöƜƔ
ǓǓǓŨƉļǅƨČĒğÌ{Ũ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ēħ{ēğµ ēĮæļƉļǅƨČĒğÌ{Ũ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ɯö ņǥƔĳ rļƀĝĒ)ǅğğŨ ƨ rļƀĝǓ{ǚ =ļƨÌğ ļĮƨļ ņƼöƔ
ŤƉš Pļ¨ĝğēĮÿƨļĮťŨ P{ƀĝ ēƉ öǥ ǚ{ƀ¼Ɖ ļĮ ğÌæƨŨ
Xš{¨ēļǅƉ š{ƀĝ ļĮ ƨČÌ Ì¼ÿÌ ļæ ƨČÌ ¼ÌğēÿČƨæǅğ
ħ{ƀĝÌƨ ƨļǓĮ ļæ Pļ¨ĝğēĮÿƨļĮ {Į¼ ǓēƨČēĮ Ì{Ɖǚ ƀÌ{¨Č
ļæ rļƀĝ {Į¼ ƨČÌ ¨ļ{ƉƨŨ ǅƉ Ɖƨļš ļǅƨƉē¼Ì š{ƀĝ
ÌĮƨƀ{Į¨ÌŨ ]ČÌ ƉēƨÌ ēƉ ƉÌš{ƀ{ƨÌ¼ ǚ ÿƀ{ƉƉ {Į¼ æğļǓÌƀ
ļƀ¼ÌƀƉ {Į¼ šƀļǒē¼ÌƉ Č{ƀ¼ Ɖƨ{Į¼Ɖ¸ ņƜ {ħš Čļļĝ
ǅš ğ{ƀÿÌ ¼ļÿ Ǔ{ğĝ {Į¼ ¨Čēğ¼ƀÌĮƉ šğ{ǚ {ƀÌ{Ũ
ļļĝēĮÿƉ ¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ DšÌĮ ǥņƢǥƭ ƨļ ƭņƢņǥŨ ]ļǅƀÌƀƉ
ƦņƜŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƼņŨǥǥ =ļƨļƀ {ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ ƦņƜŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƼņŨǥǥ
]ÌĮƨƉ ƦņƼŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƼǥŨǥǥ





iyÿÁ ĒÕ Oó¤ýÁĸóċà yĸĸ (ĒŚŀÁ #yĸĆ±
ğğÌƀƉƨļĮ¸ Pē¨ĝÌƀēĮÿ¸ >ļƀƨČ rļƀĝƉČēƀÌ¸ rDņÔ
ƔPQŨ ]Ìğµ ǥņƔƼƭ ÔìĳƼÔǥŨ ņ ħēğÌ ļææ ņƔǥ
X¨{ƀļƀļǅÿČ ƨļ Pē¨ĝÌƀēĮÿ Sļ{¼Ũ ƨ ğğÌƀƉƨļĮ
ƨǅƀĮ ¼ļǓĮ ļĮ ƨČÌ ņöņì ={ğƨļĮ Sļ{¼ ƨļ
rÌ¼ēĮÿČ{ħŨ $ļğğļǓ ƀļ{¼ ƨļ ğÌæƨ Č{Į¼ ÌĮŨ ƉēƨÌ
Ƽǥǥ ǚ¼ƉŨ ņì {¨ƀÌ ƉēƨÌ ǓēƨČ Ì{ǅƨēæǅğ
¨ļǅĮƨƀǚƉē¼Ì {¼ĜļēĮēĮÿ ì {¨ƀÌƉ ƀ{ğğǚ æēÌğ¼Ũ >ļƀƨČ
rļƀĝƉ ħļļƀƉ {Į¼ Ì{Ɖƨ ¨ļ{Ɖƨ¸ ğļ¨{ğ {ƨƨƀ{¨ƨēļĮƉŨ
DšÌĮ ={ƀ¨Č ƨļ 4{Įǅ{ƀǚŨ ={Ǚ ƦƼƜ ƨļ =ēĮ
ƦņƼŨìǥŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼ {Į¼ {¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ





jyŎÁĸŀ ´àÁ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý 6Ŏ´
ƀļļĝğ{Į¼Ɖ¸ =ēğĮƨČļƀšÌ¸ ǅħƀē{ 7Ɣ Ɣ>>
]Ìğ ǥņìƭĳì ƜƔƔǥÔŨ =Ɯ ĜǅĮ¨ ƭƜ¸ ƨ{ĝÌ Ɯì
5ēƀĝǚ 7ļĮƉ¼{ğÌ¸ ğÌæƨ {ƨ ƀļǅĮ¼{ļǅƨ ƨļ
ƀļļĝğ{Į¼Ɖ¸ ƉēƨÌ ƭƢö ħēğÌ ļĮ ƀēÿČƨ ÌæļƀÌ
ƀļļĝğ{Į¼Ɖ )ļƨÌğŨ ${ħēğǚ ļǓĮÌ¼ ƉēƨÌŨ 7ÌǒÌğ¸
Č{ƀ¼ Ɖƨ{Į¼ēĮÿ šēƨ¨ČÌƉ ēĮ ƨČÌ ¨ļǅĮƨƀǚƉē¼Ì¸
Ì{Ɖēğǚ {¨¨ÌƉƉēğÌ 7{ĝÌƉ ēƉƨƀē¨ƨ {Į¼
rļƀĝƉČēƀÌ DšÌĮ æƀļħ ņƉƨ ={ƀ¨Č ƨļ ņöƨČ
>ļǒÌħÌƀ ƦņƜŨÔǥ ƨļ ƦƼƭŨĳǥŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ
¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼Ũ 





pĒĸýŀìóĸÁ (Śŀŀyĸ *ċċ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý
)ēÿČ XƨƀÌÌƨ¸ ={ƀĝēĮÿƨļĮ¸ ){ƀƀļÿ{ƨÌ¸ >ļƀƨČ
rļƀĝƉČēƀÌ )%ƭ ƭ>SŨ
XÌ¨ğǅ¼Ì¼ š{ƀĝ Ɖēƨǅ{ƨÌ¼ ÌČēĮ¼ ƨČÌ Dğ¼Ì
lļƀğ¼Ì kēğğ{ÿÌ +ĮĮŨ ÌƨǓÌÌĮ ){ƀƀļÿ{ƨÌ 
SēšļĮ ļææ ƜņŨ >Ì{ƀ $ļǅĮƨ{ēĮƉ Ìǚ 
]ČÌ {ğÌƉŨ {ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ Ż$ļƀ )ēƀÌż {Į¼ Ż$ļƀ
X{ğÌżŨ ]ļǅƀÌƀƉ {Į¼ ƨÌĮƨƉ ǓÌğ¨ļħÌŨ Pğ{ǚ
{ƀÌ{ {Į¼ š{¼¼ğēĮÿ šļļğŨ DšÌĮ šƀēğ Ē D¨ƨŨ
]Ìğµ ǥņƔƜì ƜƔƔƭƼƔ
ǓǓǓŨǚļƀĝƉČēƀÌĒČǅƉƉ{ƀĒēĮĮŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
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his stunning region was once a hot-bed of dispute
over border fights between England and Scotland;
these days it’s a fantastic place to head if you’re
looking for a peaceful tour. The six sites that have made it
through to our finals this year are well spread down through
the area, allowing you to explore the region with ease.
If you enjoy walking you’ll want to head for the North
York Moors; there are paths there suitable for all abilities.
Alternatively, head to Hadrian’s Wall to stretch your legs
and learn all about those long-running border disputes.
There are so many great towns and cities to visit in the
region that you’ll find yourself spoilt for choice. History
lovers will adore the many sites of York, while cosmopolitan
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Hull (the city of culture for 2017)
and Leeds offer much to their many visitors.
If you prefer to see the sea, then you’ll also find
numerous destinations that you’re sure to enjoy. These
include the traditional coastal towns of Scarborough
and Whitby: you’ll find fantastic sandy beaches at both.

Fallowfield Dene
Newcastle
upon Tyne

Sunderland

Cote Ghyll

Middlesbrough
g

Cayton Village
Vill
Lebberston
Blue Rose

Hull

Blue Rose
Caravan & Country Park
Address Brandesburton, East Yorks YO25 8RU Tel 01964 543 366
Web www.bluerosepark.com Open All year
Touring pitches 58 (12 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Up to £20

Adults
only

Open
all year

We say...

Enjoy a trip to the Yorkshire Wolds with a stay at Blue
Rose Caravan and Country Park, only around seven
miles from the coast. This adults-only site is a great place
to head if you’re a couple searching for a little peace and
solitude. The park is handy for access to Hull, UK City of
Culture for 2017, which is just 15 miles away.
All touring pitches at Blue Rose are hardstanding,
allowing you to make the most of the fact that the site is
open all year. All pitches feature electric-, water- and
waste-water drainage connections.
You can take a number of attractive walks from
the site, and you can even find downloadable directions
aand maps for them on the Blue Rose website.

You say...
Y

“ This touring park is run by a family, not a large faceless

company, and it shows in the personal service and
attention to detail.”
“ The warden is really helpful, and nothing is too much
trouble for him – which, in itself, is a great asset to the park.
We have stayed at Blue Rose on numerous occasions and
would definitely recommend this site.”
“ It’s a brilliant site for adults who are looking for a bit of
peace and quiet.”
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Cayton Village
Caravan Park
Address Mill Lane, Cayton Bay, Scarborough YO11 3NN Tel 01723 583 171
Web www.caytontouring.co.uk Open 1 March≠ 2 November
Touring pitches 310 (239 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

We say...

Cayton Village offers so much to its visitors, not least
the opportunity to explore some tremendous sights. It’s
close to the beautiful Yorkshire Moors, Runswick Bay,
Robin Hood’s Bay and so much more. Cayton Bay is also
nearby with its attractive sandy beach.
The site itself is beautifully maintained, and there are
a number of different pitch types available, including
super pitches. The latter feature in the smart ‘Laurels’
section of the park; those pitching up here will also enjoy
free Wi-Fi and 16A electric hook-up. The village pub and
fish-and-chip shop are just a stroll away.

You say...

Top 100 Sites 2014

“ We received a warm welcome from the wardens. They took

us to our pitch and helped to site our caravan. This is a
well-kept park with a first-class dog walk. We’ve visited on
three occasions and will continue to do so in the future.”
“ With its gorgeous surroundings and excellent, well-lookedafter facilities, we couldn’t fault it!”
“ We went to Cayton Village with all of the family to celebrate
my husband’s 60th birthday. The owners made sure that
we were all pitched together – three large tents, eight adults
and seven grandchildren! We would all very much like to
go back again.”

Cote Ghyll
Caravan & Camping Park
Address Osmotherley, Northallerton, North Yorks DL6 3AH Tel 01609 883 425
Web www.coteghyll.com Open 1 March≠ 31 October
Touring pitches 77 (30 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up £20≠ £30

We say...

The pitches at Cote Ghyll are divided into dedicated
‘family’ and ‘quiet’ areas, so no matter what kind of
holiday you’re looking for, you’re sure to feel welcome
here. The level of facilities across the park is excellent.
The two luxurious washrooms have underfloor heating,
and there’s a family bathroom, too. Elsewhere you’ll
find a drying cabinet for coats and boots, a new
woodland play area for young children, a nicely
stocked shop and Wi-Fi access.
Local attractions include the historic village of
Osmotherley, and the town of Northallerton. A number
of rambling and cycling paths run close by the site,
including the Cleveland Way walking trail.

You say...

“ Everything about this site impressed me – it’s a credit to

everyone concerned. The owners make sure your stay is
trouble-free. Facilities are spotless. It’s a great place for
relaxing, walking or any outdoor sport or leisure activity.”
“ Cote Ghyll, located between Osmotherly and Cod Beck
reservoir, always impresses me. It is set in a beautiful valley
It is so relaxing and so friendly.”
“ The pitches were generous, the site was well-laid-out, the
toilet block was good and the location was stunning.”
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Fallowfield Dene
Caravan & Camping Site
Address Acomb, Hexham, Northumberland NE46 4RP Tel 01434 603 553
Web www.fallow elddene.co.uk Open 16 March≠ 1 November
Touring pitches 24 (12 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Under £20

We say...

Our 2012 regional winner always makes a great
impression on visitors, and it’s easy to see why. Its
location close to Hadrian’s Wall makes Fallowfield
Dene a fantastic place to stay if you’re planning to visit
this historic region. But of course, that’s not the only
reason for its popularity; the site has a great level of
facilities, and all of the pitches are set within some
lovely landscaping. Each area of the park has a Roman
name, reflecting the region’s amazing heritage.
Wildlife-lovers will be in their element here. When
walking on one of the many trails that wind around
the site, there’s a chance that you’ll spot a badger, fox,
kestrel, woodpecker or even a red squirrel.

You say...

“ Everyone is so friendly and we go regularly and see the

Top 100 Sites 2014

same people coming back to enjoy Fallowfield Dene. It’s
a great place to relax and get away from it all.”
“ This site was very well set out – clean and tidy – and the
washrooms were wonderful. The staff were very friendly
and helpful.”
“ It’s very dog-friendly. My dog was in heaven!”
“ The very friendly owner and staff made us feel really
welcome. This site is situated in beautiful countryside.”

Lebberston
Touring Park
Address Filey Road, Scarborough, North Yorks YO11 3PE Tel 01723 585 723
Web www.lebberstontouring.co.uk Open 1 March≠ 1 November
Touring pitches 120 (60 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

We say...

Enjoy a relaxing break at Lebberston Touring Park,
handily located for both the North Yorkshire Heritage
Coast and the lovely Yorkshire Wolds. The town of Filey
is only a short drive away; you can also easily make a trip
to Whitby, York or Bridlington.
On site, you’ll be able to enjoy all of the great facilities
Lebberston has to offer. These include a pair of modern
heated washrooms, a family bathroom, a licenced shop,
Wi-Fi, a dog-exercise area and a tourist information
point. All of the pitches are roomy and attractive, and
have electric hook-up.

You say...

“ Access to the site is easy: there’s a security barrier at the

park entrance, where CCTV provides added safety. The
location is also superb, with many popular seaside towns
nearby for days out.”
“ The facilities were kept immaculately. There was always
plenty of free hot water and never any waiting for the
showers. The hardstanding pitches were spacious and
level and didn’t hold water when it rained. They’ll even
tow your caravan to your pitch!”
“ The shop at reception sells basic essentials. This is a lovely,
well-maintained site, which is a credit to the staff.”
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Ord House
Country Park
Address East Ord, Berwick≠ upon≠ Tweed TD15 2NS Tel 01289 305 288
Web www.ordhouse.co.uk Open All year
Touring pitches 74 (40 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Up to £30

TOP 100

Open
all year

We say...

Ord House in Northumberland
was a finalist in 2013; this year,
it takes the top spot in the
entire region. The 44-acre
country park is home primarily
to static caravans, but three
areas have been set aside
REGIONAL WINNER exclusively for tourers.
All pitches are of a good size and have electric hookup. Site facilities are impressive, including a centrally
heated washroom that includes baths, and a launderette.
You’ll also find a shop that stocks all the essentials,
and Maguire’s Bar offers good food and drinks. There’s
also a woodland dog walk that takes in just a small part
of the beautiful surroundings.
Close by you’ll find Bamburgh Castle, the fascinating
Holy Island of Lindisfarne, and Alnwick Castle, location
of the Harry Potter films.

SITES

2014
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You say...

“ The play park is really good, and the kids loved the soft play

area in the pub. The walk around the park is absolutely
beautiful, too. Ord House Country Park is well worth
a visit – we’ll definitely be going again.”
“ We spent an extremely enjoyable three nights at Ord House
Country Park. It has excellent facilities, especially for
anyone with a disability, which both my husband and I
have. The pitch was superb; with electric hook-up and
water supply and drain, it made life really simple.”

BEST SITE

Open
All Year
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All
Park pitches have electric
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Your vote
counts

If you’ve enjoyed your stay at any site and believe it
deserves a place in our 2015 line-up, cast your vote!

TO
TOP 100

SITES

2015
Simply go to:

www.practicalcaravan.com or
www.practicalmotorhome.com
Fill in the handful of questions to have your say,
and help us recognise the UK’s best campsites
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Top 100 Sites 2014

t’s not really surprising that so many of our Top
100 finalists this year are located within easy reach
of the Lake District: it has to be the UK’s favourite
National Park, and the region caters well for visitors.
Walkers will love the dramatic scenery of the peaks that
surround the water; those who enjoy boating or canoeing
will also feel at home here as they take advantage of the
brooding lakes. If you prefer your past-times less active,
then you’ll still find plenty to do here, thanks to the many
pretty villages and grand houses that you’ll discover
between the lakes. There’s a great range of sites in the
area, from all-singing, all-dancing, full-facility parks
right through to small, peaceful locations.
Head further south in the region and you’ll be able to
visit the family-friendly, traditional resort of Blackpool
which offers fun for all the family. Lytham St Annes and
Morecambe are also classic holiday resorts.
Music lovers shouldn’t miss a trip to Liverpool,
where they will be able to visit some of the many sights
that are connected to The Beatles.

Liverpool

Bay View
Holiday Park (Holgates)
Address A6 Main Road, Bolton Le Sands, Carnforth, Lancashire LA5 9TN
Tel 01524 701 508 Web www.holgates.co.uk/bay≠ view Open All year
Touring pitches 199, all hardstanding Pitch+2+hook≠ up £20≠ £30

Open
all year

We sayÖ
W

B
Beautiful
rolling fields surround this pretty site
in Lancashire. It offers a number of accommodation
options: tourers and tents are welcome, and
o
ccamping pods and static units are also available.
All visitors can enjoy the on-site bar and restaurant,
A
children’s
games room and play area, clean and tidy
c
washrooms and showers, and extensive walking
w
opportunities in the local area.
o
There are plenty of attractions within easy reach,
including
the beautiful Forest of Bowland Area of
in
Outstanding Natural Beauty. If you prefer the bright
lights and hustle and bustle of towns, don’t miss
a trip to nearby Blackpool and Morecambe.

You sayÖ

“ The site is kept to a really high standard. There are

excellent facilities and food – including, according to
my teenage son, the best pizza he’s ever had! It’s also
a great location for exploring the region.”
“ Excellent, friendly wardens are always happy to help.
It’s a clean, safe site with great views – a fantastic place
to stay for a short weekend break or a longer holiday.”
“ This is a great location for walking. Kendal, Windermere
and Kirkby Lonsdale are only a short drive away.”
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Hill of Oaks
Lodge and Caravan Park
Address Tower Wood, Windermere LA12 8NR Tel 01539 531 578
Web www.hillofoaks.co.uk Open 1 March≠ 14 November
Touring pitches 43, all hardstanding Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season £30+

We say...

Hill of Oaks is a picturesque, family-friendly park located
right on the shores of Lake Windermere. As such, it’s
a haven for those who want to take to the water – the site
shop even sells wetsuits and bodyboards. If that doesn’t
apply to you, you’ll still find so much to do here,
including watching wildlife, cycling and (of course)
walking. Site visitors also receive a 10% discount on
Ullswater Steamers and the Ravenglass & Eskdale
Railway – ask for your voucher in reception.
Back on site, facilities include Wi-Fi, electric hook-up,
a washing-up area, a laundry room and much more.

You say...

Top 100 Sites 2014

“ Hill of Oaks has friendly and accessible staff, free showers,

recycling and beautiful surroundings. It’s also very clean.
The plans for the site were very sympathetic to their
environment. Booking is easy, thanks to the brilliant
– and accurate – website.”
“ A cosy site: there are no large signs displaying rules. The staff
are friendly and genuine, making for a relaxed atmosphere.”
“ Friendly staff, reasonable costs, great little shop, peaceful…
all this and great access to the lake as well.”
“ There are spotless toilets and washing facilities. It also has
first-class boat-launching facilities.”

Hillcroft
Holiday Park
Address Pooley Bridge, Ullswater CA10 2LT Tel 01768 486 363
Web www.hillcroftpark.co.uk Open 1 March≠ 15 November
Touring pitches 15 (plus 64 camping pitches) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

We say...

Enjoy a peaceful break in the Lake District at Hillcroft
Holiday Park, which makes a great base for exploring this
beautiful region. On-site facilities including clean and
tidy washrooms, a washing-up area, laundry equipment,
a dog walk, a licensed shop and a children’s play area.
The site offers tremendous views of Ullswater, and
there’s lots to enjoy in the surrounding area. Walkers
and cyclists will be in their element here, thanks to the
number of nearby routes. Those keen on a more leisurely
break can take a trip to some of the fantastic historic
monuments within easy reach of the site, such as the
lovely Dalemain Historic House and Gardens.

You say...

“ The location, the staff and the owners were all fantastic. I

would recommend Hillcroft Park to anyone looking to visit
the Lake District.”
“ The site is owned and run by very friendly, helpful staff;
nothing was too much trouble for them. We were escorted
to our pitch by the owner’s daughter. We were told
about everything on the site and where to find things.”
“ Hillcroft has a fantastic location in Pooley Bridge and it’s a
lovely site: very clean with helpful staff. We will be
returning here every year.”
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Park Cliffe
Camping & Caravan Estate
Address Birks Road, Windermere, Cumbria LA23 3PG Tel 01539 531 344
Web www.parkcliffe.co.uk Open 1 March≠ 9 November
Touring pitches 55, all hardstanding Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: £20≠ £30; high season: £30+

We say...

The lovely Park Cliffe campsite is set in 25 acres of
beautiful Cumbrian countryside, and with tremendous
views of Windermere. It’s a haven for wildlife,
including foxes, squirrels and birds, so it comes
as no surprise that it is the holder of a David
Bellamy Gold conservation award.
The site is home to a number of static caravans, but
tourers are welcome to pitch up in the Moor How area.
On-site facilities are excellent. The washrooms have
underfloor heating, and you can even hire a private
bathroom during your stay. There’s a bar and restaurant
serving good meals, and visitors can access free Wi-Fi
while there. The well-stocked shop is also licenced.

You say...

“ Staff were exceptionally helpful and nothing seemed too

Top 100 Sites 2014

much trouble for them. I would go as far to say they bent
over backwards to accommodate our requirements.
Facilities are exceptionally clean. The site has a great
layout. If needed, they’ll help you pitch your caravan.”
“ Park Cliffe is exceptionally clean and family-friendly. I loved
being able to book a bathroom for free to bathe our toddlers.”
“ We liked the quality of the facilities, the friendliness of the
staff and the great views from the site!”

Stanwix Park
Holiday Centre
Address Greenrow, Silloth, Cumbria CA7 4HH Tel 01697 332 666
Web www.stanwix.com Open All year
Touring pitches 127, all hardstanding Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: £20≠ £30; high season: £30+

Open
all year

We say...
W

F
Family
fun is guaranteed near the Cumbrian coast at
Stanwix
Park, which offers a great number of facilities to
S
kkeep everyone - young and old alike - entertained for the
duration of your trip. Much of the site is dedicated to
d
static units, but there are two attractive areas set aside
st
for
fo tourers. All pitches are hardstanding and have 10A
electric, water and waste hook-up points.
el
But it’s the on-site facilities that really score highly
here. You’ll find a couple of swimmings pools, a wellh
stocked shop, a great café, bars, amusements, snooker
and pool tables, and even a 10-pin bowling alley. In
addition, bikes, tennis equipment and even sunbeds
are available to hire.

You say...

“ It was great to see so many children enjoying the indoor

and outdoor swimming pools, and the nightly
entertainment for the children was second to none.
Before we left we decided to come back next year.”
“ The pools and fitness centre are well-maintained and the
selection at the Garden Café matches those outside the
centre. The park is very well-maintained and very clean.”
“ The staff are all extremely friendly and helpful and there is
just a really lovely feel about the place.”
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The Quiet Site
Address Ullswater, Cumbria CA11 0LS Tel 07768 727 016
Web www.thequietsite.co.uk Open All year Touring pitches 91, all hardstanding
Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: up to £20; high season: £20≠ £30

Open
all year

We say...

This family-friendly site really lives up to its name –
it makes a great place to stay if you’re looking for a little
peace. It also makes a great base if you’re a keen walker:
there are lots of beautiful paths to take nearby, some of
which start just outside the site itself.
On-site facilities are extensive and include a shop,
a bar, an adventure playground, family bathrooms,
a motorhome service point, a TV room, a dog walk
and a laundry room.
The site is easily accessible from the M6, but it’s best
not to use your sat-nav to find it; instead, use the
directions that can be found on the website.

You say...

great walks all around. The on-site pub was superb.
The showers were clean and free, and there was free use
of a microwave, fridge and freezer. This is the best
campsite we’ve ever stayed at.”
“ The owners are incredibly customer-focused: nothing is too
much trouble. The site is spotlessly clean and in a beautiful
setting. Their commitment to green sustainability is
fantastic. The bar is brilliant as well.”
“ We liked the friendly staff and the site’s cleanliness. ”

Top 100 Sites 2014
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“ The views were phenomenal from our pitch; there were

Waterfoot
Park

Address Pooley Bridge, Ullswater, Cumbria CA11 0JF Tel 01768 486 302
Web www.waterfootpark.co.uk Open 1 March≠ 13 November
Touring pitches 31, all hardstanding Pitch+2+hook≠ up £20≠ £30

We say...

Waterfoot is a lovely site set within the grounds of
a Georgian mansion. The park offers tremendous views
of Ullswater, one of the Lake District’s most popular
areas. The touring section features 31 hardstanding
pitches, each with electric hook-up; there are also clean
and tidy washrooms, a laundry room and dishwashing
areas. Head for the former mansion building and you’ll
find a bar (where Wi-Fi access is free) and a games room,
as well as an information area.
Take a trip off-site and you’ll be able to enjoy a cruise
on the water with Ullswater Steamers; you can even take
your bike onboard if you’d like to try out one of the
locality’s many cycle paths. There are also lots of lovely
walking paths to explore within easy reach of the site.

You say...

“ The site is very clean, and the managers were very friendly
and helpful. We would recommend this site to everyone.”
“ We received a friendly welcome. This is a well-maintained
site with a comfortable feel, and there are spacious
pitches. We also liked the shower and toilet facilities,
which were very good.”
We
“ found peace and quiet in a beautiful part of Lakeland.
The staff were friendly. We couldn’t have asked for more.”
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See us on screen!
Your favourite caravan and motorhome magazines have teamed
up with Information TV to co-produce the Caravan Channel
and the Motorhome Channel

Don’t miss out on...

Top UK and European travel ideas
Tourer tests Tow car reviews
Motorhome news and tests

Mondays (8pm), Wednesdays (5pm), Fridays
(5.30pm), Saturdays (10.30am) and Sundays (4pm)

Sky 212 Freesat 401

Tune in, tell
your friends,
and let us know
what you think
of the shows!
Or watch it live online at our websites:

www.practicalcaravan.com
www.practicalmotorhome.com

North≠ West England
Silverdale
Caravan Park (Holgates)
Address Middlebarrow Plain, Cove Road, Silverdale, Nr Carnforth, Lancashire LA5 0SH
Tel 01524 701 508 Web www.holgates.co.uk/silverdale Open All year
Touring pitches 82, all hardstandings Pitch+2+hook≠ up £30+

Open
all year

BES

TOP 100

We sayÖ

Silverdale was our Practical
Caravan Top 100 regional
winner in 2013, and it takes
the top spot in the North West
again this year. Holgates’
flagship park is set in more
than 100 acres of beautiful
REGIONAL WINNER countryside and offers a huge
amount for visitors of all ages. The superb facilities
available include a 17m heated swimming pool with spa
pool, bubble pool, sauna and steam rooms, and a gym is
available, too. You can relax in the restaurant and bar,
or have a go at the nine-hole pitch-and-putt course.
All touring pitches are hardstanding and have 16A
electric hook-up and TV connections, as well as a water
supply. Camping pods are available for those without a
caravan or motorhome, and there is limited space
available for pitching tents. All of which makes
Silverdale a very worthy winner for another year.
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You sayÖ

“ Silverdale is the best site I have ever been on. It is so clean,
and everyone is so friendly. The gardens are very well-kept.”
“ This site is very clean, spacious and run by dedicated staff.
It was a delight to stay there.”
“ An immaculate site. Spacious, fully serviced pitches come
with stunning views. There’s an excellent restaurant,
takeaway and shop. We especially enjoyed trying the local
produce. These were also the friendliest staff members
we have ever come across in over 14 years of touring.”
“ We stayed in a static caravan and it was lovely. The
staff were friendly and helpful and the facilities here
are second-to-none.”
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BEST SITE
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jЮْɌ čҌčنčИ čҌϔ

øɌ čҌɌ č ҝЇčϨϨ ɸҌάɌИȫϨ١ ɸčЇάϨ١
ҌԐИ ȗčҌčنčИ љčҌϔȧ ْɌ čҌɌ
ҝάӜԐčӜɌȫ άИ čИ άȫ١ϨϨάȗ ϨЮȗčӜάЮИȧ
ҝɌӜ άИ љɌčȗɌɸԐϨ ҝԐҌҌЮԐИȫҝѭ
RȫɌčϨ ɸЮҌ ӜЮԐҌάИʒ ɌčҝӜ ИʒϨάč
ْΏάȗΏ ЮɸɸɌҌҝ љϨɌИӜ١ Юɸ љϨčȗɌҝ
Юɸ άИӜɌҌɌҝӜȧ ЮҌ ɌنɌИ č ѸԐάɌӜ ْɌϨϨ
ȫɌҝɌҌنɌȫ ȂҌɌčϔѭ sɌْ ӜЮ Ԍڄьʍ άҝ
č ϨЮنɌϨ١ ИɌْ ӜɌčҌЮЮЇȧ ЮɸɸɌҌάИʒ
ЮϨȫ ɸčҝΏάЮИ ҝɌҌنάȗɌ čИȫ ϨЮӜҝ
Юɸ ЇЮԐӜΏْčӜɌҌάИʒ ΏЮЇɌЇčȫɌ
ȗčϔɌҝ čИȫ ϨЮӜҝ ЇЮҌɌѭ yљɌИ čϨϨ
ӜΏɌ ١ɌčҌ ҌЮԐИȫ ɌٟȗɌљӜ ΏҌάҝӜЇčҝ
čИȫ sɌْ ÿɌčҌѭ ЮЇɌ ҌčάИ ЮҌ
ҝΏάИɌ č ْčҌЇ ْɌϨȗЮЇɌ čْčάӜѭ
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Clippesby Hall
Address Clippesby, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk Broads NR29 3BL Tel 01493 367 800
Web www.clippesby.com Open All year
Touring pitches 120 (50 hardstí ding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £30+

Open
all year

We say...

Clippesby Hall is a regular in our Top 100 sites, and a
visit to its open-all-year park will quickly show you why.
It’s a fantastic site to choose if you’d like to explore the
Norfolk Broads. The touring pitches are spread over
eight different areas, so you can choose the type of pitch
- woodland or lawns - that’s right for you. On-site
facilities include a coffee shop, a pub and restaurant,
a swimming pool, tennis courts and mini-golf,
a children’s play area and a cycle-hire centre. If that’s
not enough to keep you and the whole family
entertained, head off site to discover Norwich and Great
Yarmouth, the gardens at East Euston and Hoveton Hall,
and the fascinating BeWILDerwood adventure park.

You say...

“ It’s a big site, with plenty of amenities and entertainment,

but retains the feel of a small, friendly site with small,
separate fields and secluded pitches.”
“ Staff are very helpful and there’s an excellent range of
facilities and a high standard of cleanliness. This is
a family environment in beautiful surroundings”
“ Clippesby has everything you need for a great holiday:
helpful staff, a swimming pool, bar and café, bike hire,
crazy golf, a play park and much, much more.”
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f you prefer touring on a flatter landscape with big
skies and huge horizons, you’ll love a trip to the East
of England. Its many waterways and fens are
fantastic for those who enjoy watching wildlife: you
can even potentially see seals off the north Norfolk
Coast. Horse-racing fans will be in their element,
too: the race-courses of Fakenham, Great Yarmouth,
Newmarket and Huntingdon are all located here.
There are some fantastic urban areas to visit here,
too. A trip to historic Norwich is a must, and Colchester
is the oldest recorded Roman town in Britain. Those
touring with their family and looking for traditional
sea-side entertainment should set their sat-nav units
for Clacton-on-Sea, Sheringham, Cromer, Skegness,
Cleethorpes or Great Yarmouth.
If you’d like to visit historic properties then you’re
spoiled for choice in East Anglia: don’t miss Audley End,
Kentwell Hall and Gardens, and Melford Hall. Train
lovers area sure to enjoy a spin on the North Norfolk
Railway, too, between Sheringham and Holt.

Eastview

Petwood

Eastern England
Delph Bank
Caravan Park
Address Old Main Road, Fleet Hargate, Holbeach, Spalding, Lincolnshire PE12 8LL
Tel 01406 422 910 Web www.delphbank.co.uk Open 1 March≠ 3 November
Touring pitches 45 (24 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Under £20≠ £30

Adults
only

We say...

You’re sure to enjoy your tour of the Fens with a stay
at Delph Bank, which has earned a regional award
a number of times in past Top 100s. It’s a tranquil,
adults-only site, and the facilities are of a superb
standard. They include 16A electric hook-up, a heated
washblock, a motorhome waste-water disposal point, an
information centre, Wi-Fi access and much more.
The site is well-placed for exploring Lincoln, Stamford,
Peterborough, Wisbech and King’s Lynn; you can easily
leave your vehicle on site and take a local bus to King’s
Lynn and Spalding. The latter village has a number of
attractions, including a garden centre, a tea room,
a couple of pubs and a Chinese restaurant.

You say...

Top 100 Sites 2014

“ The site is very well-maintained, and Jennifer and Michael
are both very friendly and helpful.”
“ The location and layout of the whole site are outstanding.
We would definitely make another visit.”
“ Delph Bank was very quiet and peaceful, with spotlessly
clean facilities. The site was extremely clean and spacious,
with plenty of space between pitches and room to
manoeuvre. The whole site and pitches were wellmaintained, too, with plenty of lovely grass.”

Eastview
Camping and Touring Caravan Park
Address Trunch Lane, Chapel St Leonards, Skegness, Lincolnshire PE24 5UA
Tel 01754 875 324 Web www.eastviewcaravans.co.uk Open 1 March≠ 31 October
Touring pitches 42, no hardstanding Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ 30

We say...

The 15-acre Eastview Caravan Park is located on the
outskirts of Chapel St Leonards, near to the bustling,
popular tourist town of Skegness. Many of the pitches
here are seasonal, but there are also a good number
of regular-visitor pitches, too. The park offers a pair
of heated washrooms, dishwashing facilities, electric
hook-up and a dedicated play area for children.
Anglers will appreciate the fishing lakes located
alongside the park. Chapel St Leonards, which has
beaches, pubs and restaurants, is within walking
distance; alternatively, you could catch a local bus to
Skegness. While you’re there, you could take in a show
at the Embassy Theatre. Those touring with children
might also like to pay a visit to the Fantasy Island
amusement park, or Natureland Seal Sanctuary.

You say...

“ The staff at Eastview were very friendly and helpful, and

provided excellent customer service. The toilet and shower
block was very clean.”
“ We loved the clean, fresh facilities and friendly staff. All in
all, it was a nice, happy experience camping here.”
“ We appreciated the friendly staff, who were always
approachable and keen to help us enjoy our holiday.”
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Fen Farm
Camping and Caravan Site
Address Moore Lane, East Mersea, Colchester, Essex CO5 8FE
Tel 01206 383 275 Web www.fenfarm.co.uk Open 15 March≠ 31 October
Touring pitches 130 (3 seasonal hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

We say...

Fen Farm on Mersea Island has a long history as a place
to camp – the first visitor arrived more than 90 years ago.
Since then, it has become a hugely popular but peaceful
site. It makes a great base for exploring the nearby area,
and simply enjoying a tranquil tour. There’s a huge
amount of wildlife to see at Fen Farm, and today the site
holds a David Bellamy Gold award for conservation.
One area is available for tourers, and another is set aside
for owner-occupied static units. Children can enjoy the
play areas on site, and dog owners will appreciate the walks
around the park. Wi-Fi is available for a small charge, and
there’s a laundry room and free solar-heated showers.

You say...

“ We liked a number of aspects of Fen Farm: the peace and

Top 100 Sites 2014

privacy, and the spacious size of the pitch; the ease of access
and the turning-room allowance; and the cleanliness of the
facilities. The hospitality of the staff, was excellent, too.”
“ The site at Fen Farm is located in a peaceful setting.
The rules regarding children and dogs meant that we
were able to relax properly.”
“ This site is very clean and well-kept. The pitches are
spacious and there are plenty of facilities. The welcome
was quite friendly, too.”

Lakeside Park
Touring Park
Address North Somercotes, Lincolnshire LN11 7RB Tel 01507 358 428
Web www.donamottparks.com/lakeside≠ touring≠ park.aspx Open 14 March≠ 30 November
Touring pitches 110, all hardstanding Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £30+

We say...

Lakeside is one of caravan dealer Don Amott’s popular
parks. It has owner-occupied holiday homes, but there’s
also a great touring area with a large number of
hardstanding super pitches, too. Those staying in their
caravan or motorhome can enjoy all of the park’s
fantastic facilities. These include the Tropicana pool
complex - which also has a sauna, solarium and steam
room. The washrooms are smart and heated, and you’ll
even be able to enjoy music while you make use of them!
In the evenings, head for the Waterfront Club, where
you’ll be able to watch entertainment for all ages and
have a drink the bar or enjoy a meal in the restaurant.

You say...

“ This is a five-star site, with excellent facilities and pitches.

It’s the best site we have stayed at in three years of touring.
Staff are warm and friendly and the site is beautiful. We’re
booking for next year. Highly recommended!”
“ Lakeside is very clean and well laid out, with good toilet
blocks. There’s lots for the family to do, a great kids play
area, good food, and brilliant entertainment.”
“ Full marks for the friendliness and helpfulness of all staff.
Shower blocks and facilities are well-maintained and clean.
And there’s plenty of open space where kids can play safely.”
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The Old Brick Kilns
Caravan Park
Address Little Barney Lane, Barney, Fakenham, Norfolk NR21 0NL
Tel 01328 878 305 Web www.old≠ brick≠ kilns.co.uk Open 15 March≠ 15 December
Touring pitches 65, all hardstanding Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

We say...

The Old Brick Kilns site – another regular in our Top
100 listings – covers around 13 acres of beautiful Norfolk
countryside, and it has been cleverly designed to offer a
variety of environments. On three levels, the park offers
60 spacious, semi-hardstanding pitches, while full
hardstanding pitches are available for motorcaravanners.
There are also five premier pitches in the Heydon’s
Meadow area, which is a Caravan Club CL.
You’ll find plenty here to keep you entertained. The
small fishing lake is stocked with carp, rudd and tench;
angling costs £3 per day. There’s a family games area and
a pool table, TV room, an internet room, a fenced children’s
play area and a giant chess set, too. The washrooms have
underfloor heating. You can enjoy good food at the
restaurant/bar, and you can even book a massage on site.

You say...

Top 100 Sites 2014

“ This site is beautifully kept with plenty of space for each

unit. The owners are friendly, and clearly work hard to
keep every aspect of the site in good order.”
“ Brick Kilns is well laid out, with spacious pitches. There’s
also a tent section and a separate luxurious Caravan Club
CL area. You always get a warm welcome from John and
Alison, and everything on the site is immaculate.”

Petwood
Caravan Park
Address Off Stixwould Road, Woodhall Spa, Lincolnshire LN10 6QH Tel 01526 354 799
Web www.petwoodcaravanpark.com Open 21 March≠ 2 November
Touring pitches 98 (8 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up £20≠ £30

We say...

Enjoy a visit to the lovely Lincolnshire village of
Woodhall Spa with a stay at Petwood Caravan Park,
which was a finalist in our Top 100 2013 listings. The
village offers the National Golf Centre, featuring a pair
of top courses, and the famous, unique Kinema in the
Woods cinema. The site is located beside a public park,
which has a heated outdoor swimming pool and tennis
courts. The Battle of Britain Memorial Flight Visitor
Centre is just a few miles away, as is the Lincolnshire
Aviation Heritage Centre.
There are 98 touring pitches available at Petwood, each
with 16A electric hook-up. There’s also a laundry room, a
shop that stocks basics, heated washrooms, a dog-walking
area and a lending library with adults’ and children’s
books. Members of the Camping and Caravanning Club
receive a £2 discount per night during the low season.

You say...

“ There are excellent facilities at Petwood, and the site itself
is so close to town. We will book again.”
“ We will be back. Well done!”
“ We liked the friendliness and helpfulness of the staff,
as well as the cleanliness and neatness of the site.”
“This is a great site with an excellent location.”
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Eastern England
Woodhall Country Park
Caravan and Campsite
Address Stixwould Road, Woodhall Spa, Lincolnshire LN10 6UJ Tel 01526 353 710
Web www.woodhallcountrypark.co.uk Open 1 March≠ 30 November
Touring pitches 80, all hardstanding Pitch+2+hook≠ up £20≠ £30

We say...

The AA’s Campsite of the Year for the Heart of England
also makes it to our latest Top 100. This site is set in
lovely parkland and a conservation area, and it has been
designed in conjunction with Natural England. Because
of this, a huge amount of wildlife can be spotted here,
including fascinating birds, butterflies and reptiles.
The touring area features 80 fully serviced
hardstanding pitches, and the washrooms are spacious
and tidy. There is a trio of well-stocked fishing lakes for
anglers to enjoy; one day’s fishing on a single rod costs
£5. Bike hire is available, and you can even take a course
in wildlife photography on selected dates in 2014.

You say...

“ This is a quiet, fully serviced site, with easy access to

What to see in Eastern England
Diary dates

Stay at one of our fantastic Top 100 sites, and enjoy one
of this trio of great events taking place during 2014!
12≠ 13 April 2014

6≠ 7 September 2014

Youí ll be able to try and buy some of Eastern
Englandí s nest food and drink at this fantastic
festival, held at historic Knebworth House. This is
the fth festival, and it promises to be bigger and
better than ever, with great demonstrations, a celebrity
chef, cookware and other kitchen products and much
more. Adult tickets cost £9 at the gate.

English wine is enjoying a surge of popularity at
the moment, and New Hall Vineyards in Essex is
one of the oldest and largest examples of its kind
in England. In September it will host the 42nd
English Wine Festival and open day; visitors will
be able to enjoy tours of the winery, craft displays,
good food, folk plays and much more. Adult
admission costs £7 and includes a tasting glass;
your rst four wine tastings are free.

East of England Food Festival
Knebworth House, Hertfordshire

Web www.knebworthhouse.com

6≠ 7 September 2014

English Wine Festival
New Hall Vineyards, Purleigh

Web www.newhallwines.co.uk

Great Yarmouth Maritime Festival
South Quay, Great Yarmouth

Enjoy a fantastic weekend in Great Yarmouth,
at the annual Maritime Festival, which takes place
along the length of South Quay. Youíl l be able to
see tall ships, maritime exhibitions, demonstrations
of skills, listen to shanty music and visit a number
of craft and charity stalls. Entry is free of charge,
but a £1 donation is suggested.

Web www.great-yarmouth.co.uk/maritime-festival/
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Woodhall Spa and the river path for cycling, walking
– and the riverside pub. We loved the friendly staff.”
“ Woodhall is a clean and tidy site. It’s peaceful even when
full because all users use the site well, thanks to the staff.”
“ The very friendly team here is always willing to help. The
serviced pitches are a bonus, and the facilities are very
clean. It’s excellent all round. We’ll definitely visit again.”
“ Our second stay this year! Great staff, fantastic facilities
and great fishing lakes… Woodhall Spa has it all!”

Eastern England
Run Cottage
Touring Park
Address Alderton Road, Hollesley, Woodbridge, Suffolk IP12 3RQ Tel 01394 411 309
Web www.run≠ cottage.co.uk Open All year
Touring pitches 45 (14 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Under £20

TOP 100

Open
all year

We say...

Topping our regional
category this year is the
lovely Run Cottage Touring
Park, located on Suffolk’s
beautiful heritage coast. All
touring pitches have 10A
electric hook-up and are set in
REGIONAL WINNER pretty parkland, so you really
feel like you’re getting away from it all. Other facilities
on site include new washrooms, a tourist-information
area and 14 all-weather caravan pitches. It’s just a short
stroll to the local pub and village shop, too.
There’s plenty to see in the surrounding area, including
Orford and Framlingham castles, the towns of Woodbridge
and Aldeburgh, and historic Sutton Hoo. Walkers will
also love the proximity of the Suffolk Coast Path.

SITES

2014

You say...
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“ We found this site last year. It is immaculately

maintained – the showers and toilets are extremely
clean – and it is in such a peaceful setting. We have been
so impressed; this site has great people running it, and they
have extremely high standards!”
“ We had never been to Suffolk before and saw the good
reviews about Run Cottage so decided to have a week there.
Michelle and Andy were most welcoming. The site is ideal
for a peaceful stay. We would definitely recommend it as a
very good choice for couples and families.”

BEST
IN
Easte
Englanrn
d
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ÌǙšğļƀēĮÿ ƨČÌ ħ{ƀĝÌƨ ƨļǓĮƉ {Į¼ ¨ļ{Ɖƨ{ğ ƀÌƉļƀƨƉ
ļæ 7ēĮ¨ļğĮƉČēƀÌŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉµ ¼ǒēƉÌ¼Ũ
DšÌĮ ǥņƢǥƭ ƨļ ƭņƢņǥŨ ]ļǅƀÌƀƉ ƦņƔŨìǥ
ƨļ ƦƼǥŨǥǥ =ļƨļƀ {ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ ƦņƔŨìǥ
ƨļ ƦƼǥŨǥǥ ]ÌĮƨƉ ƦņƔŨìǥ ƨļ ƦƼǥŨǥǥ
ǅĮÿ{ğļǓƉ ƦƼņìŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƭÔƔŨǥǥ



ÁÁŀŎĒċ RÁàóŀ (Ēÿó´yŭOyĸý
ƀļħÌƀ Sļ{¼¸ lÌƉƨ SǅĮƨļĮ¸
>ļƀæļğĝ¸ >SƼƔ ĳQw
ǥņƼƜƭ ÔƼƭƜņö +{Į ğğÌĮ ${Ǚµ ǥņƼƜƭ ÔƼƭĳöö
ǓǓǓŨÌÌƉƨļĮƀÌÿēƉŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ēħ{ēğµ ēĮæļÌÌƉƨļĮƀÌÿēƉŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
$ƀļħ ƨČÌ ņöÔ ƨǅƀĮ ƉēÿĮšļƉƨÌ¼
XČÌƀēĮÿČ{ħŨ Xēƨǅ{ƨÌ¼ ļĮ ¨ļ{Ɖƨ ƀļ{¼
ÌƨǓÌÌĮ XČÌƀēĮÿČ{ħ {Į¼ ƀļħÌƀ ļĮ
¨ļ{Ɖƨ Ɖē¼Ì ļæ ƀļ{¼Ũ XǅšÌƀğǚ Ɖēƨǅ{ƨÌ¼
ƜƼ {¨ƀÌ ö Ɖƨ{ƀ ¨ğēææ ƨļš š{ƀĝ ǓēƨČ ƉƨǅĮĮēĮÿ
¨ğēææ ƨļš ǒēÌǓƉŨ l{ğĝēĮÿ ¼ēƉƨ{Į¨Ì ƨļ
XČÌƀēĮÿČ{ħŨ {ħšēĮÿ¸ ƨļǅƀēĮÿ¸ Ǔļļ¼ÌĮ
ğļ¼ÿÌƉ {Į¼ Ɖƨ{ƨē¨ ¨{ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ æļƀ Ɖ{ğÌŨXƨÌšƉ
ƨļ ğļǒÌğǚ Ì{¨ČŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉµ ¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ
DšÌĮ ǥņƢǥƭ ƨļ ƭǥƢņņŨ ]ļǅƀÌƀƉ ƦƼǥŨǥǥ ƨļ
ƦƭǥŨǥǥ =ļƨļƀ {ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ ƦƼǥŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƭǥŨǥǥ
]ÌĮƨƉ ƦƼǥŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƭǥŨǥǥ 

ƗƱ ƟȺȺ }ŧȂĉǥ ȑȹƞŃ

 



ĸóàìŎìĒŚŀÁ #yĸĆ
=Ìğæļƀ¼ Sļ{¼¸ 7{ǓƉČ{ğğ¸ ǅƀǚ XƨŨ¼ħļĮ¼Ɖ¸
Xǅææļğĝ¸ +PƼĳ öPqŨ
]ÌğÌšČļĮÌµ ǥņƼÔö ÔƭǥĳƔö
XÌƨ ēĮ ēƨƉ ğ{ƀÿÌ ğ{Į¼Ɖ¨{šÌ¼ ÿ{ƀ¼ÌĮƉ¸ ǓČē¨Č
ƉƨƀÌƨ¨Č ļǅƨ ƨļ ļšÌĮ æēÌğ¼Ɖ¸ ƨČÌ ƨēħÌƀÌ¼
%Ìļƀÿē{Į ${ƀħČļǅƉÌ ēƉ ƨČÌ šÌƀæÌ¨ƨ šğ{¨Ì
ƨļ ƀÌğ{Ǚ {Į¼ { ƉǅšÌƀ {ƉÌ æƀļħ ǓČē¨Č ƨļ
ÌĮĜļǚ ƨČÌ ƉǅƀƀļǅĮ¼ēĮÿ ¨ļǅĮƨƀǚƉē¼ÌŨ
%ǅÌƉƨƉ {ƀÌ ǓÌğ¨ļħÌ ƨļ ÌĮĜļǚ ļǅƀ ÿ{ƀ¼ÌĮƉ¸
ǓÌğğ Ɖƨļ¨ĝÌ¼ ǓēƨČ ēĮƨÌƀÌƉƨēĮÿ ƨƀÌÌƉ¸ ƉČƀǅƉ
{Į¼ æğļǓÌƀƉŨ ǚļǅżğğ æēĮ¼ { Ǔē¼Ì ǒ{ƀēÌƨǚ ļæ
ēƀ¼Ɖ ēĮ¨ğǅ¼ēĮÿ ƨČÌ ƀÌƉē¼ÌĮƨ DǓğƉ {Į¼
PČÌ{Ɖ{ĮƨƉ¸ {Ɖ ǓÌğğ {Ɖ Ɖǅ¨Č {Įēħ{ğƉ ){ƀÌƉ¸
XųǅēƀƀÌğƉ {Į¼ ƨČÌ ļ¼¼ ÌÌƀŨ
ÿóĢĢÁŀŭ (yÿÿ ){ğğ 7{ĮÌ¸ ğēššÌƉǚ¸
%ƀÌ{ƨ r{ƀħļǅƨČŨ >SƼĳ ƭ7Ũ ]Ìğµ ǥņöĳƭ
ƭƜƔÔǥǥŨ lÌƉēƨÌµ ǓǓǓŨ¨ğēššÌƉǚŨ¨ļħŨ
$ļğğļǓ ƨČÌ öƔ ƨļ ¨ğÌ¸ ƨČÌĮ ƨČÌ ņǥƜö ƨļ
{ēƉƨÌƀ¸ ƨǅƀĮ ğÌæƨ ƨļ ğēššÌƉǚ ļĮ ƨČÌ ņņìƼŨ
]ČÌ š{ƀĝ Č{Ɖ ÌēÿČƨ ¼ēƉƨēĮ¨ƨēǒÌ {ƀÌ{Ɖ Ì{¨Č
ǓēƨČ ƨČÌēƀ ļǓĮ ¨Č{ƀ{¨ƨÌƀŨ Xǅēƨ{ğÌ æļƀ ƨÌĮƨƉ¸
ƨļǅƀÌƀƉ {Į¼ ħļƨļƀČļħÌƉŨ DšÌĮ šƀēğ ƨēğğ
ƨČÌ ÌĮ¼ ļæ D¨ƨļÌƀŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ ¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ

 

#óċ¤ìyÿÁ Áŭ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý $ēĮ¨Č{ğÌ
Ìǚ ${ƀħ¸ ļ ǅƀČ{ħ¸ )ņ ìX)Ũ ]Ìğµ
ǥņĳņ ƭÔƜƜìƼÔŨ Dææ ƨČÌ ņ= {ƨ 4ǅĮ¨ƨēļĮ ƜƭŨ
)Ì{¼ ƉļǅƨČ ļĮ ņƜƔ ƉēÿĮƉ æļƀ ƀħƉļĮ
ÌĮƨƀÌŨ $ļğğļǓ ƉēÿĮƉ $ēĮ¨Č{ğÌ PƀēļƀǚŨ XÌƨ ēĮ
ƨČÌ ħÌ{Į¼Ìƀ ļæ ƨČÌ SēǒÌƀ lÌ{ƀ ēƉ Ì{ǅƨēæǅğ
¨ļǅĮƨƀǚƉē¼Ì ļǒÌƀğļļĝēĮÿ ƨČÌ šƀēļƀǚŨ DšÌĮ
ğğ rÌ{ƀŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ ĮÌ¨ÌƉƉ{ƀǚŨ





OÁy¤Ē¤ý jyŎÁĸŀ ]ēħÌƀğ{Į¼¸ 7ēĮ¨ļğĮ¸
7ēĮ¨Ɖ¸ 7>ö ƭS%
ǥņìƼƜ ƭƔÔǥìĳ ¼{ħ  ħ{Į¼{
>ļƀƨČ¨ļƨÌĒlƀēÿČƨ
ǓǓǓŨšÌ{¨ļ¨ĝǓ{ƨÌƀƉŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ēħ{ēğµ ēĮæļšÌ{¨ļ¨ĝǓ{ƨÌƀƉŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
ņì ĮļƀƨČļǅĮ¼ ƀēÿČƨ ļĮ ņņĳņ
ƨČƀļǅÿČ X¨ļšǓē¨ĝ ƨļ ]ēħÌƀğ{Į¼Ũ 7Ìæƨ
{ƨ šļƉƨ ļææē¨Ì {Į¼ ƨČÌ š{ƀĝ ēƉ ǥŨöì
ħēğÌƉ ļĮ ğÌæƨŨ PÌ{¨Ìæǅğ¸ ƀÌğ{ǙēĮÿ¸ ƨƀ{Įųǅēğ
ğļ¨{ƨēļĮ ǓēƨČ Ì{ǅƨēæǅğ æēƉČēĮÿ ğ{ĝÌ {Į¼
{ Ǔ{ƀħ ǓÌğ¨ļħÌŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉµ >Ì¨ÌƉƉ{ƀǚŨ
DšÌĮ ǥņƢǥƼ ƨļ ƭņƢņƼŨ ]ļǅƀÌƀƉ ƦņÔŨǥǥ
ƨļ ƦƼǥ =ļƨļƀ {ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ ƦņÔŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƼǥ
{ƀ{ǒ{Į )ļğē¼{ǚ )ļħÌƉ ƦƼǥǥŨǥǥ ƨļ
ƦƭǥǥŨǥǥ ļƨƨ{ÿÌƉ ƦƭǥǥŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƜìǥŨǥǥ
6ÁÁ iyÿÿÁŭ yĆĢŀóŎÁ VÁŧyĸ´ŀŎĒċÁ
XÌǓ{ƀ¼ƉƨļĮÌ Sļ{¼¸ ČēĮÿæļƀ¼¸ 7ļĮ¼ļĮ¸ ö ƔS
ǥƼǥ ÔìƼĳ ìƜÔĳ
Xēƨǅ{ƨÌ ¼ļĮ ƨČÌ ņņƼ XļǅƨČ ļæ ƨČÌ =ƼìŨ 7Ì{ǒÌ
=Ƽì {ƨ 4ƼƜ {Į¼ æļğğļǓ ƉēÿĮƉŨ  šē¨ƨǅƀÌƉųǅÌ ƉēƨÌ
ǓēƨČ Č{ƀ¼ Ɖƨ{Į¼ēĮÿ {Į¼ ÿƀ{ƉƉ šēƨ¨ČÌƉ ǓēƨČ
ÌğÌ¨ƨƀē¨ ČļļĝĒǅšƉ šğǅƉ { ¼Ì¼ē¨{ƨÌ¼ ƨÌĮƨ æēÌğ¼Ũ
DšÌĮ ={ƀ¨Č ƨļ 4{Įǅ{ƀǚŨ Pƀē¨Ì ƦņƭŨìǥ ƨļ ƦņĳŨƼǥ
ŤÌǙ¨ğǅ¼ÌƉ ÌğÌ¨ƨƀē¨{ğ Čļļĝ ǅšť ļļĝēĮÿƉ
{¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼ {Į¼ {¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ









6ĒŧÕóÁÿ´ŀ ĒŚċŎĸŭ (Ēÿó´yŭ #óŀìóċà
RÁŎĸÁyŎ
7ļǓæēÌğ¼Ɖ %ƀ{ĮÿÌ¸ {ÿğÌ Sļ{¼¸ >ļƀƨČ
X¨{ƀğÌ¸ 7ēĮ¨ļğĮ¸ 7ēĮ¨ļğĮƉČēƀÌ¸ 7>Ɯ ĳ>
ǥņìƼƼ ƔƔÔƔņƔ
ǓǓǓŨğļǓæēÌğ¼ƉĒƀÌƨƀÌ{ƨŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ēħ{ēğµ ēĮæļğļǓƀÌƨƀÌ{ƨŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
ņ öƜ 7ēĮ¨ļğĮ ĜǅĮ¨ƨēļĮ æļğğļǓ ƉēÿĮƉ ƨļ
ƀļǅĮ¼{ļǅƨ ƨČÌĮ ņņƭƭ %{ēĮƉļƀļǅÿČŨ
]ČƀļǅÿČ ļğğēĮÿČ{ħ {Į¼ ÌƉƨČļƀšÌ ǅĮƨēğ
ƀļǓĮ ƉēÿĮƉ ƨļ 7ļǓæēÌğ¼ƉŨ $ļğğļǓ ƉēÿĮƉŨ
DææÌƀēĮÿ šÌ{¨Ì¸ ƨƀ{Įųǅēğğēƨǚ {Į¼ ƀÌğ{Ǚ{ƨēļĮ
ēĮ { ƨƀǅğǚ šē¨ƨǅƀÌƉųǅÌ Ǔļļ¼ğ{Į¼ ƉÌƨƨēĮÿ¸
7ļǓæēÌğ¼Ɖ ēƉ ƨČÌ šÌƀæÌ¨ƨ ÌǙ¨ğǅƉēǒÌ æēƉČēĮÿ
ƀÌƨƀÌ{ƨŨ )ļğē¼{ǚ {ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ ČēƀÌƢƉ{ğÌŨ
ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼ {Į¼ {¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ DšÌĮ
ņìƢǥƼ ƨļ ņöƢǥņŨ 





6ÁÁ iyÿÿÁŭ yĆĢóċà yċ´ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý
¼ħļĮƨļĮ
=Ìƀē¼ē{Į l{ǚ¸ ¼ħļĮƨļĮ¸ 7ļĮ¼ļĮ¸ >ĳ ǥS
ǥƼǥ ÔÔǥƭ Ɯĳǥǥ
7Ì{ǒÌ =Ƽì {ƨ 4Ƽì {Į¼ æļğğļǓ ƉēÿĮƉ æļƀ
¨ÌĮƨƀ{ğ 7ļĮ¼ļĮ¸ ƨǅƀĮ ļĮƨļ ņǥìì {Į¼ æļğğļǓ
ƉēÿĮƉ æļƀ 7ÌÌ k{ğğÌǚ 7ÌēƉǅƀÌ ¨ļħšğÌǙ¸ {ššƀļǙ
Ɣ ħēğÌƉŨ  ÿƀÌ{ƨ ƉēƨÌ ǓēƨČ ƨǓļ æēÌğ¼Ɖ¸ ļĮÌ æļƀ
ƨÌĮƨƉ {Į¼ ļĮÌ æļƀ ƨļǅƀÌƀƉ {Į¼ ¨{ħšÌƀ ǒ{ĮƉŨ
ğÌ¨ƨƀē¨ ČļļĝĒǅšƉ {ǒ{ēğ{ğÌŨ DšÌĮ {ğğ ǚÌ{ƀŨ
ļƉƨ ƦņƭŨìǥ ƨļ ƦņĳŨƼǥ ŤÌǙ¨ğǅ¼ÌƉ ÌğÌ¨ƨƀē¨{ğ
ČļļĝĒǅšťŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¨ÌÌšƨÌ¼ {Į¼ {¼ǒēƉ{ğÌ





<ĒĒċ  VóŬĢÁċ¤Á >ÌǓļǅƀĮÌ Sļ{¼¸
l{ğ¼ƀēĮÿæēÌğ¼¸ lļļ¼ƀē¼ÿÌ¸ Xǅææļğĝ¸ +PņƼ öPP
ǥņöƔƭ ƔƭƜƜìǥ
ǓǓǓŨħļļĮ{Į¼ƉēǙšÌĮ¨ÌŨÌǅ
Į ļ{ƉēƉ ļæ ƉÌ¨ǅƀÌ ğ{Į¼Ɖ¨{šÌ¼ š{ƀĝğ{Į¼
ƉƨƀÌƨ¨ČēĮÿ ļǅƨ ļǒÌƀ Ƽǥǥ {¨ƀÌƉ ǓēƨČ { ČļƉƨ ļæ
{¨ƨēǒēƨēÌƉ æļƀ ǚļǅƀ šƀēǒ{ƨÌ ÌĮĜļǚħÌĮƨ¸
ēĮ¨ğǅ¼ēĮÿ { ĳ )ļğÌ ¨ļħš{¨ƨ %ļğæ ¨ļǅƀƉÌ {Į¼
ǓēƨČ ļǒÌƀ ņǥǥ {¨ƀÌƉ ļæ Ǔļļ¼ğ{Į¼Ũ {ƀ {Į¼
5ēļƉĝ ƉČļš ļĮ ƉēƨÌŨ DšÌĮ šƀēğ ƨļ D¨ƨļÌƀŨ
Pƀē¨ÌƉ ƦƼņ ƨļ Ʀ ƭƭŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼





=ĒĸŎì VìĒĸÁ (Ēÿó´yŭ ÁċŎĸÁ
ğħČēƀƉƨ ǒÌĮǅÌ¸ Sļħ{Į {Įĝ¸
XĝÌÿĮÌƉƉ¸ 7ēĮ¨ļğĮƉČēƀÌ¸ PƼì ņX7
ǥņƔìö ƔƜƭÔņì =ƀƉ 7 >ÌǓļğ¼
ǓǓǓŨĮļƀƨČƉČļƀÌĒƉĝÌÿĮÌƉƉŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ēħ{ēğµ ƀÌ¨ÌšƨēļĮĮļƀƨČƉČļƀÌĒƉĝÌÿĮÌƉƉŨļŨǅĝ
$ƀļħ ƨČÌ XČēš Pǅğē¨ )ļǅƉÌ XĝÌÿĮÌƉƉ¸
ƨ{ĝÌ ìƼ Ť+Įÿļğ¼ħÌğğƉť ǥŨƼì ħēğÌ ļĮ
ğÌæƨ ēĮƨļ ğħČēƀƉƨ ǒÌĮǅÌŨ >ļƀƨČ XČļƀÌ
ēƉ { æ{ħēğǚ Čļğē¼{ǚ š{ƀĝ Ɖēƨǅ{ƨÌ¼ {
ƉČļƀƨ Ǔ{ğĝ æƀļħ ƨČÌ Ì{¨Č {Į¼ ƨļǓĮ
¨ÌĮƨÌŨ +ƨ ēƉ šļƉƉēğÌ ƨļ ÌĮĜļǚ ÌēƨČÌƀ {
ƨ ƉÌ{Ɖē¼Ì ƀÌ{ĝ ļƀ { ħļƀÌ {¨ƨēǒÌ
Čļğē¼{ǚŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉµ ¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ DšÌĮ
ǥņƢǥƭ ƨļ ƭǥƢņņŨ ]ļǅƀÌƀƉ ƦņƔŨǥǥ ƨļ
ƦƼƼŨìǥ =ļƨļƀ {ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ ƦņĳŨƼǥ
ƨļ ƦƼƼŨìǥ {ƀ{ǒ{Į )ļğē¼{ǚ )ļħÌƉ
ƦƼĳĳŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦìņìŨǥǥ Č{ğÌƨƉ ƦƼìƼŨǥǥ
ƨļ ƦööìŨǥǥ š{ƀƨħÌĮƨƉ ƦņÔìŨǥǥ ƨļ
ƦöììŨǥǥ

ÝÉ  [CO Ĝŷŷ V*[V řŷĜÝ  ŧŧŧħ¤yĸyŦyċŀóŎÁÕóċ´Áĸħ¤ĒħŚý

Cĸ¤ìyĸ´ Oyĸý
$ƀ{ħšƨļĮ 7{ĮÌ¸ )ǅÌƀƨƉ
ƀē¼ÿÌ¸ ļƉƨļĮ¸ 7ēĮ¨ļğĮƉČēƀÌ¸
PƼǥ ƭQa
ǥņƼǥì ƼĳǥƭƼÔ =ƀ  ={ǚ
${Ǚµ ǥņƼǥì ƼĳǥƼöƔ
ǓǓǓŨļƀ¨Č{ƀ¼š{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ēħ{ēğµ ēĮæļļƀ¨Č{ƀ¼š{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ ƭ ħēğÌƉ æƀļħ
ļƉƨļĮ ļĮ ņņĳƼ ÌƨǓÌÌĮ ìƼ ŤļƉƨļĮĒ
%ƀ{ĮƨČ{ħť {Į¼ ņņƼņ ŤļƉƨļĮĒXğÌ{æļƀ¼ťŨ
%ƀ{ƉƉǚ¸ æğ{ƨ {Į¼ğÌǒÌğ ǓēƨČ ƨƀÌÌƉ ƉČ{¼ēĮÿ {ğğ
Ɖē¼ÌƉŨ 7{ĝÌƉ ļĮ š{ƀĝ æļƀ æēƉČēĮÿ¸ Ǔ{ğĝēĮÿ¸
Ǔēğ¼ğēæÌŨXČļƀƨ Ǔ{ğĝ ēĮƨļ ǒēğğ{ÿÌ æļƀ šǅ¸ ÿļğæ
¨ļǅƀƉÌŨ ǅƉ ƉÌƀǒē¨Ì ļĮ ƉēƨÌŨ ¼ǅğƨƉ ļĮğǚŨ
ļļĝēĮÿƉµ ¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼Ũ DšÌĮ ǥņƢǥƭ ƨļ
ƭņƢǥņŨ ]ļǅƀÌƀƉ ƦņƔŨǥǥ =ļƨļƀ {ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ
ƦņƔŨǥǥ ]ÌĮƨƉ ƦÔŨìǥ ƨļ ƦņƔŨǥǥ {ƀ{ǒ{Į
)ļğē¼{ǚ )ļħÌƉ ƦƼöǥŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƼƔǥŨǥǥ

iyŚŬìyÿÿ (Ēÿó´yŭ Oyĸý
¨ğÌ >ÌǓ Sļ{¼¸ %ƀÌ{ƨ r{ƀħļǅƨČ¸
>ļƀæļğĝ¸ >Sƭǥ ņ]
ǥņöĳƭ ÔìƔƼƭņ =ƀ S $ēĮĮÌǚ
${Ǚµ ǥņöĳƭ ƭƭņņƼƼ
ǓǓǓŨǒ{ǅǙČ{ğğĒČļğē¼{ǚĒš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ēħ{ēğµ ēĮæļǒ{ǅǙČ{ğğČļğē¼{ǚƉŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
4ǅƉƨ ǓÌƉƨ ļæ %ƀÌ{ƨ r{ƀħļǅƨČ ļĮ öƔ æƀļħ
>ļƀǓē¨ČŨ %ƀÌ{ƨ r{ƀħļǅƨČżƉ æēǒÌ Ɖƨ{ƀ æ{ħēğǚ
Čļğē¼{ǚ š{ƀĝŨ $ēƀƉƨ ¨ğ{ƉƉ {¨¨ļħħļ¼{ƨēļĮ {Į¼
ÌǙ¨ÌğğÌĮƨ æ{¨ēğēƨēÌƉŨĮƨÌƀƨ{ēĮħÌĮƨ ēĮ¨ğǅ¼Ì¼ {Į¼
ħǅ¨Č ħļƀÌä ļļĝēĮÿƉµ >Ì¨ÌƉƉ{ƀǚŨ DšÌĮ ǥņƢǥö
ƨļ ǥìƢņņŨ ]ļǅƀÌƀƉ ƦƼņŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦööŨǥǥ
=ļƨļƀ {ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ ƦƼņŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦööŨǥǥ ]ÌĮƨƉ
ƦƼņŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦöƼŨǥǥ {ƀ{ǒ{Į )ļğē¼{ǚ
)ļħÌƉ ƦƼƔǥŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦĳĳƭŨǥǥ Č{ğÌƨƉ
ƦƭƜņŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦÔöƜŨǥǥ

OÁÁŧóŎ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý l{ğƨļĮ ǒÌ
$ÌğēǙƉƨļǓÌ Xǅææļğĝ +PņņƼ)Ũ ]ÌğŨ ǥņƭĳö
ƼÔöìņņ¸ Ìħ{ēğ PÌÌǓēƨP{ƀĝ{ļğŨ¨ļħ
ǓǓǓŨšÌÌǓēƨ¨{ƀ{ǒ{Įš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝŨ ƨ ƨČÌ ÌĮ¼
ļæ ƨČÌ ņö ¼ǅ{ğ ¨{ƀƀē{ÿÌǓ{ǚ ǚ $ÌğēǙƉƨļǓÌ
ļ¨ĝ %{ƨÌ ņ ƀļǅĮ¼{ļǅƨ¸ ČÌ{¼ æļƀ ƨČÌ
XÌ{æƀļĮƨ  ]ļǓĮ ÌĮƨƀÌŨ Dǅƀ ÌĮƨƀ{Į¨Ì ēƉ
ņǥǥ ħ ļĮ ƨČÌ ğÌæƨŨ ļǓĮ ƨČÌ ğļĮÿ ¼ƀēǒÌǓ{ǚ¸
ƨǅ¨ĝÌ¼ {Ǔ{ǚ æƀļħ ƨČÌ ČǅƉƨğÌ  ǅƉƨğÌ ļæ
ÌǒÌƀǚ¼{ǚ ğēæÌ ǚļǅ Ǔēğğ æēĮ¼ ļǅƀ šƀēǒ{ƨÌğǚ
ļǓĮÌ¼ PÌÌǓēƨ {ƀ{ǒ{Į P{ƀĝŨlēƨČ Ì{Ɖǚ
{¨¨ÌƉƉ ǚ ƀļ{¼ {Į¼ { Ƽǥ ħēĮǅƨÌ Ǔ{ğĝ ēĮƨļ
ƨļǓĮ ļƀ ğÌƉƉ ƨļ ƨČÌ ƉÌ{æƀļĮƨ ǚļǅ ¨{Į ƀÌğ{Ǚ
ČÌƀÌŨ  ğÌǒÌğ¸ ƨƀÌÌ ğēĮÌ¼ ƉēƨÌ ǓēƨČ {ǒē¼
Ìğğ{ħǚ %ļğ¼ Ǔ{ƀ¼  ] ö Ɖƨ{ƀƉ¸ ǓÌ
Č{ǒÌ ÌÌĮ ǓÌğ¨ļħēĮÿ ¨ǅƉƨļħÌƀƉ æļƀ öƔ
ǚÌ{ƀƉŨDšÌĮ ={ƀ¨Č ƭņƉƨ ƨēğğ >ļǒ öƨČŨ Pƀē¨ÌƉ
æļƀ ]ļǅƀÌƀ Ů Ƽ {¼ǅğƨƉ¸ ÌğÌ¨ƨƀē¨  {ǓĮēĮÿ
ƦņƜŨìǥ Ē ƦņĳŨǥǥŨ ŤǙ¨Ũ Ƣ) ǓƢÌť ļļĝēĮÿ
{¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ
Ũ  


jyÿ´ÁàĸyŦÁŀ (Ēÿó´yŭ Oyĸý
l{ğ¼Ìÿƀ{ǒÌƉ 7{ĮÌ¸ =ÌƀƉÌ{ +Ɖğ{Į¼
ļğ¨ČÌƉƨÌƀ¸ ƉƉÌǙ¸ Dì ÔX
$ļğğļǓ ņǥƼì ƨļ =ÌƀƉÌ{ +Ɖğ{Į¼ ¨ƀļƉƉ ƨČÌ
Xƨƀļļ¼ Č{ĮĮÌğ {Į¼ ƨ{ĝÌ ƨČÌ ğÌæƨ Č{Į¼
æļƀĝ {Į¼ æļğğļǓ ƨČÌ ƨļǅƀēƉƨ ƉēÿĮƉŨ
7{ƀÿÌ ÿƀ{ƉƉǚ ƉēƨÌ ǓēƨČ šēƨ¨ČÌƉ æļƀ
¨{ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ¸ ƨÌĮƨƉ {Į¼ ħļƨļƀČļħÌƉŨ Pēƀ{ƨÌ
Ì{¨ČŨ )ļğē¼{ǚ ČļħÌƉ æļƀ ČēƀÌ {Į¼ Ɖ{ğÌŨ
DšÌĮ ǥņƢǥƭ ƨļ ƭǥƢņņ Pƀē¨Ì ƦņÔĒƦƭǥ

OÁċŎċÁŭ Oyĸý yĸyŦyċ VóŎÁ PÌĮƨĮÌǚ¸ 5ēĮÿƉ
7ǚĮĮ¸ >ļƀæļğĝ¸ PƭƼ ņ)a
ǥņƔƜǥ ƭƭƔöƔĳ ǥņƔƜǥ ƭƭÔņņÔ
ǓǓǓŨšÌĮƨĮÌǚĒš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ēħ{ēğµ Čļğē¼{ǚƉšÌĮƨĮÌǚĒš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
DĮ öƔ ÌƨǓÌÌĮ 5ēĮÿƉ 7ǚĮĮ {Į¼ XǓ{ææČ{ħ¸
ğÌæƨ ēĮƨļ ņņìƭ ƨļ %{ǚƨļĮŨ Įƨƀ{Į¨Ì Ƽǥǥ ǚ{ƀ¼Ɖ
ļĮ ğÌæƨŨ PÌĮƨĮÌǚ š{ƀĝ ¨ļǒÌƀƉ ņƜ {¨ƀÌƉ ļæ ğÌǒÌğ
ÿƀ{ƉƉ {Į¼ ħ{ƨǅƀÌ Ǔļļ¼ğ{Į¼ ƉÌƨ ēĮ ƉļħÌ ļæ
Įÿğ{Į¼żƉ ħļƉƨ ǅĮƉšļēğƨ ¨ļǅĮƨƀǚƉē¼ÌŨ XƨÌÌšÌ¼
ēĮ ČēƉƨļƀǚ ļǅƀ š{ƀĝ ēƉ ē¼Ì{ğ æļƀ ÌǙšğļƀēĮÿ
>ļƀæļğĝŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉµ ¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼Ũ DšÌĮ ņöƢǥƼ ƨļ
ņìƢǥņŨ ]ļǅƀÌƀƉ ƦņĳŨƼì ƨļ ƦƼöŨìì¸ =ļƨļƀ {ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ
ƦņĳŨƼì ƨļ ƦƼöŨìì¸ ]ÌĮƨƉ ƦņƔŨƼǥ ƨļ ƦƼƼŨƔǥ¸
{ƀ{ǒ{Į )ļğē¼{ǚ )ļħÌƉ ƦƼƔĳŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƔƼĳŨǥǥ 
7ļ¼ÿÌƉ ƦƭƜĳŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦÔìĳŨǥǥ





OóċÁ [ĸÁÁŀ 6ÁóŀŚĸÁ Oyĸý
ƀļæƨ {Įĝ¸ XĝÌÿĮÌƉƉ¸ 7ēĮ¨ļğĮƉČēƀÌ¸
PƼö öS ǥņƔìö ƔƜƼĳöĳ   = X {Ɖƨ
ǓǓǓŨšēĮÌƨƀÌÌƉČļğē¼{ǚƉŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ēħ{ēğµ ÌĮųǅēƀēÌƉšēĮÌƨƀÌÌČļğē¼{ǚƉŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
ņ ħēğÌ æƀļħ XĝÌÿĮÌƉƉ ļĮ ìƼ ƉļǅƨČļǅĮ¼ ƨļ
ļƉƨļĮŨ P{ƀĝ ÌĮƨƀ{Į¨Ì ēƉ ēĮ { Ɖħ{ğğ ğ{ǚǚ ļĮ
ƀēÿČƨ Č{Į¼ Ɖē¼ÌŨ PēĮÌ ]ƀÌÌƉ ēƉ ƨČÌ ē¼Ì{ğ šğ{¨Ì
æļƀ Čļğē¼{ǚħ{ĝÌƀƉ {Į¼ æēƉČÌƀħÌĮ¸ ĮÌ{ƀ
XĝÌÿĮÌƉƉ¸ ƀǅƀ{ğ ƉÌƨƨēĮÿ ǓēƨČ ğ{ĝÌ¸ Ɖļ¨ē{ğ ¨ğǅ¸
¨{æÌ {Į¼ ħļ¼ÌƀĮ {ħÌĮēƨēÌƉŨ  ƀÌğ{ǙēĮÿ š{ƀĝŨ
ļļĝēĮÿƉµ ¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ DšÌĮ ǥņƢǥƭ ƨļ ƭǥƢņņŨ
]ļǅƀÌƀƉ ƦņƼŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦņöŨǥǥ =ļƨļƀ {ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ
ƦņƼŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƼƼŨǥǥ ]ÌĮƨƉ ƦņǥŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƼƔŨǥǥŨ
š{ƀƨħÌĮƨƉ ƦņÔǥŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƭĳìŨǥǥŨ ļƨƨ{ÿÌƉ
ƦņĳǥŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƭƭǥŨǥǥ





PŚóÁŎ jyŎÁĸŀ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý )ÌħēĮÿæļƀ¼
ļƨƉ¸ )ǅĮƨēĮÿ¼ļĮ¸ {ħƀē¼ÿÌƉČēƀÌ PƼÔ ĳ4
ǥņöÔǥ öƜƭöǥì
ǓǓǓŨųǅēÌƨǓ{ƨÌƀƉ¨{ƀ{ǒ{Įš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
4ǅĮ¨ƨēļĮ Ƽì ļææ ƨČÌ ņö¸ ì ħēğÌƉ æƀļħ
)ǅĮƨēĮÿ¼ļĮ¸ ņƭ ħēğÌƉ æƀļħ {ħƀē¼ÿÌŨ 7ÌǒÌğ
ÿƀ{ƉƉǚ ƀēǒÌƀƉē¼Ì š{ƀĝ Ɖēƨǅ{ƨÌ¼ ēĮ ƨČÌ ¨ÌĮƨƀÌ ļæ
šē¨ƨǅƀÌƉųǅÌ ǒēğğ{ÿÌ ğļ¨{ƨēļĮŨ
DšÌĮ ǥņƢǥö ƨļ ƭņƢņǥŨ Pƀē¨ÌƉ æƀļħ ƦņƔ ƨļ ƦƼņŨ
ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼ {Į¼ {¼ǒēƉ{ğÌ





ióĸàóċóy 6yýÁ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý XħÌÌƨČ S¼¸ Xƨ
4ļČĮƉ $ÌĮ Į¼ lēƉÌ¨Č¸ {ħƉ¸ Pņö Ô4$
]Ìğµ ǥņĳöì öƭǥņƜƔ
7ļ¨{ƨÌ¼ ÌƨǓÌÌĮ lēƉÌ¨Č {Į¼ 5ēĮÿƉ 7ǚĮĮ
ļĮ ƨČÌ öƔŨ ĳ {¨ƀÌ ]ļǅƀēĮÿ ¨{ƀ{ǒ{Į š{ƀĝ ǓēƨČ
Ƽ {¨ƀÌ ¨ļǅƀƉÌ¸ æēƉČēĮÿ ğ{ĝÌ¸ ¨ğǅ ČļǅƉÌ {Į¼
æǅğğ {ħÌĮēƨēÌƉŨ >ÌǓ æǅğğ ļĮ ƉēƨÌ æ{¨ēğēƨēÌƉŨ DšÌĮ
{ğğ ǚÌ{ƀ ǓēƨČ šēƨ¨ČÌƉ {ǒ{ēğ{ğÌ ÌƨǓÌÌĮ ƦƼǥ
{Į¼ ƦƼì¸ ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼  {¼ǒēƉ{ğÌ









jyÿÁŀŭ jĒĒ´ÿyċ´ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý
l{ğÌƉǚ={ƀĝÌƨ S{ƉÌĮ¸ 7ēĮ¨ļğĮƉČēƀÌ 7>Ô ƭa>
ǓǓǓŨǓ{ğÌƉǚǓļļ¼ğ{Į¼ƉŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
ǥņƜƔƭ ÔöƭƼÔì
ņƼǥƭ ƀļ{¼ ƨļ ƨÌ{ğǚ¸ ǥŨì ħēğÌƉ {æƨÌƀ ƨ{ĝÌ ğÌæƨ
ƨļ l{ğÌƉǚ ƀļ{¼¸ ǥŨì ħēğÌƉ {æƨÌƀ ƨǅƀĮ ğÌæƨ ļĮƨļ
ğ{ĮÌ ƨČÌĮ ņìǥ ǚ{ƀ¼Ɖ ƨļ ÌĮƨƀ{Į¨ÌŨ Ô {¨ƀÌƉ¸ ìÔ
šēƨ¨ČÌƉ ļƨČ ÿƀ{ƉƉ {Į¼ Č{ƀ¼Ɖƨ{Į¼ēĮÿ¸
Ǔļļ¼ğ{Į¼ Ǔ{ğĝƉ¸ ņƜ ħēğÌƉ æƀļħ 7ēĮ¨ļğĮ¸ ųǅēÌƨ
{Į¼ šÌ{¨Ìæǅğ ƉēƨÌŨ DšÌĮ {ğğ ǚÌ{ƀŨ Pƀē¨ÌƉ æƀļħ
Ʀņö ƨļ ƦņĳŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ ĮÌ¨ÌƉƉ{ƀǚ





jĒĒ´ìyÿÿ ĒŚċŎĸŭ Oyĸý
XƨēǙǓļǅğ¼ Sļ{¼¸ lļļ¼Č{ğğ Xš{¸
7ēĮ¨ļğĮƉČēƀÌ¸ 7>ņǥ Ɯa4
ǥņìƼƜ ƭìƭƔņǥ +{Į ¼ħļĮ¼ƉļĮ ǓǓǓŨ
Ǔļļ¼Č{ğğ¨ļǅĮƨƀǚš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝĒħ{ēğµ ēĮæļ
Ǔļļ¼Č{ğğ¨ļǅĮƨƀǚš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ $ƀļħ lļļ¼Č{ğğ
Xš{ )ēÿČ XƨƀÌÌƨ ƨ{ĝÌ XƨēǙǓļǅğ¼ Sļ{¼ {ƨ
ƨČÌ ƀļǅĮ¼{ļǅƨ¸ƨƀ{ǒÌğ {ššƀļǙ ņǥǥǥħ š{Ɖƨ
ƨČÌ PÌǓļļ¼ )ļƨÌğŨ ]ČÌ š{ƀĝ ēƉ ļĮ ƨČÌ ƀēÿČƨŨ
Ôǥ {¨ƀÌ ƉēƨÌ ēĮ Ǔļļ¼ğ{Į¼ƉŨ ğğ ƨļǅƀēĮÿ
šēƨ¨ČÌƉ {ƀÌ Č{ƀ¼Ɖƨ{Į¼ēĮÿ ǓēƨČ ÌğÌ¨ƨƀē¨
Čļļĝ ǅš¸ Ǔ{ƨÌƀ Ɖǅššğǚ {Į¼ ÿƀÌǚ Ǔ{ƨÌƀ
Ǔ{ƉƨÌ {Į¼ ğ{¨ĝ Ǔ{ƉƨÌŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉµ ¼ǒēƉÌ¼Ũ
DšÌĮ ǥņƢǥƭ ƨļ ƭǥƢņņŨ ]ļǅƀÌƀƉ ƦƼǥŨǥǥ
ƨļ ƦƼöŨǥǥ =ļƨļƀ {ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ ƦƼǥŨǥǥ ƨļ
ƦƼöŨǥǥ ]ÌĮƨƉ ƦņìŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦņƔŨǥǥ
4Áÿÿóċà (ÁyŎì (Ēÿó´yŭ Oyĸý
lÌǚļǅƀĮÌ¸ )ļğƨ¸
>ļƀæļğĝ
>SƼì Ɣ)l
ǓǓǓŨĝÌğğēĮÿČÌ{ƨČŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
]Ìğµ ǥņƼƜƭ ìÔÔņÔņ
]ǅƀĮ >ļƀƨČ {ƨ š{ƀĝ ƉēÿĮ {ƨ ļ¼Č{ħ ļĮ ņöÔ
ļƀ ƨǅƀĮ XļǅƨČ ļææ ņöĳ {ƨ lÌǚļǅƀĮÌ Čǅƀ¨ČŨ
Ƽìǥ {¨ƀÌƉ ļæ Ǔļļ¼ğ{Į¼ {Į¼ ļšÌĮ ČÌ{ƨČğ{Į¼
ǓēƨČ ħ{ÿĮēæē¨ÌĮƨ ǒēÌǓƉ ļæ ƨČÌ ¨ļ{ƉƨğēĮÌŨ 
ƀ{ĮÿÌ ļæ æ{¨ēğēƨēÌƉ {Į¼ ÌĮǒēƀļĮħÌĮƨ{ğ
{¨ƨēǒēƨēÌƉŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼ {Į¼ {¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ
DšÌĮ $Ì ņǥ ƨļ 4{Į ǥƼŨ ƦņÔŨƼǥ ƨļ ƦöǥŨĳì



jĒĒ´ŎìĒĸĢÁ (yÿÿ 6ÁóŀŚĸÁ
lļļ¼ƨČļƀšÌ ){ğğ¸ lļļ¼ƨČļƀšÌ¸ ğæļƀ¼¸
7ēĮ¨ļğĮƉČēƀÌ¸ 7>ņƭ ǥ
ǥņìǥƔ öìǥƼĳö ${Ǚµ ǥņìǥƔ öìǥÔÔì
ǓǓǓŨǓļļ¼ƨČļƀšÌČ{ğğğÌēƉǅƀÌŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ēħ{ēğµ ÌĮųǅēƀēÌƉǓļļ¼ƨČļƀšÌČ{ğğğÌēƉǅƀÌŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
$ƀļħ ğæļƀ¼ ņņǥö æļƀ ƭ ħēğÌƉ ƨČÌĮ
ņƭƔƭ æļƀ ņŨì ħēğÌƉŨ $ƀļħ 7ļǅƨČ ņìƔ
æļƀ ņǥ ħēğÌƉ ƨČÌĮ ņƭƔƭ æļƀ ņŨì ħēğÌƉŨ
XÌƨ {ƀļǅĮ¼ Ǔļļ¼ğ{Į¼¸ { ÿļğæ ¨ļǅƀƉÌ
{Į¼ æēƉČēĮÿ ğ{ĝÌƉŨ >Ì{ƀ ƨļ ¨ļ{Ɖƨ {Į¼
ħ{ƀĝÌƨ ƨļǓĮƉŨ Xƨ{ƨē¨ ǒ{ĮƉ {ǒ{ēğ{ğÌ æļƀ
ČēƀÌ {Į¼ æļƀ Ɖ{ğÌŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉµ ¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ
DšÌĮ ǥņƢǥƭ ƨļ ǥƭƢǥņŨ ]ļǅƀÌƀƉ ƦņöŨìǥ
ƨļ ƦƼìŨǥǥ =ļƨļƀ {ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ ƦņöŨìǥ ƨļ
ƦƼìŨǥǥ ]ÌĮƨƉ ƦņöŨìǥ ƨļ ƦƼìŨǥǥ {ƀ{ǒ{Į
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Barn Farm
Campsite
Address Barn Farm, Birchover, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 2BL Tel 01629 650 245
Web www.barnfarmcamping.com Open Easter≠ 31 October
Touring pitches 12 (4 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up £20≠ £30

We sayÖ

Any wildlife-lovers should head for Barn Farm next time
they’re planning a trip to the beautiful Derwent Valley –
this site is a real haven for fauna, and there’s a chance
you might spot a black fallow deer or badgers.
The facilities at this small site are far from back-tobasics, however. There are clean and tidy washrooms,
a shop, laundry equipment, a children’s play area for
those up to the age of 10, and a games room with a pool
table and a TV. There’s even a sauna and a sunbed for
guests to hire! Camping barns are available – handy if
you’re holidaying with family or friends who don’t own
their own touring vehicle.

You sayÖ

“ Barn Farm is well-kept, with very friendly staff, good, clean
facilities, and great views. It was a shot in the dark when
a group of us bikers booked our places here; some stayed in
a bunkhouse, while others camped. But it paid off well: the
plan is to go back there next year, too!”
“ The facilities such as showers, toilets and the dishwashing
area were all to a high standard and were always wellmaintained. The on-site shop was brilliant, and the kids’
entertainment was great, too. All of this has made us
consider bringing our families next time.”
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he Heart of England is often overlooked
as a touring destination, which is a shame:
it offers so much variety in its attractions that
you’re sure to find somewhere fascinating to visit.
It’s easy to access, too, thanks to the number of
motorways that plough their way through the region.
The Peak District National Park is perhaps the
most popular place for visitors, and with good reason:
its fantastic combination of stunning scenery, historic
properties and picturesque towns make it a winner with
all ages. Fortunately, there are numerous of our Top 100
finalists within reach of it, so you’re sure to find
somewhere great to stay during your trip.
Cosmopolitan Birmingham is great for a day trip,
and you shouldn’t miss the dreaming spires of Oxford.
Those who have a penchant for all things historic
will be in their element here: they’ll be able to
discover many landmarks of the Industrial Revolution –
including the Grand Union Canal – and Warwick
and Stratford both teem with history, too.

Heart of England
Birch Hill Farm
Caravan Club CL
Address The Cross, Ellesmere, Shropshire SY12 0LP Tel 01691 622 951

Open
all year

Web www.birchhill.co.uk Open All year
Touring pitches 5, all hardstanding Pitch+2+hook≠ up Under £20

We sayÖ

This is a simply stunning five-van CL (certificated
location) site that’s open exclusively to Caravan
Club members. Despite its small size, Birch Hill
consistently impresses those who stay there. The site
covers two acres, so there’s lots of room for units to
pitch up, and there are five hardstanding pitches
available if you’re planning to visit during the bad
weather. Birch Hill is also located down a long drive,
so you’ll be settled well away from any roads.
The CL is in England, but it’s just a couple of miles
from the Welsh border, so it’s handy for exploring both
regions. History-lovers will enjoy a trip to Whittington
and Chirk castles, while Pontcysyllte Aqueduct and
Ironbridge are also within driving distance. The town
of Ellesmere is around one mile from Birch Hill.

You sayÖ
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“ There was a choice of two areas to pitch: the upper area

with good views, and the lower area with more shelter. The
site was very well-maintained and clean. There was always
someone there and the welcome was fantastic.”
“ Birch Hill was very tidy and well-managed. It even
provided tourist information packs for each guest.”
“ We found it attractive and the owners were friendly.”

BEST SITE

Small

Clover Fields
Touring Caravan Park
Address 1 Heath View, Harpur Hill, Buxton SK17 9PU Tel 01298 78731
Web www.clover eldstouringpark.co.uk Open All year
Touring pitches 25, all hardstanding Pitch+2+hook≠ up £20≠ £30

Open
all year

Adults
only

We sayÖ

Clover Fields is a peaceful, adults-only site located close
to the spa town of Buxton; as such, it makes a brilliant
base for exploring the Peak District. The park was the
Practical Caravan Top 100 regional winner for 2013, too.
There are 25 touring pitches, all of which have 16A
electric hook-up, and a large field for those with a tent.
The washrooms are modern and clean, and laundry
facilities are also available; there’s a shop on site, too.
If you’re not confident when towing your caravan,
then help is also at hand: the site has teamed up with a
local tuition company to offer lessons. As we went to
print, prices began at £25 per hour.

You sayÖ

“ We have been visiting Clover Fields for about two

years now; it was also our first site when we started
caravanning. We fell in love with the site from the start
and return as often as we can.”
“ From the moment we got there we were made very
welcome. The facilities are first-class and the pitches
are excellent. We could not fault anything.”
“ It was so clean, spacious and private and the toilet
and shower blocks were immaculate. I loved that
music was playing while we showered!”
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Heart of England
Diamond
Caravan Park
Address Islip Road, Bletchingdon, Oxford OX5 3DR Tel 01869 350 909
Web www.diamondpark.co.uk Open 1 March≠ 31 October
Touring pitches 22, all hardstanding Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

We sayÖ

Diamond Caravan Park may be a small site with just
22 hardstanding pitches, but the standard of the facilities
belies its size. There’s a solar-heated outdoor pool,
a licenced bar, an outdoor children’s play area – with
a new climbing frame and improved flooring for 2014 a pool table and arcade games. Free Wi-Fi is available, too.
Be sure to take your bikes when you visit, as there are
a good number of cycle paths within easy reach. If you
prefer to keep your feet on the ground, you can always
take a trip to Oxford, which is just a few miles away,
Blenheim Palace, the Cotswold Wildlife Park, Bicester
Outlet Shopping Village or the charming town of Burford.

You sayÖ

“ This is a lovely site, with good facilities, and friendly,

Top 100 Sites 2014

helpful staff. It’s very clean, and the shop is fab. The
children loved the swimming pool; we were lucky enough
to have warm weather so even I had a swim!”
The
“ staff are so friendly and made us feel welcome. As
we were new to camping they even gave us a hand to set
up. Nothing was too much trouble for them.”
“ This park is ideally located for Oxford and the surrounding
area. It’s well-kept, with good facilities and helpful staff.
The toilet block was small but kept to a very clean standard.”

Elm Cottage
Touring Park
Address Chester Lane, Nr Winsford, Cheshire CW7 2QJ Tel 01829 760 544
Web www.elmcottage.co.uk Open All year Touring pitches 35 (29 hardstanding)
Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

Open
all year

We sayÖ

This is a friendly, family-run park that’s open all
year, and it’s handily located if you’re planning to tour
around the lovely county of Cheshire. There are 25
pitches, either all-weather or grass, spread across two
acres; each pitch has 10A electric hook-up. There’s
also a 6.5-acre camping field. Premium Plus pitches
are available with additional facilities such as grey-water
disposal. The washrooms have underfloor heating to
keep you warm all season, and there’s also a motorhome
service point. Motorcaravan owners who aren’t planning
to stay can make an up-to-three-hour stopover and use
the facilities for a charge of just £6.
If you’re visiting on a Friday or Saturday night between
April and August, look out for the fish-and-chip trailer!
If you’d prefer to head off site for dinner, you’ll find the
Shrewsbury Arms pub just 400 yards down the road,
which serves good food.

You sayÖ

“ Elm Cottage is a beautifully maintained site and puts high

importance on being environmentally friendly. The shower
block is very clean and well-serviced. It’s perfectly placed
for excellent walks, and the whole place has a comfortable
homely feel about it.”
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Eye Kettleby Lakes
Address Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire LE14 2TD Tel 01664 565 900
Web www.eyekettlebylakes.com Open All year Touring pitches 61, all hardstanding
Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

Open
all year

Adults
only

We sayÖ

Those who enjoy angling will love their trip to Eye
Kettleby Lakes: there are seven-day-ticket coarse-fishing
llakes to enjoy here. But this adults-only touring park is
well worth a visit in itself. It’s only a couple of years old,
w
and is maintained to a very high standard, with
tremendous
views across the surrounding countryside.
t
It’s a great base for visiting historic Melton Mowbray, too.
While you’re staying on site you can visit the
comfortable clubhouse, which serves tasty breakfasts
from 8-10am. In the evenings, you can enjoy a pint
there and make the most of the free Wi-Fi access.

You sayÖ

“ This is the best site ever. The staff are very friendly and

nothing is ever too much trouble. We can’t wait to go back!”
“ Friendly and enthusiastic staff give you a great welcome,

Glencote
Caravan Park
Address Station Road, Cheddleton, Leek, Staffordshire ST13 7EE Tel 01538 360 745
Web www.glencote.co.uk Open 1 February≠ 31 December
Touring pitches 74, all hardstanding Pitch+2+hook≠ up
p £20≠ £30

We sayÖ

Glencote is a tidy and well-maintained park on the
Staffordshire moorlands that’s handily placed for those
planning to visit Alton Towers theme park; it’s also great
as a base when walking or cycling in the Peak District.
The Churnet Valley Railway runs right alongside the
park, and the station is just a couple of minutes’ walk
away. There’s also a small fishing lake on site, stocked
with roach, perch, carp, tench and bream; a Glencote
permit is required. The park is very close to the centre
of Cheddleton village, which has a small supermarket,
a fish-and-chips shop, an off-licence and three pubs,
as well as a restaurant and tea rooms.
On-site facilities include all-weather pitches, 16A
electric hook-up, heated washrooms, internet access,
a laundry, a ball-games area and dishwashing facilities.
Wildlife is encouraged here, with specially maintained
wild areas around the park’s boundaries.

You sayÖ

“ This is an outstanding site and we will definitely come back.”
“ The friendly, professional staff were very helpful and
accommodating. They kept site and visitors in good order.”
“ We really liked the location. The staff are very friendly and
helpful. The site is very clean and tidy. It’s just lovely.”
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good service and local information The amazing showers
and toilets are always clean, and there’s a fantastic
clubhouse with live music.”
“ We liked this impressive site with its immaculate facilities,
spacious individual pitches and lovely location. The whole
site is well-kept, with a good selection of fishing lakes.”
“ Sparkling, exceptional facilities, with lots of little extras such
as a dog wash help make this a really nice place to stay.”
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Heart of England
The Green
Caravan Park
Address Wentnor, Bishopí s Castle, Shropshire SY9 5EF Tel 01588 650 605
Web www.greencaravanpark.co.uk Open 28 March≠ 2 November
Touring pitches 140 (5 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Under £20

We sayÖ

This site really lives up to its name. Located in the
lovely Onny Valley and covering 15 acres, it offers lush
greenery, attractive woodland and a sparkling (but
small) river running through its heart. You can choose
to pitch up at a variety of locations; several pitches are
situated alongside the river. If you really want to get back
to nature, you can set up camp in the wild, unmanaged
area at the end of the Rally Field – here you’ll be able to
wildlife-watch to your heart’s content, as more than
50 bird species have been spotted here. Unsurprisingly,
the Green Caravan Park has won numerous David
Bellamy Gold Awards for conservation over the years.
Elsewhere on site you’ll find washrooms (showers
cost 20p), laundry facilities and a shop selling basic
groceries and gas. There’s a children’s play area, too.

You sayÖ

“ A fantastic site for children to play in a beautiful setting.”
“ There was no overcrowding here, and the site felt

Lickpenny
Touring Park
Address Lickpenny Lane, Tansley, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5GF Tel 01629 583 040
Web www.lickpennycaravanpark.co.uk Open All year Touring pitches 115, all hardstanding
Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

Open
all year

We sayÖ

Close to the popular towns of Matlock and Bakewell
you’ll discover Lickpenny Touring Park, set in 16 acres of
pretty countryside. The pitches have 16A electric hookup and are a great size, so the site never feels cramped.
Extra-large deluxe pitches are also available; these have
water, drainage and electric hook-up connections. There
are two heated washrooms as well as a motorhome waste
point, a children’s play area and woodland walking paths.
If you fancy visiting Matlock, you can leave your
vehicle on site and catch a bus that stops near the park.
Also within driving distance are the popular and historic
attractions of Bolsover Castle, Haddon Hall, Hardwick
Hall and Chatsworth House.

You sayÖ

“ Lickpenny is a wonderful site on a flower plantation. It has

brilliant views, especially from the elevated pitches that
overlook the valley.”
“ This park has everything: extra-large pitches with shrubs
affording privacy, friendly helpful staff, superb playing
areas for children, an on-site dog walking area. It’s
tranquil yet child-friendly, and offers excellent, clean and
well-maintained facilities.”
“ Overall, this is a super site, with large grassed areas.”
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well-maintained. There was space for the children to play,
and a not-too-expensive pub on the doorstep.”
“ The park is very well-maintained, with many different
places to pitch. We had a very pleasant stay here. The
facilities are good and the staff are friendly.”

OWNER
SATISFACTION
AWARDS
in association with

Have your say for

2015!

It’s time to start the search again to reveal the best
new and pre-owned caravans and motorhomes, and supplying
dealers. If you’ve bought a tourer since 2010, tell us all about
the van and your buying experience for our next Owner
Satisfaction Survey — and help others to buy better!
We’ll publish the results at the start of 2015, in the
form of a league table of the very best manufacturers
and dealers, as reported by you.

Find our online forms now at
www.practicalcaravan.com/oss2015
& www.practicalmotorhome.com/oss2015

Heart of England
Manor Wood
Country Caravan Park
Address Coddington, Chester CH3 9EN Tel 01829 782 990
Web www.cheshire≠ caravan≠ sites.co.uk Open All year Touring pitches 25 (12 hardstanding)
Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

Open
all year

We sayÖ

Manor Wood is a Cheshire site that offers great facilities.
There’s a heated outdoor swimming pool that’s free-ofcharge for all park guests to use, a tennis court, on-site
fishing, a games room, free Wi-Fi access and much more.
The environment is high on the agenda here: bird tables,
and hedgehog and owl boxes are located around the
park; water butts collect rainwater for use on the
hanging baskets; park lighting is movement-sensitive;
and comprehensive recycling facilities are available.
Manor Wood makes a great best for enjoying local
attractions such as Chester Zoo, Cheshire Oaks
shopping outlet, Bunbury Mill, Beeston Castle, Blue
Planet Aquarium and Cholmondeley Castle Gardens.

You sayÖ

“ There are excellent toilet and shower facilities as well as
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leisure facilities for the whole family, including a play area,
outdoor swimming pool, tennis courts and games room.”
“ We found top facilities here, including the bathrooms,
playground, swimming pool, games room and fishing
pool. With helpful wardens and well-kept grounds, this
site ticks all the boxes and we return year after year.”
“ Manor Wood is very clean, with spacious pitches and
friendly staff. There are great local attractions, too.”

Somers Wood
Caravan Park
Address Somers Road, Meriden, Warwickshire CV7 7PL Tel 01676 522 978
Web www.somerswood.co.uk Open All year Touring pitches 48, all hardstanding
Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

Open
all year

Adults
only

We sayÖ

If you’re a couple planning to visit any show at
Birmingham’s NEC, then you should seriously consider
pitching up at the impressive, adults-only Somers Wood
Caravan Park – it’s well placed for a trip to the exhibition
centre. In fact, it’s great to visit at any season, as it’s open
all year, and is also close to the historic city of Coventry
and county town of Warwick.
There are 48 pitches at Somers Wood, all of
which have 10A electric hook-up; there are also four
fully serviced pitches. The washrooms are heated;
dishwashing facilities are available, as is Wi-Fi, and
there is an information cabin and a laundry service.

You sayÖ

“ Somers Wood is a very friendly adults-only site about

a mile from Meriden in the heart of the country. It has
good access to Birmingham Airport and the NEC for
shows and concerts. Facilities are very good, and if you’re
a wildlife enthusiast, there’s an abundance of wild birds
in this rustic setting.”
“ This beautiful site is very well-maintained. It’s quiet and
peaceful, but only a couple of minutes from the NEC and
major motorway links. Last but not least, lovely people run
the park. An absolute gem, and very highly recommended.”
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Heart of England
Callow Top
Holiday Park
Address Buxton Road, Sandybrook, Ashbourne, Derbyshire DE6 2AQ Tel 01335 344 020
Web www.callowtop.co.uk Open 4 April≠ 9 November

BEST SITE

Touring pitches 100, all hardstanding Pitch+2+hook≠ up £20≠ £30

TOP 100

We sayÖ

In 2013 Callow Top took the
Practical Motorhome Top 100
regional winner award; it grabs
the gong once more this year.
It’s well-placed for exploring
the Midlands, and the hills of
the Peak District are within
REGIONAL WINNER easy reach, while those with
families will love its proximity to Alton Towers.
There’s no need to leave the site to keep yourself
entertained, though, as there’s plenty to do at Callow
Top. Adults will like the licenced supermarket, pub and
restaurant, café/bar and sun terrace, while the youngsters
will love the games field, amusement arcade, swimming
pool and evening entertainment programme. Callow
Top is a fantastic site, and a worthy winner yet again.

SITES

2014

You sayÖ

Top 100 Sites 2014

“ This has everything a family needs on one site. You could

easily stay in the park for the duration of your visit and
everyone could be kept happy. If you do fancy an outing,
there’s loads to do nearby. We love the swimming pool!”
“ The shop sells everything you need. The toilets and
showers were spotless.”
“ Callow Top offers excellent customer service and
organisation, good, clean facilities and lots to do for children.
We were in field six, which was quiet, with lots of grass for
kids to play on. I liked how each pitch was clearly marked.”
“ It’s clean, tidy, and staff are very friendly and helpful. The
food is excellent. It’s an ideal place as a Derbyshire base.”

Callow Top is a fantastic
site for the whole family
to take a break, and ití s
featured in our Top 100s
for the past seven years.
The heated pool (above)
is one of many highlights
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South≠ East England

South≠ East
England
M

Thriftwood
Maidstone
Dover

Hastings

Appuldurcombe Gardens
Holiday Park
Address Wroxall, Ventnor, Isle of Wight PO38 3EP Tel 01983 852 597
Web www.appuldurcombegardens.co.uk Open March≠ November
Touring pitches 136 (37 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

We say...

Take a trip across the Solent and enjoy a stay at
Appuldurcombe Gardens, an attractive holiday park
near Ventnor on the popular Isle of Wight. It’s set in
14 acres of pretty countryside and makes a perfect
retreat for those who enjoy walking or cycling.
There’s a huge amount to do on site, no matter what
your age. For starters, there’s a play area, football pitch and
crazy golf for youngsters to enjoy; they can even take part
in scuba lessons or swimming galas (during peak season)
in the heated outdoor pool. For adults, there’s a bar with
games and function rooms, an on-site café and a shop.

You sayÖ

“ This park has some amazing facilities and pitches. Staff

were all friendly – and so were other guests. Everything
here is calm: just how you would want it to be – and there
are many walks around here as well.”
“ It’s very friendly and you can trust that your family is safe.
Also, there is evening entertainment, which means you can
sit back and relax while the kids dance around. I would
be more than happy to recommend this site.”
“ The site is beautiful. The amenities block is as perfect now
as it was 12 months ago. The meadow pitches are like
gardens. It’s the best site we have ever been to.”
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any visitors pass straight through the southSwiss Farm
east on their way to catch a ferry from Dover,
but the region has much to offer in its own
right. There are some beautiful beaches here, and
towns with handsome architecture, including
Reading
Brighton and Hastings. Then, of course, there’s
London: you might not think that it’s a viable
touring option, but it’s within easy reach of
a couple of our Top 100 sites this year.
One of the biggest draws to this area has
Hill Cottage Farm
to be the beautiful and historic New Forest,
where you’ll be able to see ponies roam free,
Southampton
and walk across the glorious moorland. From
Brighton
Portsmouth
there it’s a short hop over the Solent to the
stunning Isle of Wight: the latter is a
Newport
camper’s dream, as it offers a host of
attractions a short distance apart. There are
Whitefield Forest
a couple of great campsites on the Island that
have made it through as finalists in our line-up
Appuldurcombe Gardens
this year, too – so you’ve no excuse not to visit!

South≠ East England
Hill Cottage Farm
Camping and Caravan Park
Address Sandleheath Road, Alderholt, Fordingbridge, Hampshire SP6 3EG Tel 01425 650 513
Web www.hillcottagefarmcampingandcaravanpark.co.uk Open 1 March≠ 30 November
Touring pitches 82 (32 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

We sayÖ

Hill Cottage was Practical Caravan’s regional winner in
2012, and it’s a finalist again in this year’s line-up. Its
location close to the sights of the New Forest is just one
of the attractions; it’s also handy for seeing some of the
delights of Dorset, including the beach at Bournemouth.
The site is a great place to unwind. During your stay
you can make use of the fishing ponds, watch some of the
diverse nature that’s attracted to the hedgerows and take
a woodland walk. You can also enjoy the games room,
and children will love the play area.

You sayÖ

“ This was our first time in a caravan and we had
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a few niggles. Malcolm and his wife could not have been
more helpful, going above and beyond the call of duty.
Nothing was too much trouble and they ensured
ours was an extremely pleasant stay.”
“ This site was impeccably clean and maintained to the
highest of standards. The hardstanding pitch where we
stayed was fully serviced and surrounded by hedges for
privacy. The staff worked hard and were friendly and
approachable. I would certainly recommend this site.”
“ It’s very clean, tidy and well-presented – the best site
we’ve ever been on. We’ve already rebooked for this year.”

Swiss Farm
Touring and Camping
Address Marlow Road, Henley≠ on≠ Thames, Oxfordshire RG9 2HY Tel 01491 573 419
Web www.swissfarmcamping.co.uk Open 1 March≠ 31 October
Touring pitches 134 (101 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

We sayÖ
W

H
Handily
located for exploring Oxford, Windsor and even
the
th bright lights of London, Swiss Farm is a family-run
site that’s great for those looking for a little peace and
si
quiet. The grounds have been nicely landscaped so that
qu
the pitches feel private, and a noise curfew is maintained
th
between
the hours of 11pm and 7am to help ensure that
be
everyone gets a relaxing night’s sleep!
ev
The facilities are of a great standard and include an
outdoor swimming pool, coarse fishing, a licenced bar
ou
and
an clean, tidy washrooms. Holiday-home hire is
available as well; all caravans sleep up to six.
av

You sayÖ

“ We have been coming here for the last four years. We find

the site very clean and well-kept. We also have children
and like the fact that they can play in a safe environment.”
“ We loved the warm welcome when arriving, the layout and
top-notch facilities, which were immaculate. It’s also only
a short 10-minute walk into Henley-on-Thames. Swiss
Farm is really impressive and well deserves its five stars;
other five-star sites just do not compare.”
“ The site is very clean and very well laid out. The staff are
very friendly and very helpful. The facilities are clean,
well-maintained and there is enough space to go around.”
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South≠ East England
Thriftwood
Holiday Park
Address Plaxdale Green Road, Stansted, Sevenoaks, Kent TN15 7PB Tel 01732 822 261
Web www.thriftwoodholidaypark.com Open All year
Touring pitches 100 (35 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up £20≠ £30

Open
all year

We sayÖ

If you’re planning a tour to the beautiful Kent
countryside, then Thriftwood Holiday Park should
be top of your list of places to stay. It’s within driving
distance of Sevenoaks, Maidstone and Royal Tunbridge
Wells. While you’re there, you could take a trip
to watch motorsport at Brands Hatch, or even
take a day’s excursion into the capital.
The on-site facilities are of a really high standard.
There’s a clubhouse with live entertainment, a heated
outdoor swimming pool and a well-stocked shop.
The children will love the play park and amusement
arcade, and all members of the family are sure to
enjoy strolling through the eight acres of ancient
woodland that you’ll find here.

You sayÖ

“ We had very helpful and friendly staff from booking to
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arrival and during our stay. The site is extremely clean and
very well-equipped, and the swimming pool is clean and
safe. Overall, it’s an excellent site.”
“ We arrived without booking first and only wanted to stay
for one night; although they were very busy, staff found us
a delightful spot with no fuss. They were very helpful and
friendly, with a great sense of humour!”

What to see in South≠ East England
Diary dates

Stuck for touring inspiration in South≠ East England?
Visit one of these fabulous events on your next trip to the region!
4 May 2014

Kent Mega 2014
Hop Farm, Tonbridge

Editor5807

If youír e a fan of geocaching ñ a high≠ tech hobby
where you ë treasure huntí using a GPS unit ñ youíl l
love this Mega event, which is a day of activities
thatí s likely to attract hundreds of geocachers.
As well as looking for geocaches, youíl l also be
able to enjoy a barn dance and a hog roast.
Pre≠ registration for the event is encouraged;
you can do so via the website.

Web www.kentmega.co.uk

20≠ 24 May 2014

RHS Chelsea Flower Show
Royal Hospital, Chelsea, London

Horticulture lovers should make a beeline for
the RHS Chelsea Flower Show this year; as always,
thereíl l be some fantastic displays to see. One
not to miss for 2014 is a special exhibit in the
Great Pavilion commemorating the 100th
anniversary of the outbreak of WW1; ití s set to
feature wartime memorabilia and giant poppies.

Web www.rhs.org.uk
Tel 0845 260 5000

2≠ 9 August 2014
Cowes Week
Cowes, Isle of Wight

The annual regatta at Cowes is one of the UKí s
longest≠ running sporting events, and ití s a fantastic
spectacle. Combine a trip to the Isle of Wight with
a visit to see some of the 1000 boats that could be
taking part; up to 8000 sailors, from amateurs to
Olympic champions, take part each day. Thereí s
a huge amount going on shore≠ side to enjoy, too.

Web www.aamcowesweek.co.uk
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South≠ East England
Whitefield Forest
Touring Park
Address Brading Road, Ryde, Isle of Wight PO33 1QL Tel 01983 617 069
Web www.white eldforest.co.uk Open 28 March≠ 6 October
Touring pitches 90 (38 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

TOP 100

We sayÖ

This year’s regional winner is
a fantastic site on the lovely
Isle of Wight. In fact, it’s the
second year in a row that
Whitefield Forest has taken
top honours in this category.
Each year its extensive
REGIONAL WINNER facilities, warm welcome and
great location continue to impress. It’s close to the
lovely beaches of Sandown and Ryde, and you can access
either without moving your vehicle – a bus stops outside
the site that will whisk you there and back again.
There’s a good mixture of roomy hardstanding
pitches and grass pitches here; each has an electric
hook-up connection. There’s a motorhome service
point, heated washrooms and a small shop that will
allow you to stock up on essentials.
Whitefield Farm is perfect for those who really want
nt
to get back to nature, too: there’s even a chance that
you’ll spot a red squirrel. No wonder this fantastic
site has taken the top spot again!

SITES
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You sayÖ

“ The layout of the site was lovely and practical for

both tents and caravans. The facilities are immaculate
and the cleanliness was fantastic. Everyone works very
hard at keeping the site clean and tidy. We would highly
recommend it to anyone.”
“ We were impressed by the welcome, the cleanliness of the
excellent facilities and the spacious pitches in both lovely
woodland and sunny open areas. The bus within 100
metres enables easy access to the rest of the island.”
“ Whitefield Farm has lovely level pitches and hardstandings.
It’s incredibly clean, with excellent facilities, including big
shower cubicles with hot water, ample clothes hooks, soap
and hand dryers. The site gives plenty of attention to the
wildlife, too, with several birdfeeders dotted around.”
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ēĮ¨ğǅ¼ēĮÿµ 7ğ{ħ{Ɖ¸ ĝǅĮÌĒĝǅĮÌ šēÿƉ¸ ÿļ{ƨƉ¸
šļĮǚ¸ ČļƀƉÌ¸ Ǔ{ƨÌƀ ǅææ{ğļƉ¸ ¼ļĮĝÌǚ¸ šļǅğƨƀǚ
Ìƨ¨Ũ ö ļƨƨ{ÿÌ {ƀĮ ļĮǒÌƀƉēļĮƉ¸ {Į¼ ņƼ Xƨ{ƨē¨
{ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ Ɖēƨǅ{ƨÌ¼ ļĮ {Į ļğ¼ ğēæÌļ{ƨ Ɖƨ{ƨēļĮ
{ƀÌ{¸ { ƉƨļĮÌ ƨČƀļǓ æƀļħ ƨČÌ Ì{¨Čä DšÌĮ
ǥņƢǥƭ ƨļ ǥņƢņņŨ ]ļǅƀÌƀƉ¸ ]ÌĮƨƉ {Į¼ =ļƨļƀČļħÌƉ
ƦņƼĒƦƼņŨ  



=Áŧ RĒĆċÁŭ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý
ğ{ƀĝ Sļ{¼ %ƀÌ{ƨƉƨļĮÌ¸ >ÌǓ SļħĮÌǚ¸ 5ÌĮƨ¸
]>ƼÔ ÔP
ǥņƔĳƔ ƭƜƼƼöƔ
ǓǓǓŨĮÌǓƀļħĮÌǚ¨{ƀ{ǒ{Įš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
$ƀļħ $ļğĝÌƉƨļĮÌ ļƀ ǚħ¨Čǅƀ¨Č ƨ{ĝÌ ƨČÌ Ƽìĳ
ƨļǓ{ƀ¼Ɖ >ÌǓ SļħĮÌǚŨ ]ǅƀĮ ğÌæƨ {ƨ ƨČÌ ƨƀ{ææē¨
ğēÿČƨƉ ĜǅƉƨ š{Ɖƨ ƨČÌ X{ēĮƉǅƀǚżƉ ƨǅƀĮ ļææ
ƉēÿĮšļƉƨÌ¼ 7ēƨƨğÌƉƨļĮÌŨ ]ǅƀĮ ƀēÿČƨ {ƨ ƨČÌ
ƉÌ{æƀļĮƨ¸ {Į¼ ƨČÌĮ ƀēÿČƨ {ƨ ƨČÌ Xš{ƀ ƉČļšŨ >ÌǓ
SļħĮÌǚ {ƀ{ǒ{Į P{ƀĝ ēƉ ÌğÌǒÌĮ {¨ƀÌƉ ļæ
Į{ƨǅƀ{ğ š{ƀĝ ğ{Į¼¸ ƭǥǥ ǚ{ƀ¼Ɖ æƀļħ %ƀÌ{ƨƉƨļĮÌ
Ì{¨Č¸ ǓČē¨Č ēƉ ē¼Ì{ğ æļƀ æ{ħēğǚ æǅĮ {Į¼ ğÌēƉǅƀÌ
Ɖǅ¨Č {Ɖ æēƉČēĮÿ¸ ĝēƨÌĒļ{ƀ¼ēĮÿ¸ ĝēƨÌĒƉǅƀæēĮÿ¸
ǓēĮ¼ĒƉǅƀæēĮÿ¸ ¨ǚ¨ğēĮÿ {Į¼ ēƀ¼ Ǔ{ƨ¨ČēĮÿŨ lÌ
{ƀÌ ¨ğļƉÌ ƨļ ħ{Įǚ ļæ 5ÌĮƨżƉ ƨļǅƀēƉƨ {ƨƨƀ{¨ƨēļĮƉ
Ɖǅ¨Č {Ɖ SǚÌ¸ ƨČÌ SXP >{ƨǅƀÌ SÌƉÌƀǒÌ {ƨ
ǅĮÿÌĮÌƉƉ¸ Pļƀƨ 7ǚħĮÌ {Į¼ ƨČÌ SļħĮÌǚ
)ǚƨČÌ {Į¼ ǚħ¨Čǅƀ¨Č S{ēğǓ{ǚŨ DšÌĮ æƀļħ ņƉƨ
$Ì ƨļ ƭǥƨČ >ļǒÌħÌƀŨ Pƀē¨Ì ƦƼƭŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ
{¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼



#yóĸÕóÁÿ´ #yĸĆ yĸyŦyċ  yĆĢóċà Oyĸý
{ƉƨļǅƀĮÌ Sļ{¼¸ lÌƉƨČ{ħ¸ PÌǒÌĮƉÌǚ¸ {Ɖƨ
XǅƉƉÌǙ¸ >Ƽö ì>%Ũ ]Ìğµ ǥņƭƼƭ ƔƜƭņƜìŨ DĮ
Ƽņĳņ¸ ēĮ ƨČÌ ǒēğğ{ÿÌ ļæ lÌƉƨČ{ħ¸ ļĮ ƨČÌ Ì{Ɖƨ
Ɖē¼Ì ļæ Ì{ƉƨļǅƀĮÌŨ ƭ {¨ƀÌƉ ļæ šēƨ¨ČēĮÿ šğǅƉ
¼ǅ¨ĝ šļĮ¼¸ æ{ƀħ Ǔ{ğĝ {Į¼ æēƉČēĮÿ ğ{ĝÌŨ DšÌĮ
ņƉƨ ļæ šƀēğ ƨļ ƭņƉƨ D¨ƨļÌƀŨ ļƉƨ šÌƀ ƨļǅƀÌƀ
ƦƼìŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƼìŨǥǥŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ











[ìĸÁÁ OĒċ´ŀ (Ēÿó´yŭ Oyĸý
XļǅƨČ )ÌēÿČƨļĮ¸ >ÌǓČ{ǒÌĮ¸ {Ɖƨ XǅƉƉÌǙ¸ >ĳ
ǥ]P
ǥņƼƔƭ ìņƭìƭǥ ${Ǚµ ǥņƼƔƭ ìņƭìƭǥ
ǓǓǓŨƨČƀÌÌšļĮ¼Ɖš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ēħ{ēğµ ēĮæļƨČƀÌÌšļĮ¼Ɖš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
ņ ħēğÌ ĮļƀƨČ >ÌǓČ{ǒÌĮ ļĮ ƼƜ {ƨ XļǅƨČ
)ÌēÿČƨļĮ¸ ņƼ ħēğÌƉ ƀēÿČƨļĮ¸ ņƭ ħēğÌƉ
{ƉƨļǅƀĮÌŨ >ÌƉƨğÌ¼ ǅĮ¼Ìƀ ƨČÌ ļǓĮƉ ƨČÌ š{ƀĝ
ēƉ { ųǅēÌƨ æ{ħēğǚĒƀǅĮ ƉēƨÌ ƨČ{ƨ ēƉ {Į ē¼ǚğğē¨ ƀÌƨƀÌ{ƨ
æƀļħ ÌǒÌƀǚ¼{ǚ ğēæÌ ǓēƨČ šÌ¼ÌƉƨƀē{Į {¨¨ÌƉƉ ƨļ
ƨČÌ ļǓĮƉŨ 7ļ¨{ƨÌ¼ ÌƨǓÌÌĮ {ƉƨļǅƀĮÌ {Į¼
ƀēÿČƨļĮŨ DšÌĮ ǥņƢǥƭ ƨļ ǥƼƢǥņŨ





Cÿ´ yĸċ [ĒŚĸóċà Oyĸý
ČÌǒÌƀƨļĮ ${ƀħ¸ >ÌǓšļƀƨ Sļ{¼¸
X{Į¼ļǓĮ¸ +ƉğÌ Dæ lēÿČƨ¸ PDƭƜ ĳP4Ũ
]ÌğÌšČļĮÌµ ǥņĳÔƭÔƜƜöņö
DĮ ƭǥìƜ >ÌǓšļƀƨ ƨļ X{Į¼ļǓĮ Sļ{¼Ũ
P{ƀĝ ēƉ Č{ğæ { ħēğÌ ļĮ ƀēÿČƨ Č{Į¼ Ɖē¼Ì {æƨÌƀ
šƉÌ )Ì{ƨČ ƀļǅĮ¼{ļǅƨŨ
$ēǒÌ {¨ƀÌƉŨ Pē¨ČÌƉ ħ{ēĮğǚ ÿƀ{ƉƉŨ XļħÌ
ğļǒÌğǚ ¼ļǓĮğ{Į¼ ǒēÌǓƉŨ
DšÌĮ ņƔƢöƢņöĒ ƭǥƢĳƢņö





yŭ ióÁŧ Oyĸý
Dğ¼ ={ƀƨÌğğļ Sļ{¼¸ PÌǒÌĮƉÌǚ {ǚ¸ {ƉƨļǅƀĮÌ¸
{Ɖƨ XǅƉƉÌǙ¸ >Ƽö Ɯq
ǥņƭƼƭ ƔƜÔƜÔÔ
${Ǚµ ǥņƭƼƭ ƔƜĳƜƭƔ
ǓǓǓŨ{ǚĒǒēÌǓŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ēħ{ēğµ Čļğē¼{ǚƉ{ǚĒǒēÌǓŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Xēƨǅ{ƨÌ¼ ļĮ { šƀēǒ{ƨÌ ƀļ{¼ öǥǥ ħÌƨƀÌƉ ļææ ƨČÌ
Ƽìĳ ÌƨǓÌÌĮ PÌǒÌĮƉÌǚ {ǚ {Į¼ {ƉƨļǅƀĮÌŨ
Ǔ{ƀ¼ ǓēĮĮēĮÿ š{ƀĝ ĮÌǙƨ ƨļ ƨČÌ Ì{¨Č
{¼Ĝ{¨ÌĮƨ ƨļ {ƉƨļǅƀĮÌ ={ƀēĮ{¸ ƉČēĮÿğÌ Ì{¨Č
Ɖ{Į¼ {ƨ ğļǓ ƨē¼ÌŨ XÌ{ æēƉČēĮÿŨ Pļšǅğ{ƀ ǓēƨČ
æ{ħēğēÌƉ {Į¼ ¨ļǅšğÌƉŨ Pğ{ǚ {ƀÌ{ æļƀ ¨Čēğ¼ƀÌĮ¸ ĳ
ČļğÌ ÿļğæ ¨ļǅƀƉÌŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉµ ¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼Ũ DšÌĮ
ǥņƢǥƭ ƨļ ƭņƢņǥŨ ]ļǅƀÌƀƉ ƦņƜŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƼöŨǥǥ =ļƨļƀ
{ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ ƦņƜŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƼöŨǥǥ ]ÌĮƨƉ ƦņƜŨǥǥ ƨļ
ƦƼöŨǥǥ {ƀ{ǒ{Į )ļğē¼{ǚ )ļħÌƉ ƦƼņĳŨǥǥ ƨļ
ƦƔƔǥŨǥǥ





Vyċ´ŧó¤ì 6ÁóŀŚĸÁ Oyĸý lļļ¼ĮÌƉļǅƀÿČ
S¼¸ X{Į¼Ǔē¨Č¸ 5ÌĮƨ¸ ]ņƭ ǥ ǥņƭǥö
ƜņƼƜÔņŨ ēĮæļƉ{Į¼Ǔē¨ČĒğÌēƉǅƀÌš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝŨ
lÌğğ Ɖ¨ƀÌÌĮÌ¼ {Į¼ ųǅēÌƨ ¨ļǅĮƨƀǚƉē¼Ì ǅƨ
ļĮğǚ { ì ħēĮǅƨÌ Ǔ{ğĝ æƀļħ ļğ¼ X{Į¼Ǔē¨Č
]ļǓĮŨ %ļļ¼ Ǔ{ğĝēĮÿ ĮÌ{ƀ ƨļ ¨ļ{Ɖƨ{ğ ƨļǓĮƉŨ
{ǒē¼ Ìğğ{ħǚ %ļğ¼ P{ƀĝŨ 











4ÿĒĒÕŀ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý X{Į¼ČǅƀƉƨ 7{ĮÌ¸
lČǚ¼ļǓĮ¸ ÌǙČēğğĒļĮĒXÌ{¸ {Ɖƨ XǅƉƉÌǙ¸ ]>ƭĳ
öS%Ũ ]Ìğµ ǥņöƼö ÔöƼÔƭĳ Ť)ÌğÌĮ  ]Ìƀƀǚ %ƀēÿÿƉť
ǓǓǓŨ5ğļļæƉŨ¨ļħ¸ ħ{ēğµ¨{ħšēĮÿĝğļļæƉŨ¨ļħŨ
$ƀļħ ÌǙČēğğ ƨƀ{ǒÌğ ǓÌƉƨ ļĮ ƨČÌ Ƽìĳ¸ {ƨ 7ēƨƨğÌ
ļħħļĮ ƀļǅĮ¼{ļǅƨ ƨǅƀĮ >ļƀƨČ ēĮƨļ
PÌ{ƀƨƀÌÌ 7{ĮÌ¸ ğÌæƨ {ƨ ¨ƀļƉƉƀļ{¼¸ X{Į¼ČǅƀƉƨ
7{ĮÌ ēƉ ƭǥǥħ ļĮ ğÌæƨŨ ğğ ǓÌ{ƨČÌƀ¸ {ğğ ǚÌ{ƀŨ
QǅēÌƨ¸ Sǅƀ{ğ š{ƀĝ¸ Ƽ ħēğÌƉ æƀļħ Ì{¨ČŨ ļļĝēĮÿ
{¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ DšÌĮ {ğğ rÌ{ƀ ǚÌ{ƀŨ 
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ŧŧŧħ¤yĸyŦyċŀóŎÁÕóċ´Áĸħ¤ĒħŚý  [CO Ĝŷŷ V*[V řŷĜÝ  Ŋŉ

ƗƱ ƟȺȺ }ŧȂĉǥ ȑȹƞŃ

VŚŎŎĒċ iyÿÁ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý k{ğÌ Sļ{¼¸ XǅƨƨļĮĒ
ǚĒļǒÌƀ¸ 5ÌĮƨ¸ ]ņì ì)Ũ ]Ìğµ ǥņƭǥöƭƔöņììŨ
=Ƽì ÌǙēƨ >ļŨ ņ ļǒÌƀ Ť=ƼťƢƼŨ ì ħēğÌƉ æƀļħ
ļǒÌƀ lČēƨæēÌğ¼ ƀļǅĮ¼{ļǅƨ ÌǙēƨ ņŨ Ť={¨¼ļĮ{ğ¼Ɖť
ēħħÌ¼ē{ƨÌğǚ ƨǅƀĮ ƀēÿČƨŨ ƀ¨ČÌƀƉ ƨ Sļ{¼ ö
ħēğÌƉĒ ¨ČÌ¨ĝ ħēğļħÌƨÌƀ ļĮ ğÌæƨŨ ]ČÌ š{ƀĝ Č{Ɖ Ɯ
{¨ƀÌƉ ǓēƨČ ƭ æēÌğ¼ƉŨ DšÌĮ ={ƀ¨Č ƨļ 4{Įǅ{ƀǚŨ
]ļǅƀÌƀƉ ƦņƼ ƨļ ƦƼöŨǥǥŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼Ƣ

{¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ 

(óÿÿ ĒŎŎyàÁ #yĸĆ [ĒŚĸóċà yċ´ yĆĢóċà
yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý X{Į¼ğÌČÌ{ƨČ Sļ{¼¸ ğ¼ÌƀČļğƨ¸
$ļƀ¼ēĮÿƀē¼ÿÌ¸ ļƀƉÌƨ XPƜ ƭ% ]ÌğµǥņöƼì Ɯìǥ
ìņƭŨ]DP ņǥǥ PS5 l+>>+>% PS5Ũ öǥ {¨ƀÌƉ¸
ƭì æǅğğǚ ƉÌƀǒē¨Ì¼ Č{ƀ¼Ɖƨ{Į¼ēĮÿ šēƨ¨ČÌƉ¸ğ{ƀÿÌ
¨{ħšēĮÿ {Į¼ ƨļǅƀēĮÿ æēÌğ¼Ũ DšÌĮ æƀļħ ņƉƨ ļæ
={ƀ¨Č ƨļ ƭņƉƨ D¨ƨļÌƀŨ ļƉƨ ƦņÔ ƨļ ƦƼƔ ŨXƨļĮÌ
ČÌĮÿÌ ēƉ ĜǅƉƨ { ƉƨļĮÌƉ ƨČƀļǓ {Ǔ{ǚŨ

jìóŎÁÕóÁÿ´ #ĒĸÁŀŎ [ĒŚĸóċà Oyĸý ƀ{¼ēĮÿ
Sļ{¼¸ Sǚ¼Ì¸ +ƉğÌ ļæ lēÿČƨ¸ PDƭƭ ņQ7¸ ]Ìğµ
ǥņĳÔƭ ƜņƔǥƜĳŨ ššƀļǙēħ{ƨÌğǚ Ƽ ħēğÌƉ ļǅƨƉē¼Ì
ļæ Sǚ¼ÌŨ $ƀļħ Sǚ¼Ì ƨ{ĝÌ ƭǥìì ƨļ ƀ{¼ēĮÿŨ
ƨ ƨČÌ ]ÌƉ¨ļ ƀļǅĮ¼{ļǅƨ ÿļ Ɖƨƀ{ēÿČƨ {¨ƀļƉƉ
æļƀ ņƢƼ ħēğÌ¸ š{ƀĝ ēƉ ļĮ ƨČÌ ğÌæƨŨ Į {Ǔ{ƀ¼
ǓēĮĮēĮÿ æƀēÌĮ¼ğǚ æ{ħēğǚ ƀǅĮ ¨{ħšƉēƨÌ ƉÌƨ ēĮ Ƽƭ
{¨ƀÌƉŨ DšÌĮ ƼƼĮ¼ ={ƀ¨Č Ē ƭǥƨČ XÌšƨÌħÌƀŨ
=ēĮ ƦņƜŨǥǥ ={Ǚ ƦƼƭŨǥǥŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ ĮÌ¨ÌƉƉ{ƀǚŨ

Dorset

Dorset
D

St Leonards
Springfield
South Lytchett Manor
Poole

Bingham Grange
Weymouth
Swanage

Top 100 Sites 2014

iscover one of Britain’s prettiest counties
with a visit to beautiful Dorset. Here you’ll
find rolling hills, a tremendous coastline,
some handsome traditional seaside towns – and
four of our Top 100 finalist campsites.
In the east of the county you can discover
Bournemouth and Poole; both are great
shopping destinations, and the former has
an attractive stretch of sandy shore. Beach
lovers should also head to Weymouth, which
has a pretty bay that’s safe for swimming.
Nearby Portland is located at the end of the
world-famous Chesil Beach: 18 miles of shingle,
where wild waves crash on the shore.
This stretch is also part of the incredible Jurassic
Coastline, where you can discover fossils and other
historic remnants that betray the region’s ancient past.
Further inland, don’t miss a trip to some of Dorset’s
pretty villages and welcoming towns, such as Sherborne,
Blandford and Gillingham, to name just a few.

Bingham Grange
Touring & Camping Park
Address Binghams Farm, Melplash, Bridport, Dorset DT6 3TT Tel 01308 488 234
Web www.binghamgrange.co.uk Open 12 March≠ 3 November Touring pitches 89, all hardstanding
Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

Adults
only

We sayÖ

Set in the grounds of a Victorian farm, Bingham Grange
is an attractive, peaceful site that’s exclusively for adults.
Facilities are of a high standard here; the washrooms
have underfloor heating, there’s a great and cosy bar
and restaurant on the top floor of a converted barn, and
you’ll also find a laundry room, a woodland dog walk
and a kitchenette for guests to make use of. All touring
pitches are hardstanding, with electric hook-up.
The site makes an ideal base for visiting lovely west
Dorset. Why not take a trip to historic Abbotsbury or
Bridport, and then enjoy a stroll along the stony
beaches of the Jurassic Coast to search for fossils?

You sayÖ

“ This is a beautifully maintained site in all

respects. I loved the private bathroom and
showers with plenty of room for all one’s bath
things. There are heated towel rails, too, and the
woodland dog walk with a stream is fantastic.”
“ From the first welcome we knew this site was good.
We were guided to our pitch and asked if we could
manage (we could). The site is immaculately
clean and very well maintained and all facilities
(including three sets of showers) were excellent.”
www.caravansitefinder.co.uk | TOP 100 SITES 2014 | 69
www.caravansitef

#ƗǟǥĉȂ
óĸ¤ìŧĒĒ´ [ĒŚĸóŀŎ Oyĸý >ļƀƨČ ]ƀēÿļĮ¸
l{ƀÌČ{ħ¸ ļƀƉÌƨ¸ )Ƽǥ ƔPŨ ]Ìğµ ǥņĳƼĳ
ììöƔƜƭŨ DĮ {ƭìņ {ƨ l{ƀÌČ{ħ ƀ{ēğǓ{ǚ Ɖƨ{ƨēļĮ
ƀļǅĮ¼{ļǅƨ¸ ƨǅƀĮ ƀēÿČƨ ļĮ ƨČÌ ÌƀÌ Sļ{¼ ļĮ
ƀēÿČƨ Č{Į¼ Ɖē¼Ì {æƨÌƀ ƨǓļ {Į¼ { ųǅ{ƀƨÌƀ ħēğÌƉŨ
ƼƔ {¨ƀÌƉ¸ ļĮ ÿƀ{ƉƉ¸ ƉļħÌ Č{ƀ¼Ɖƨ{Į¼ēĮÿƉ¸ {ƀƀēÌƀ
ƉǚƉƨÌħŨ DšÌĮ ņƉƨ ={ƀ¨Č ƨļ ƭņƉƨ D¨ƨļÌƀŨ
ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¼ǒēƉ{ğÌƢĮÌ¨ÌƉƉ{ƀǚŨ

 



VÁy´Ēŧċ (Ēÿó´yŭ Oyĸý
ƀē¼ÿÌ Sļ{¼¸Č{ƀħļǅƨČ¸ļƀƉÌƨ
>%7> ¸]Ɯ ƜQX
]7µǥņƼĳƔ ìƜǥņìö ${ǙµǥņƼĳƔ ìƜņņƭǥ
ǓǓǓŨƉÌ{¼ļǓĮČļğē¼{ǚš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
]ČēƉ æ{ħēğǚ ƀǅĮ š{ƀĝ¸ ĮÌƉƨğēĮÿ ēĮ { ųǅēÌƨ ļƀƉÌƨ
k{ğğÌǚ {ğļĮÿƉē¼Ì ƨČÌ šƀÌƨƨǚ SēǒÌƀ Č{ƀ¸ Č{Ɖ
¼ēƀÌ¨ƨ {¨¨ÌƉƉ ƨļ ƨČÌ Ì{¨Č¸ ǓČē¨Č ēƉ ļĮğǚ ņìǥ
ǚ{ƀ¼Ɖ {Ǔ{ǚ¸ {Į¼ ēƉ ǓēƨČēĮ Ǔ{ğĝēĮÿ ¼ēƉƨ{Į¨Ì ƨļ
ƨČÌ ǒēğğ{ÿÌ ļæ Č{ƀħļǅƨČŨ ]ČÌ š{ƀĝ ēƉ æƀēÌĮ¼ğǚ¸
¨ļħæļƀƨ{ğÌ {Į¼ Ì{ǅƨēæǅğğǚ ħ{ēĮƨ{ēĮÌ¼Ũ DšÌĮ
=ē¼ ={ƀ¨ČĒ Į¼ D¨ƨŨ Pƀē¨Ì ÌƨǓÌÌĮ ƦņìŨǥǥ ƨļ
ƦƼņŨǥǥ šÌƀ ƨļǅƀÌƀ šÌƀ ĮēÿČƨŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ

¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ  

À > LÀV ÕÀi V>\ ä£Ó {ÓÓnÓÎ
ÜiLÃÌi\ ÜÜÜ°ÕÜiVÌÌ>}i«>À°V°Õ
i>\ iµJÕÜiVÌÌ>}i«>À°V°Õ

VĒŚŎì 6ŭŎ¤ìÁŎŎ <yċĒĸ ļƀ¨ČÌƉƨÌƀ S¼¸
7ǚƨ¨ČÌƨƨ =ēĮƉƨÌƀ¸ PļļğÌ¸ ļƀƉÌƨ¸ )ņƜ Ɯ4Ũ ]Ìğµ
ǥņƼǥƼƜƼƼìƔƔŨ $ƀļħ ƨČÌ {Ɖƨ æļğğļǓ ƉēÿĮƉ æƀļħ
ƨČÌ ƭņ¸ ¨ļĮƨēĮǅÌ ļĮ ƨČÌ ƭì ŤƉēÿĮšļƉƨÌ¼
ļƀ¨ČÌƉƨÌƀť {æƨÌƀ ƭ ħēğÌƉ ƨǅƀĮ ƀēÿČƨ {ƨ {ĝÌƀƉ
ƀħƉ ēƉğ{Į¼¸ ¨ļĮƨēĮǅÌ ƨČƀļǅÿČ ǒēğğ{ÿÌ¸ ƉēƨÌ
ƭǥǥ ǚ¼Ɖ ļĮ ƨČÌ ğÌæƨŨ XÌƨ ēĮ Ƽǥ {¨ƀÌƉ ļæ
ƉƨǅĮĮēĮÿ š{ƀĝğ{Į¼¸ ĜǅƉƨ ƭħēğÌƉ æƀļħ PļļğÌ¸ ǅƉ
Ɖƨļš {ƨ ÿ{ƨÌ¸ ÌǙ¨ÌğğÌĮƨ {ħÌĮēƨǚ ğļ¨ĝƉ¸ ǒēğğ{ÿÌ
šǅ ǓēƨČēĮ Ǔ{ğĝēĮÿ ¼ēƉƨ{Į¨ÌŨ DšÌĮ ={ƀ¨Č ƨļ
4{ĮŨ ]ļǅƀÌƀƉ ƦņöŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƼìŨǥǥŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ
{¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ  
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_ÿŧÁÿÿ ĒŎŎyàÁ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý ağǓÌğğ¸
XǓ{Į{ÿÌ¸ ļƀƉÌƨ¸ )ņĳ ƭ%Ũ ]Ìğµ ǥņĳƼĳ öƼƼ
ÔƼƭ ${Ǚµ ǥņĳƼĳ öƼņ ìǥǥ ħ{ēğµ $ēĮ¼ { Ǔ{ƀħ
ǓÌğ¨ļħÌ {ƨ ƨČēƉ æ{ħēğǚ ƀǅĮ š{ƀĝ¸ ēĮ {Į {ƀÌ{
ļæ {ƀÌ{ ļæ ļǅƨƉƨ{Į¼ēĮÿ Ì{ǅƨǚ  ƀÌ{ƨČ
ƨ{ĝēĮÿ lļƀğ¼ )Ìƀēƨ{ÿÌ ļ{ƉƨğēĮÌŨ >Ì{ƀǚ
Ɖ{Į¼ǚ Ì{¨ČÌƉ  ¨ļ{Ɖƨ{ğ Ǔ{ğĝƉŨ DšÌĮ ǥņƢǥƭ
ƨļ ǥƔƢǥņŨ  



[ĒĆĵŀ #óÁÿ´ yĆĢŀóŎÁ
]ļħżƉ $ēÌğ¼ Sļ{¼¸ 7{ĮÿƨļĮ ={ƨƀ{ǒÌƀƉ¸
XǓ{Į{ÿÌ¸ ļƀƉÌƨ¸ )ņĳ ƭ)>
]Ìğµ ǥņĳƼĳ öƼƔņņǥ
ħ{ēğµ ƨļħƉæēÌğ¼Čļƨħ{ēğŨ¨ļħ
ǓǓǓŨƨļħƉæēÌğ¼¨{ħšēĮÿŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
[ìÁ *ċŀó´Á Oyĸý ÿyċ´ÕĒĸ´¸ ļƀƉÌƨ¸ ]ņņ
ĳ ]Ìğ ǥņƼìÔ öìƭ Ɣņĳ
ǓǓǓŨƨČÌēĮƉē¼Ìš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ìħ{ēğµ ħ{ēğƨČÌēĮƉē¼Ìš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
aĮēųǅÌ ğÌĮ¼ ļæ ¨ļĮǒÌĮēÌĮƨ {Į¼
¨ļħæļƀƨ{ğÌ æ{ħēğǚ ¨{ħšēĮÿŨ Xš{¨ēļǅƉ ƀǅƀ{ğ
ƉǅƀƀļǅĮ¼ēĮÿƉ ǓēƨČ ÌǙƨƀ{Ēğ{ƀÿÌ šēƨ¨ČÌƉŨ
+¼Ì{ğğǚ Ɖēƨǅ{ƨÌ¼ æļƀ ƨļǅƀēĮÿŨ =ļ¼ÌƀĮ æ{¨ēğēƨēÌƉ
{Į¼ { æƀēÌĮ¼ğǚ šÌƀƉļĮ{ğ ǓÌğ¨ļħÌ Ɖļ
ƀÌğ{ǙēĮÿ ǚļǅ ǓļĮżƨ Ǔ{Įƨ ƨļ ğÌ{ǒÌä 





jìóŎÁĆÁy´ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý {Ɖƨ ǅƀƨļĮ
Sļ{¼¸ lļļğ¸ ļƀƉÌƨ )Ƽǥ Ɯ)%Ũ
ǥņĳƼĳ öƜƼƼöņŨ
Ēħ{ēğµ ǓČēƨÌħÌ{¼¨š{ļğŨ¨ļħ
ǓǓǓŨǓČēƨÌħÌ{¼¨{ƀ{ǒ{Įš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
${ħēğǚ ƀǅĮ š{ƀĝŨ PÌƀæÌ¨ƨ ğļ¨{ƨēļĮ æļƀ
ÌǙšğļƀēĮÿ ƨČÌ Ì{ǅƨēæǅğ ļƀƉÌƨ ¨ļǅĮƨƀǚƉē¼ÌŨ
ğğ ǒēğğ{ÿÌ {ħÌĮēƨēÌƉ ǓēƨČēĮ Ì{Ɖǚ Ǔ{ğĝēĮÿ
¼ēƉƨ{Į¨ÌŨ $ƀÌÌ Čļƨ ƉČļǓÌƀƉŨ $ǅğğǚ Ɖƨļ¨ĝÌ¼
ƉČļšŨ =ļĮĝÌǚ lļƀğ¼ {Į¼ ]{Įĝ =ǅƉÌǅħ
¨ğļƉÌ ǚŨ Ǚ¨ÌğğÌĮƨ šǅğē¨ ƨƀ{ĮƉšļƀƨ ğēĮĝƉ ƨļ
lÌǚħļǅƨČ¸ PļļğÌ  ļǅƀĮÌħļǅƨČŨ 





jóÿýŀŧĒĸŎì #yĸĆ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý
ƀ{ĮļƀĮÌ Sļ{¼¸ lēħļƀĮÌ¸ ļƀƉÌƨ )Ƽņ
ö)lŨ ]Ìğµ ǥņƼǥƼÔÔìöƜƔ ħ{ēğµ
ƀ{ǚ{Į¼ǓÌĮ¼ǚ
ǓēğĝƉǓļƀƨČæ{ƀħ¨{ƀ{ǒ{Įš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝŨ ņ ħēğÌ
ĮļƀƨČ ļæ lēħļƀĮÌ ļĮ ƭǥƔÔŨ XÌƨ ļĮ {Į
ČēƉƨļƀē¨ ÌğÌǒÌĮ {¨ƀÌ ƉēƨÌ ǓēƨČ { ƨļǅƀēĮÿ æēÌğ¼¸
¨{ħšēĮÿ æēÌğ¼ {Į¼ šƀēǒ{ƨÌğǚ ļǓĮÌ¼ Ɖƨ{ƨē¨
Čļğē¼{ǚ ČļħÌƉ ǓČē¨Č {ƀÌ Įļƨ æļƀ ČēƀÌŨ
DšÌĮ æƀļħ šƀēğ ƨČƀļǅÿČ ƨļ D¨ƨļÌƀŨ ƦņƜĒ
ƦƭƼ šÌƀ ƨļǅƀēĮÿ ¨{ƀ{ǒ{Į ļƀ ƨÌĮƨ šÌƀ ĮēÿČƨ
ŤƨČēƉ ēĮ¨ğǅ¼ÌƉ Ƽ {¼ǅğƨƉ¸ ņ ¨{ƀ {Į¼ ÌğÌ¨ƨƀē¨
ČļļĝĒǅšťŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ ĮÌ¨ÌƉƉ{ƀǚŨ 






Dorset
Springfield
Touring Park
Address Candyí s Lane, Corfe Mullen, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 3EF Tel 01202 881 719
Web www.home2.btconnect.com/spring eld Open 29 March≠ 12 October
Touring pitches 45 (35 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up £20≠ £30

We sayÖ

Springfield Touring Park is an attractive site located
close to the town of Wimborne, and it makes a great
base for visiting the eastern part of Dorset. The park is
set within 3.5 acres of pretty countryside, and has some
great views of the Stour Valley. It’s also within easy
reach of the ever-popular New Forest.
The facilities on site are impressive, and include
electric hook-up many of its 45 pitches, a touristinformation area, a dishwashing area, laundry and shop.
The under-12s will love the children’s play area, which
offers a slide, swings and a playhouse. The pitches are
nicely spaced, and most of them are hardstanding, too.

You sayÖ

“ I could not find anything that didn’t impress me about
this site. It is perfect in my opinion.”
“ Springfield is a quiet, friendly site that is well suited to older

Top 100 Sites 2014

people but with play facilities for young children, too. There
are some excellent local eateries and good bus services.”
“ The owners were very helpful and the facilities were very
clean. We asked the owner about some places to go and he
was able to help us. It was good value for money as well.”
“ We like the position of the site. It is well placed for all of
Dorset and owners John and Sheila are excellent hosts.”

St Leonards Farm
Caravan & Camping Park
Address West Moors, Ferndown, Dorset, BH22 0AQ Tel 01202 872 637
Web www.stleonardsfarmpark.com Open 1 April≠ 30 September
Touring pitches 150 (hardstanding N/A) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low under £20, High £20≠ £30

We sayÖ

St Leonards Caravan & Camping park is perfectly placed
if you’re planning to explore the many sights of Poole,
Bournemouth, the New Forest and the surrounding
area. There’s such a huge amount to see and do in this
lovely part of the country, so why not take a trip to
beautiful Corfe Castle, wonderful Brownsea Island
or the historic Jurassic Coast?
All electric hook-ups on site are 10A, and you’ll
also find a children’s play area, dishwashing facilities,
a launderette and spacious washrooms on site. There’s
no shop onsite, but there is a large Sainsbury’s around
five minutes up the road. It’s worth noting that when you
arrive you’ll need £10 in cash as a deposit for your card to
enter the gates (returned at the end of your stay). Some
of the site is set aside for park homes and a four-berth
static caravan is available for hire on a weekly basis.
st

You sayÖ
Y

“ St Leonards has to be the best and cleanest campsite
we have ever stayed on!”
“ This site is brilliantly located for Bournemouth beach,

where our three children loved playing on the clean sand.
Althought there are some park homes on site, there is still
plenty of room left for tourers.”

www
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Dorset
South Lytchett Manor
Caravan and Camping Park
Address Dorchester Road, Lytchett Minster, Poole, Dorset BH16 6JB Tel 01202 622 577
Web www.southlytchettmanor.co.uk Open 1 March≠ 2 January
Touring pitches 150 (88 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £30+

TOP 100

We sayÖ

South Lytchett Manor
Caravan and Camping Park
is our regional winner for
2014. Nestled in 20 acres of
beautiful east Dorset parkland,
the site was redeveloped and
extended in 2007, an
REGIONAL WINNER undertaking that has helped
transform it into the fantastic site that it is today.
Caravans, motorhomes and tents are all welcome
here. No matter how you’re pitching up, you’re sure
to love the clean, tidy and modern washrooms that
even have piped music. There’s a well-stocked shop
and a motorhome waste-disposal point, fully serviced
pitches, large pitches for those with twin-axle units or
a big tent, free Wi-Fi, an adventure playground, a games
room, bicycle hire… The list goes on.
The children can also enjoy seasonal treasure hunts,
while the adults will appreciate local pubs within walking
distance. You can even leave your vehicle on site and
hop on a bus just outside the main gate to head straight
for Poole, Swanage or Weymouth.
South Lytchett is a fantastic, beautifully maintained
site, and it’s definitely a worthy regional winner.

BEST SITE

SITES

Top 100 Sites 2014

2014

You sayÖ

“ We couldn’t have had a better site than South Lytchett; the

facilities are excellent. We’ve had a wonderful stay and will
definitely be back – and we’re telling all our friends!”
“ This is a fantastic site, very thoughtfully equipped and very
clean. The staff were extremely friendly and welcoming,
and nothing was too much trouble for them. I thoroughly
recommend this site and would love to come back again.”
“ We have enjoyed our stay at South Lytchett Manor so
much that I think this will be hard to beat.”

72 | TOP 100 SITES 2014 | www.caravansitefinder.co.uk

South Lytchett is
a great site with top
facilities; the washrooms
even have piped music

BEST
IN
Dorset
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ƗƱ ƟȺȺ }ŧȂĉǥ ȑȹƞŃ

}ƗƂĉǟǥĉȂã ȰƗƉ µ ŧŲȂǥŞŧǟĉ

ÁÁ¤ì ĸĒÕŎ #yĸĆ yĸyŦyċ yĆĢóċà Oyĸý
ğ{¨ĝǓÌğğ +Į ]ČÌ PÌ{ĝ¸ >ƀŨ ǅǙƨļĮ¸
ÌƀǚƉČēƀÌ¸ X5ņƔ ĳ]Q
ǥņƼĳÔ Ôìƭƭǥ =ƀƉ 4ǅğēÌ %ƀÌÿļƀǚ
ǓǓǓŨÌÌ¨Č¨ƀļæƨæ{ƀħŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ēħ{ēğµ ħ{ēğÌÌ¨Č¨ƀļæƨæ{ƀħŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
ēƀÌ¨ƨēļĮƉµ 4ǅƉƨ ļææ ƜŤņƢƼħēğÌť ÌƨǓÌÌĮ
ǅǙƨļĮ {Į¼ {ĝÌǓÌğğ¸ ĮÌǙƨ ƨļ Ɯǥöĳ ēƉ ƨČÌ
ƨǅƀĮēĮÿ æļƀ ÌÌ¨Č ƀļæƨ ${ƀħŨ ƭǥ Č{ƀ¼Ɖƨ{Į¼ēĮÿ
šēƨ¨ČÌƉ ļǒÌƀ ƭ {¨ƀÌƉ¸ ƉÌšÌƀ{ƨÌ ¨{ħšēĮÿ {ƀÌ{
ļǒÌƀ ö {¨ƀÌƉŨ )Ì{ƀƨ ļæ ƨČÌ PÌ{ĝ ēƉƨƀē¨ƨ¸ ğļƉÌ
ƨļ =ļĮƉ{ğ ]ƀ{ēğ Ũ ļļĝēĮÿƉµ ¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ DšÌĮ {ğğ
ǚÌ{ƀŨ ļƉƨ šÌƀ ĮēÿČƨ µ ħēĮ ƦƼǥ Ē ħ{Ǚ ƦƼƼŨìǥ
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(Ēÿó´yŭ RÁŀĒĸŎ _ċóŎŭ ļ{Ɖƨ Sļ{¼¸ ƀÌ{Į
X{Į¼Ɖ¸ XļħÌƀƉÌƨ ]Ô ƼSŨ >ļ ļƨČÌƀ š{ƀĝ
ļææÌƀƉ Ɖļ ħ{Įǚ æ{¨ēğēƨēÌƉŨ SÌğ{Ǚ ēĮ ƉšƀēĮÿ {Į¼
{ǅƨǅħĮ æƀļħ ĜǅƉƨ Ʀì šÌƀ ĮēÿČƨŨ ğğ ƉēĮÿēĮÿ
{Į¼ ¼{Į¨ēĮÿ¸ Ɖ¨Čļļğ {Į¼ {Įĝ Čļğē¼{ǚƉ¸ ļǒÌƀ
ìǥżƉ {Į¼ æ{ħēğǚ ƉšÌ¨ē{ğ ļææÌƀƉŨ {ǒē¼ Ìğğ{ħǚ
XēğǒÌƀ Ǔ{ƀ¼Ũ ]Ìğµ ǥņƼƔÔ ƔìņƼƭìŨ ǓǓǓŨČƀǅŨ¨ļŨǅĝ

 




jyŎÁĸĸĒŧ [ĒŚĸóċà Oyĸý
l{ƨÌƀƀļǓ¸ lēǒÌğēƉļħÌ¸ ]{ǅĮƨļĮ¸ XļħÌƀƉÌƨ¸
]ö ƼwŨ ]µǥņĳÔö ƜƼƭöƜöŨ ]ÌĮ ħēğÌƉ ǓÌƉƨ ļæ
]{ǅĮƨļĮ ļĮ ƭƼƼƔ æƀļħ =ì ĜǅĮ¨ƨēļĮ ƼìŨ
%ÌĮƨğǚ ƉğļšēĮÿ ğ{Į¼Ɖ¨{šÌ¼ š{ƀĝ ǓēƨČ {ğğ
ǓÌ{ƨČÌƀ Č{ƀ¼Ɖƨ{Į¼ēĮÿ ÌǙ¨ğǅƉēǒÌğǚ æļƀ {¼ǅğƨƉŨ
DšÌĮ Ĝ{ĮĒÌ¨ ğğ ǚÌ{ƀŨ ļļĝēĮÿ {¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼ {Į¼


{¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ

yŎì ìÁŧ iyÿÿÁŭ¸ ){ħ 7{ĮÌ¸
ēƉČļš XǅƨƨļĮ¸ Xƭĳì]w¸ ]Ìğµ ǥņƼƔìƭƭƼņƼƔ
ħ{ēğµ ÌĮųǅēƀēÌƉ{ƨČ¨ČÌǓǒ{ğğÌǚŨ¨ļŨǅĝ 
ǅĮēųǅÌğǚ šÌ{¨Ìæǅğ š{ƀĝ¸ æļƀ {¼ǅğƨƉ ļĮğǚ¸
{ƉÌ¼ ļĮ { ÿ{ƀ¼ÌĮ ƨČÌħÌ¸ ǓēƨČ ¨{ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ
ƉÌƨ {ħļĮÿƉƨ ğ{ǓĮƉ¸ ƉČƀǅƉ  æğļǓÌƀ Ì¼ƉŨ
]ČÌ ƉēƨÌ ēƉ ǓēƨČēĮ Ôǥǥ ǚ{ƀ¼Ɖ ļæ {
¨Č{ħšēļĮƉČēš æēƉČēĮÿ ğ{ĝÌ  ƨČÌ
ƉǅƀƀļǅĮ¼ēĮÿ ¨ļǅĮƨƀǚ š{ƀĝ ēƉ { Č{ǒÌĮ æļƀ
ēƀ¼ Ǔ{ƨ¨ČÌƀƉ  Ǔ{ğĝÌƀƉŨ ğğ šēƨ¨ČÌƉ Č{ǒÌ
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Somerset, Avon & Wiltshire

Somerset,
Avon & Wilts
S

Top 100 Sites 2014

omerset is probably the most popular
touring destination in this region, and that’s
Cirencester
not surprising, given the diverse landscape it
offers. For a start, there are the wild and remote uplands
Plough Lane
of Exmoor, which walkers love. The coastline here
riistol
Bristol
Bath Chew Valley
is fabulous, too, and there are so many other attractions
in the county, including the fascinating towns of
Weston≠ super≠ Mare
Glastonbury, Taunton and Wells, as well as
Brokerswood
Cheddar Gorge and atmospheric Wookey Hole.
Batcombe Vale
Stonehenge
Touring
S
St
There’s also a great deal to discover in Wiltshire,
F
Frome
including wonderful Salisbury with its tremendous
cathedral. In fact, numerous handsome historic
towns are scattered across this region; the best
Stonehenge Campsite
e
of these include Trowbridge, Marlborough and
ry
Salisbury
Taunton
Ta
Devizes. No visit to Wiltshire would be complete
Bowdens Crest
without a trip to one of the UK’s most famous
Waterrow
W
landmarks: Stonehenge now has a brand-new
Green Hill Farm
visitor centre, which should make your visit even
more fascinating and informative. The standing
stones at Avebury also make for a fantastic day out.

Batcombe Vale
Caravan Campsite
Address Shepton Mallet, Somerset BA4 6BW Tel 07710 326 339
Web www.batcombevale.co.uk Open 4 April≠ 28 Sept
Touring pitches 33, no hardstanding Pitch+2+hook≠ up £20≠ £30

We say...

Fishermen or -women or will be in their element at
Batcombe, as they’ll be able to enjoy the trio of angling
lakes on site that are stocked with tench, rudd and carp;
you must have a current fishing licence. All visitors will
love the peace and tranquility the park offers; you might
even spot a buzzard gliding overhead. Facilities include
electric hook-up, and a log cabin houses the washrooms.
You can even borrow a free rowing boat to make the most
of the on-site lakes, or stretch your legs with a stroll along
the miles of pathways and lanes around the site.
There’s plenty to occupy you in the nearby area, too.
You could take a trip to Longleat Safari Park, the historic
city of Wells, Cheddar Gorge, Wookey Hole, Sparkford
Motor Museum or the Fleet Air Arm museum.

Att Repro
Too small

You sayÖ

“ We loved the facilities in each ‘private bathroom’ This site

has everything you need in one place.
The landscaping is also very neat and the owners provide
useful tourist and walking information.”
“ How well laid out each pitch is, with wonderful plants and
trees. Staff are very helpful staff.”
“ Go there and take your kids. It’s the best experience they
and you will have of the countryside.”
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Bowdens Crest
Caravan & Camping Park
Address Bowdens, Langport, Somerset TA10 0DD Tel 01458 250 553
Web www.bowdenscrest.co.uk Open All year
Touring pitches 30 Hardstanding 10 Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low under £20, High £20≠ £30

Open
all year

We say...
W

An
Another
of our Top 100 regulars, Bowdens Crest offers
tremendous
views of the Somerset Levels and Moors;
tr
on a clear day you can see for around 30 miles. The park
is close to the town of Langport, where you can catch
a bus to take a look around Taunton or Yeovil.
Electric hook-up points are located around the edge
of
o the touring field. The drainage here is good, but a
limited
number of hardstanding pitches for motorhomes
lim
are available. There’s a park shop on-site, as well as the
Mad Hatter’s Club Bar and Murphy’s Kitchen, where you
can grab a bite to eat. Children, meanwhile, will love the
comprehensive outdoor play area. Static caravan hire is
also available for those with non-touring friends or
family, and these units sleep from two to eight people.

You sayÖ

Top 100 Sites 2014

“ Bowdens Crest has great facilities that are kept in good

order. The food is good value and the site is well managed.”
“ Right from the start, we were treated so well. The reception
is clean and the shop is well stocked. The restaurant area
is also very inviting. It was a real pleasure to stay here.”
“ We loved everything here: the heated toilets, flat pitches, and
short grass; the bar and restaurant on site; the fantastic
views. Oh yes: and those wonderful toilets again!”

Brokerswood
Country Park
Address Westbury, Wiltshire BA13 4EH Tel 01373 822 238
Web www.brokerswood.net Open 4 April≠ 2 Nov
Touring pitches 85 Hardstí ding 23 Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low under £20, High £30+

We say...

You can really get back to nature with a stay at
Brokerswood Country Park. The whole site is spread
across 80 acres, and as well as the impressive campsite,
you’ll also be able to take part in archery, canoeing,
foraging and even willow-weaving activity days!
Pitches for caravans, motorhomes or tents are
spacious and offer 10A electric hook-up; if you fancy
travelling light, you can book a large ‘Ready Tent’ that’s
pitched-up for you – all you need to bring is a sleeping
bag. There’s a breakfast bar at the site, a shop that sells
essentials, a laundry and dishwashing facilities.

You sayÖ

“ Our pitch was in a little cul-de-sac, and because it was

quiet we had the whole area to ourselves. The pitches
are well marked and of a generous size. There are two
fabulous play areas for little and bigger children. There
is also an adventure trail to an adventure park in the
woods which has slides and climbing and balancing
frames as well as a zip wire.”
“ Brokerswood is a clean site, which is very friendly with
professional management. It’s in a good location, too.”
“ Our stay here was extremely friendly and very peaceful.
The breakfast bar is fantastic. We’ll stay here again.”
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Green Hill Farm
Caravan & Camping Park
Address New Road, Landford, Salisbury, Wiltshire SP5 2AZ Tel 01794 324 117
Web www.greenhillholidays.co.uk Open All year
Touring pitches 116 Hardstanding 50 Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low under £20, High £20≠ £30

Open
all year

We sayÖ

Fancy exploring the sights of Salisbury and the New
Forest? If so, Green Hill Farm could be the site for you,
as it’s well positioned for both. This is a beautifully
maintained park, with 160 spacious pitches, and you can
choose to set up camp in a number of different areas,
depending on your needs. Forest View is suitable for
those with a family; Woodland Grove is for adults-only;
and Wild Haven is for adults-only and is dog-free.
On site you’ll find a recreation area for children, a small
licenced shop, a motorhome service point, a games room
(open from April-October), mountain-bike hire, a seasonal
mobile takeaway, fishing lakes (a permit is required) and
much more. The washrooms are new and wonderfully
clean; a further toilet block is set to open during 2014.

You sayÖ

“ The site is well laid out, clean and tidy. The staff are helpful

Plough Lane
Caravan Site
Address Kington Langley, Chippenham, Wiltshire SN15 5PS Tel 01249 750 146
Web www.ploughlane.co.uk Open 24 March≠ 3 Nov
Touring pitches 50, all hardstanding Pitch+2+hook≠ up £20≠ £30

Adults
only

We say...

Couples touring without children will love their stay at
the adults-only Plough Lane site near Chippenham. It’s
a member of the Tranquil Touring group of parks, and
as such you’re sure to have a peaceful visit.
There are 50 touring pitches, all of which are half
hardstanding and half grass, and each has 16A electric
hook-up. The facilities are of a high standard and include
a laundrette, dishwashing area, a dog-exercise field and
a tourist information area with a library. Plough Lane
is easy to access from the A350, and handily situated
for many of Wiltshire’s sights, including the Bath,
Devizes, Avebury, Stonehenge and Lacock.

You say...

“ Everything about the site is impressive. You always get

a friendly welcome and nothing is too much trouble.
The whole site,including the toilet block, is beautifully kept.
There are extra little touches such as shower gel,body
lotion, hand cream and facial tissues in the washrooms.”
“ The layout is beautiful. The facilities are spotless and have
lovely music playing in them. The staff couldn’t be more
helpful. Above all, it’s a lovely tranquil site to get away
from the pressures of daily life!”
“ We will definitely be staying again.It is easy to get to, too.”
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and the lake is great for fishing. We also appreciate there
being a separate section for adults only. Dogs are made
welcome and catered for, too.”
“ Green Hill Farm is fantastic: peaceful and beautiful, with
excellent facilities and friendly, helpful staff. It’s wonderful
for families, good value for money and easy to find!”
“ There’s great fishing here – my husband loved it!”

Somerset, Avon & Wiltshire
Stonehenge
Campsite
Address Berwick St James, Salisbury, Wiltshire SP3 4TQ Tel 07786 734 732
Web www.stonehengecampsite.co.uk Open All year
Touring pitches 15 Hardstandings 8 Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low under £20, High £20≠ £30

Open
all year

We say...

You’ll get a warm welcome at this friendly, open-all-year
site that’s within easy reach of the famous monument
that shares its name. Motorhomes, caravans and tents
are accepted here, and a number of camping pods are
also available for hire. It’s a small site, but the facilities
are good – there’s a new ladies’ shower block, and the
gents’ version is due for an upgrade during 2014.
Time your visit right and you can enjoy a music
festival or food workshop at the site! There’s also
a communal campfire, and the Number 2 bus to
Salisbury stops just outside the park. And will you be up
for taking the seven-pub challenge: visiting each of the
hostelries that’s within walking distance of the site?
You could be the first to do it in one day!

You sayÖ

Top 100 Sites 2014

“ This is a very relaxed campsite, and friendly warden Elaine

is always happy to help. It’s comforting that she is on the
grounds 24/7. The brand-new ladies shower and toilet
block was wonderful. I hope to be going back very soon –
and I would love to try one of the new eco pods.”
“ I really appreciated the nice new, clean ladies showers.
There was lots of wildlife to see on the site, and the campsite
warden was very friendly.”

Stonehenge
Touring Park
Address Orcheston, Salisbury, Wiltshire SP3 4SH Tel 01980 620 304
Web www.stonehengetouringpark.com Open All year
Touring pitches 30 Hardstanding 12 Pitch+2+hook≠ up Under £20

We say...

This is the third year in a row that the family-run
Stonehenge Touring Park has made it into our Top
100 listings, which demonstrates how popular it is.
Nightly pitch prices have been held over for 2014,
making your stay even better value.
As you’d expect from its name, the park is well
positioned for Stonehenge (around five miles away);
it’s also easy to access from the A303. The site is level,
with 12 hardstanding pitches and 20 electric hook-up
points; there’s also free Wi-Fi available, heated
washrooms, a launderette, a dishwashing area,
a motorhome waste-water point and a small shop.

You sayÖ

“ This is a lovely, quiet but child-friendly site with very
helpful staff and all the facilities you could need.”
“ The people who run Stonehenge Touring Park are very

loving, warm-hearted, accommodating folks that pretty
much invented the word ‘hospitality’. The facilities
were, without fault, spotlessly clean and the showers
were hot and pleasant.”
“ We were most impressed by the very friendly and helpful
staff. The site was all clean – nice and quiet – and there’s
everything you need for the last minute in the shop.”
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Open
all year
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Waterrow
Touring Park
Address Waterrow, Wiveliscombe, Taunton, Somerset TA4 2AZ Tel 01984 623 464
Web www.waterrowpark.co.uk Open All year
Touring pitches 41, all hardstanding Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low under £20, High £20≠ £30

Open
all year

Adults
only

We sayÖ

Fancy learning to paint while you’re on your next tour?
If so, Waterrow is the destination for you. At this
beautiful adults-only site you take a course, and
beginners or the more experienced are all welcome.
The site is run by Tony and Anne Taylor, and
it’s maintained to an incredibly high standard.
The pitches are set within nicely landscaped
surroundings, and all offer 16A electric hook-up.
There are also seven grass pitches for those with a tent.
Although the site is located in rural Somerset, it’s just
a few miles from the Devonshire border; so it’s a great
park from which to explore the best of both counties.
Exmoor National Park is only half an hour’s drive away,
too, which is perfect for walkers.

You sayÖ

“ Waterrow is a hidden gem! The site was beautifully

Top 100 Sites 2014

maintained and the facilities were very clean. Staff are
lovely and helpful and the location is beautiful, with so
much to do and see in the area. I will definitely go back.”
“ We loved the excellent layout and the friendly site owners
and wardens, who were always available and happy to
assist. The attention to detail made the stay enjoyable.
There’s also plenty of hot water in the showers.”

Whatt tto see iin S
Wh
Somerset, Avon & Wiltshire
Diary dates

Enhance your next tour to these beautiful counties with a visit to
this trio of special events. You can stay at one of our Top 100 sites, too!
26 April≠ 26 May 2014
Bristol Walking Festival
Various locations, Bristol

Released under GFDL

Put your best foot forward and stride out one of
many walks that youí ll be able to enjoy in this annual
festival. Walks this year focus on three themes: art
and creativity, active travel, leisure and learning, and
health. Youír e sure to nd one to suit you, no matter
what your ability. For further details of walks that
are taking place, see the website.

Web http://bit.ly/1eaASOM

13≠ 14 September 2014

Swindon Railway Festival 2014
STEAM, Swindon
The Museumí s of the Great Western Railwayí s
biggest annual event takes place in September,
and it really is a must≠ visit for those who love
trains and railways. There will be all sorts of displays
to see, including model railways, and a special
ë Railway at Warí exhibit will be on show. Special
entrance fees apply to this event.

Web www.steam-museum.org.uk
Tel 01793 466 646

1 November 2014
Bridgwater Carnival
Bridgwater, Somerset

Everyone should see one of the world≠ famous
Somerset carnivals at some point: the spectacle
and atmosphere really is unique. Bridgwater is
perhaps the best, and best≠ known; it winds its
way through the towní s streets early in November.
Wrap up warm, enjoy a toffee apple and watch
in awe as the illuminated oats pass by.

Web www.bridgwatercarnival.org.uk
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Bath Chew Valley
Campsite
Address Ham Lane, Bishop Sutton, Somerset BS39 5TZ Tel 01275 332 127
Web www.bathchewvalley.co.uk Open All year
Touring pitches 45, all hardstanding Pitch+2+hook≠ up £20≠ £30

TOP 100

Open
all year

Adults
only

We sayÖ

This hugely popular, adultsonly site in Somerset has
taken our regional winner
award a hugely impressive
three times, and it obviously
continues to impress everyone
who visits. It tops our regional
REGIONAL WINNER category once more in 2014.
So much thought has gone into the running of Bath
Chew Valley: the pitches are large and well landscaped,
there are luxury washrooms, free ironing facilities,
a lending library, a motorhome waste-disposal point,
a conservation area, a dog-walking area… the list goes on
and on. There’s even the opportunity to hire a car if you
want to leave your motorhome on site.
The attractions of this site aren’t limited to its
facilities, though. It’s close to a championship fishing
lake, and the beautiful city of Bath is easy to reach. All
of which adds up to a fantastic campsite that truly
deserves to come first in this category.

SITES

Top 100 Sites 2014

2014

You sayÖ

“ Staying here was like staying in someone’s private

garden with all the trees and shrubs. Being able
to hire a car hourly or daily was a bonus.”
“ We loved the friendliness of the staff, the efficiency
of the whole operation, the wonderful landscaping
and amazing washblock! Also great was the proximity
to brilliant pub food and great sights.”
“ You arrive, check in, the staff put your van on pitch and
they remove it at the end. Each bathroom cubicle has
a handbasin, shower, toilet, hand- and hairdryer.
The information room has a library, too.”

Ponds and planting are
just part of Bath Chew
Valleyí s charm; sculptures
adorn some of the pitch
dividers. This is an adults≠
only site and vehicles must
be kept in the car park
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Devon

Devon
Newberry Valley

T

Hidden Valley

Barnstaple

Beverley Park
Address Goodrington Road, Paignton, Devon TQ4 7JE Tel 01803 843 887
Web www.beverley≠ holidays.co.uk Open Open all year Touring pitches 190 (30 hardstanding)
Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £30+

Open
all year

We sayÖ

With views over the English Riviera, five-star facilities
and friendly service, Beverley Park contains a touring
area for caravans and motorhomes, and is one of three
sites run by Beverley Holidays; its two sister sites
accommodate static caravans. For children, the Lagoon
outdoor heated pool, indoor soft play area or supervised
arts and crafts activities are a big draw, while the adults
will be equally taken with the Oasis Centre, with its
indoor swimming pool and well-equipped fitness suite,
or the bar, where they can go for a relaxing drink.
For active visitors, there’s a tennis court, nature
walks, crazy golf and outdoor adventure playground.
Alternatively (or afterwards) they can relax and
rejuvenate in the spa bath, steam room and sauna.
A choice of grass or hardstanding, non-electric and
full-service pitches are available, with plenty of heated
amenity blocks, including disabled facilities, throughout.

You sayÖ

“ We loved the beautiful, well-maintained gardens.”
“ The pitches are well-kept, and there are lovely views.

Everything on site is secure and safe and staff are lovely.”
“ You don’t feel like just a number staying at this site. The
food is always good quality from the Gallery Bar.”
www.caravansitefinder.co.uk | TOP 100 SITES 2014 | 83
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his year our Top 100 listings feature an
Yeatheridge Farm
amazing 16 sites in lovely Devon, every one
of them well-placed for exploring the many
delights that this county has to offer the visitor.
Smytham Manor
Towards the north you’ll find Exmoor, which
Woodland Springs
Devon shares with Somerset; but it has Dartmoor,
Oakdown
further south, all to itself. Either makes a great place
Cofton Exeter
C
xeter
err
e
for walkers to visit, as they’ll be able to enjoy the
Ladram Bay
miles of pathway that are on offer.
Parkers Farm
Back on the north coast you’ll be able to take a trip to
Ladyí s Mile
see some hidden coves and sandy beaches; you can even
take a boat ride to try to spot seals, or visit Lundy Island
Ross
Park
R
and keep an eye out for its resident puffins.
Woodovis Park
You’ll also love a visit to the English Riviera,
which you’ll find along the south coast - there are plenty
Langstone Manor
Beverley Park
of family attractions in that area to keep everyone
Plymouth
entertained. Historic Plymouth is a great place to
Whitehill
head for a spot of shopping, or for learning all about the
city’s amazing nautical past. The county town of Exeter
Woodland Grove
is also a great place to spend the day.

Devon
Cofton Country
Holiday Park
Address Starcross, Nr Dawlish, South Devon EX6 8RP Tel 0800 085 8649
Web www.coftonholidays.co.uk Open All year Touring pitches 450 (55 hardstanding)
Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £30+

Open
all year

We sayÖ

With easy accessibility just 20 minutes from the M5 and
Exeter, Cofton has been a family-run holiday park for
over 30 years. Catering for motorhomes and touring
caravans, all pitches are on level terraced areas, with
hardstanding pitches allowing you to explore nearby
Dartmoor throughout the year.
Holding a David Bellamy Gold Award for conservation
for 10 years, Cofton is ideal for fishing, with two
specimen carp lakes and a further three pools, all of
which were completely restocked in 2012. Guests can
book a pitch as close as 32ft from the fishing lakes,
or you can have glorious views of the valley from the
Coombeland field, with 30 acres of parkland to explore.

You sayÖ

Top 100 Sites 2014

“ The park is clean, tidy and well-organised, and the staff are

so friendly and go out of their way to help. We had a problem
with our caravan this year, which they helped us fix in no
time. We’ve been going to Cofton for more than 20 years.”
“ Cofton is very reasonably priced and immaculately kept,
with lovely landscaping. The swimming pools are very
clean; all the staff are highly professional; the toilets and
shower facilities are perfect and spotlessly clean; and the
restaurant serves very reasonably priced food.”

Hidden Valley
Caravan & Camping Park
Address West Down, Nr Ilfracombe, North Devon EX34 8NU Tel 01271 813 837
Web www.hiddenvalleypark.com Open All year Touring pitches 100 (50 hardstanding)
Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

Open
all year

We sayÖ

What with the abundance of wildlife in North Devon and
the profusion of flora and fauna, staying at Hidden Valley
is a must for nature enthusiasts and anyone who loves
wildlife-watching at close quarters. Recorded sightings
show that otters, deer and buzzards are among the
‘residents’ of the park, while dragonflies and birds,
including kingfishers, are also bountiful. In 2013,
a beehive was introduced as part of the park’s
conservation programme; it now supplies its own honey.
As the name suggests, the Park is situated in an idyllic
wooded valley, with purposely created walks to enjoy all
the natural surroundings and wildlife. The facilities
meanwhile are five-star, with heated amenity blocks and
a well-stocked shop selling local produce.

You sayÖ

“ After a warm meeting with staff we were taken to our pitch

and helped to unhitch. The facilities are extremely good and
there is ample space between pitches. The site also has very
good toilet and shower rooms close enough for all to get to.”
“ This is a beautiful site, with fantastic-sized pitches, friendly
staff and a lovely laid-back atmosphere.”
“ Hidden Valley is owned and managed by people who
obviously care about their site and their customers.”
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Devon
Ladram Bay
Holiday Park
Address Ladram Road, Otterton, Budleigh Salterton, Devon EX9 7BX Tel 01395 568 398
Web www.ladrambay.co.uk Open 15 March≠ 3 November
Touring pitches 60, all hardstanding Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £30+

We sayÖ

There’s no need to drive to the coast while staying
at Ladram Bay, near Otterton; the holiday park has its
very own private, sheltered beach, while all pitches are
fully serviced and situated on level tiers that offer
amazing views across the bay. This is very much a holiday
park for the active, with a large heated indoor swimming
pool, Waves Nightspot and Bar, an amusement arcade,
evening entertainment seven days a week and various
eateries ranging from a large restaurant to cafés and
takeaways. You can also hire kayaks, rowing and
motorboats from the beach and fish from boats
or the shore both day and night.

You sayÖ

“ Ladram Bay is set in a beautiful location, with lots of
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facilities on site. My daughter really enjoyed the kid’s club
and the entertainment.”
“ We loved everything about this site. It’s a perfect setting for
adults and kids, it’s clean, and every single member of staff
we came across was so friendly and helpful. We were also
impressed with their complimentary pitching service.”
“ It’s extremely clean, with well-looked-after pitches, lovely
hot showers. Staff are friendly, from the cleaners right up
to management. Brilliant entertainment is available, too.”

Ladyí s Mile
Holiday Park
Address Exeter Road, Dawlish, South Devon EX7 0LX Tel 01626 863 411
Web www.ladysmile.co.uk Open All year Touring pitches 420 (61 hardstanding)
Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £30+

Open
all year

We sayÖ

Less than a mile from the Blue Flag beaches of Dawlish
Warren in South Devon is Lady’s Mile, a large holiday
complex with plenty going on. Super-sized hardstanding
pitches and user-friendly amenity buildings are a given,
but it’s the entertainment facilities that stand out. New
for 2014 is ‘Oceans Spa’, with a gym, sauna, swimming
pool and hot tub, while opening in March is the Oceans
restaurant and bar. A brand-new entertainments team
provides evening shows and lots of daytime activities for
the children – that is, if you can pull them away from the
two fun pools, flume rides, plunge pools, the bowling
alley, adventure playground and sports pitch.

You sayÖ

“ Lady’s Mile is so well-organised, spotlessly clean and it

has a good shop on site. On our holiday, we didn’t hear
any noise at night.”
“ There’s great entertainment here for the whole family:
fantastic pools, both indoor and outdoor; an adventure
park for the children. I can’t say a bad word about the site.”
“ Staff are very friendly and always there to help. The kids
love the pools and there’s a nice walk to the beach.”
“ Lady’s Mile is absolutely great fun with the grandchildren
and for ‘ladies who lunch’ weekends!”
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Devon
Langstone Manor
Holiday Park
Address Moortown, Tavistock, Devon PL19 9JZ Tel 01822 613 371
Web www.langstonemanor.co.uk Open 15 March≠ 15 November
Touring pitches 42 (8 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

We sayÖ

Set among delightful mature grounds in a sheltered,
wooded
valley on the southwest edge of Dartmoor,
w
Langstone Manor offers a restful venue in which to relax
after a day’s exploring. There are 42 level, well-drained
pitches divided into two separate areas: the sunny
p
Daffodil Field, with views across the moorland, or the
walled garden for shelter and seclusion among the trees.
w
In the manor house is a lounge bar with wood-burning
stove, dining room, Wi-Fi access and games room; no
loud music or traffic noise. A new playground is available
to the youngest visitors, while special offers are provided
for weekly bookings to those over 55 years.

You sayÖ

Top 100 Sites 2014

“ It has the beautiful backdrop of Dartmoor. The site works in
harmony with its surroundings by being very eco-friendly,
using natural light in the washroom, time switches and a
newly refurbished shower, laundry and bathroom block.”
“ Wildlife is abundant due to the team’s efforts to encourage
all manner of species. This is a truly peaceful place, with
walks straight out onto the moor.”
“ The site itself is perfectly situated for some good walks on
the Moor, and within a long walk, short ride or quick
journey by car to Tavistock for supplies.”

Newberry Valley Park
Caravan Park
Address Woodlands, Combe Martin, North Devon EX34 0AT Tel 01271 882 334
Web www.newberryvalleypark.co.uk Open 15 March≠ 1 November Touring pitches 110 (30 hardstanding)
Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

We sayÖ

Run by the Fletcher Family, this quiet and intimate site is
all about peace and tranquillity, listening to the calming
sounds of the countryside and valley that surround
Newberry Farm. With pitches in small paddocks
adjacent to a two-acre lake (stocked with coarse fish),
secluded woodland walks and meadows, there are plenty
of opportunities to relax and soak up the stillness.
Heated wash- and shower rooms (including a family
bathroom), laundry and dishwashing rooms are centrally
located within the park, while off site there’s the
opportunity to explore the rugged North Devon
coastline and nearby sandy beaches.

You sayÖ

“ Newberry is the best and cleanest site we have ever

stayed on. The location is brilliant for Ilfracombe,
Barnstaple and Saunton Sands, which is amazing.”
“ The pitch was spacious, the site so well-kept, the views
exceptional and the facilities clean all the times we used
them. The staff are friendly and knowledgeable.”
“ The standard of the facilities are absolutely first-class and
the staff are friendly, cheerful and good-natured.”
“ The green, peaceful setting was wonderful. The nearest
town, Combe Martin, was easily accessible by foot and car.”
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Devon
Oakdown
Touring Park
Address Gatedown Lane, Near Sidmouth, Devon EX10 0PT Tel 01297 680 387
Web www.oakdown.co.uk Open 21 March≠ 2 November
Touring pitches 150 (100 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

We sayÖ

For nearly 40 years, the Franks Family has been carefully
evolving Oakdown Touring Park from open meadowland
to its current award-winning standard. There are no
straight lines here: just gentle curves, spacious groves,
seclusion, privacy and peace. Oakdown received our
Best Green Site Award in 2013, so it isn’t surprising that
touring guests are welcomed to a delightfully landscaped
park filled with trees, hedges and flower beds. There’s a
choice of level, non-serviced (no hook-up), serviced (hookup) or super-serviced (hook-up, water, drainage) pitches.
Situated on the World Heritage Site Jurassic Coast
near Sidmouth, Oakdown has a nine-hole short course/
pitch-and-putt golf course opposite and a walking trail
that leads directly to Devon’s famous Donkey Sanctuary.

You sayÖ

“ On arrival we found the staff very friendly. They took us

Parkers Farm
Holiday Park
Address Higher Mead Farm, Ashburton, Devon TQ13 7LJ Tel 01364 654 869
Web www.parkersfarmholidays.co.uk Open 29 March≠ 2 Nov
Touring pitches 100 (25 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

We sayÖ

Guests are considered part of the family – the Parker family
that is – while staying at Parkers Farm, a holiday park
created by relatives more than 60 years ago. Developed
and expanded over time, the touring park is terraced to
provide large, level pitches overlooking Dartmoor, while
the beaches at Torbay are just 12 miles away. Two modern,
recently refurbished shower blocks with private washing
facilities, including family rooms and provision for the
disabled, keep guests clean and spruced up after a muddy
ramble across Dartmoor or a day on the beach.

You sayÖ

“ We love this excellent site. It’s very well laid out and well-

maintained and -equipped. There are great facilities for
children, and staff are very friendly and welcoming.”
This
“ is an exceptionally clean and well-ordered site with
helpful, friendly staff. It’s the best site we have ever stayed
on and is ideal for children - the play areas are amazing!”
“ There’s a great farm walk and plenty of fun for the kids.”
“ We were impressed by the number of things for children
to do, such as the farm walks and seeing the animals.”
“ I loved the panoramic views.”
“ Parkers Farm is close to all kinds of interesting places
for walks and beaches.”
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personally to our pitch. The site was well laid out – very clean
and tidy, with plenty of water, refuse and waste points.”
“ This is a clean, well-laid-out site with pretty flowers in
patches throughout. Staff are very friendly and helpful.
It’s very reasonably priced over winter, too.”
“ Oakdown has immaculate facilities. The pitches are
a good size and flat. The addition of Wi-Fi is a big bonus.”

Devon
Smytham Manor
Holiday Park
Address Little Torrington, Devon EX38 8PU Tel 01805 622 110
Web www.smytham.co.uk Open 21 March≠ 31 October
Touring pitches 44 (16 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

We sayÖ

Experience camping in the grounds of an old manor
house, with lots of fresh air and plenty of space for
children to play outside. Take your bikes to ride around
the extensive grounds, or along the nearby Tarka
Trail traffic-free cycle route, swim in the solar-heated
pool, or head off to reception to collect a football or
cricket kit for a game in the 23 acres of parkland.
Smytham Manor is very much a ‘quiet night’ site
with a preference for birdsong rather than loud music,
although there is a relaxing bar in the Manor House. Level
grass and hardstanding pitches are available for caravans
and motorhomes and, for non-touring friends or family,
there are three log cabins and a camping pod on site, too.

You sayÖ

“ There are fantastic grounds in a beautiful location.

We had some lovely walks and saw plenty of wildlife.”

“ It was good to be near the Tarka Trail.”
“ Smytham has friendly staff and very clean facilities.

Top 100 Sites 2014

There’s lots for the kids to do, but peace and quiet as well.”
“ It’s quiet, well-presented and the people are very friendly.
I come all the time and love it here.”
“ Smytham is a quiet site with everything you need for all
ages. The owners are very friendly.”

Whitehill
Country Park
Address Stoke Road, Paignton, South Devon TQ4 7PF Tel 01803 782 338
Web www.whitehill≠ park.co.uk Open 14 April≠ 26 September
Touring pitches 325 (71 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

We sayÖ

Ideally situated to enjoy the English Riviera towns
of Paignton and Brixham, Whitehill offers the best
of both worlds, with its location in rolling countryside
and yet just 2 ½ miles from the sea and picturesque
beaches. Formerly the home of the Primley Stud, the
stables and barns have been converted into a bar,
family room, craft room, café and shop, yet none
of the original atmosphere has been lost.
Watch the sun go down while dining al fresco
on the Hayloft Bar terrace following an active day
in the outdoor pool, drawing and painting in the Shire
Craft Centre or searching for clues on the letterbox
nature trail – a popular Devon pastime.

You sayÖ

“ We are a young family of four, and the family members to

be impressed are our four-year-old and two-year-old, so
with the numerous playgrounds, activity frames, meadows,
swimming pool, activity centre, children’s disco, games
rooms and donkey rides, they had a great time.”
“ There was good spacing between pitches and lots of play
areas for the children.”
“ The toilet facilities and the park layout are excellent.”
“ The pitch layout and sizes are very good.”
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Devon
Woodland Springs
Touring Park
Address Venton, Drewsteignton, Devon EX6 6PG Tel 01647 231 695
Web www.woodlandsprings.co.uk Open All year
Touring pitches 81 (50 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up £20≠ £30

Open
all year

Adults
only

We sayÖ

Surrounded by farm and woodland within Dartmoor
National Park, yet just 1.5 miles from the A30, Woodland
Springs is exclusively for adults. Fully serviced, standard
(with hook-up) and basic pitches are available on
hardstanding and grass, and pets are invited free of charge.
Open all year, the site has been awarded an AA 5 pennant
grading, while the amenity block has gained a Platinum
‘Loo of the Year Award’ 2014 for its cleanliness.
A small, licensed shop on site stocks basic provisions,
fresh bread is baked to order and Calor gas is available,
too. A static tourer is also available for hire.

You sayÖ

“ This is a very clean, well-organised site. The owners,

Woodlands Grove
Caravan & Camping Park
Address Dartmouth, Devon TQ9 7DQ Tel 01803 712 598
Web www.woodlandsgrove.co.uk Open 28 March≠ 2 November
Touring pitches 300 (143 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

We sayÖ

Designed with families very much in mind, children will
beg to stay for longer at this five-star caravan park, with
free admission every day to the sister Woodlands Family
Theme Park (www.woodlandspark.com) next door – an
enormous saving on days out. Meanwhile, the Devon
Wildlife Trust has produced bright and informative
Wildlife Panels throughout the park that encourage
campers to follow a Wildlife Quiz Trail.
Couples should look out for special offers during term
time, when adult-only discounted breaks are available
to enjoy the thousands of bulbs, rhododendrons and
azaleas throughout the spring and summer months.

You sayÖ

“ These are first-class facilities run by really friendly staff.”
“ We liked the efficiency of booking, both before arrival and

when we arrived. There was no need to search for our pitch
as we were taken to it and informed of all the services.
It’s very peaceful out of main season, and the amount of
wildlife and diversity is marvellous.”
“ You get great value as the site’s combined with a theme park.”
“ The staff are exceptional and there is nothing that’s too
much trouble for them. They go out of their way to make
sure you have a fantastic holiday.”
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Chris and Jan, are very welcoming and even came out
to help me at 3.30am when my awning collapsed.”
“ We were impressed by the very helpful owners, freshly
baked bread that’s available, and the site’s immaculately
clean, modern toilets, showers and dishwashing facilities.
There’s also good recycling, and the park is dog-friendly.”
“ This well-laid-out site has plenty of hardstandings and
is situated in a lovely part of the country.”
“ Woodland Springs is clean, friendly, well-organised
and tranquil. And its site owners are always helpful.’
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Devon
Woodovis Park
Address Woodovis House, Gulworthy, Tavistock, Devon PL19 8NY Tel 01822 832 968
Web www.woodovis.com Open 21 March≠ 31 October
Touring pitches 41 (28 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: £20≠ £30; high season: £30+

We sayÖ

Woodovis Park is nestled on the edge of the spectacular
Tamar Valley, which is designated as an Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty and a World Heritage Site.
Expect nothing less than the best here: this small and
peaceful touring park offers facilities usually associated
with larger sites. In addition to the usual facilities you
anticipate on a modern, award-winning site (including a
motorhome service point), there’s an indoor heated
swimming pool and spa pool, water-walking activities
(yes, really), a physiotherm infrared therapy cabin to
rejuvenate, revitalise and detox, and a pétanque court
should you feel the need to pretend you’re in France.
You can learn archery on site with a trained instructor,
buy fresh-baked pastries every morning and, in high
season, enjoy a locally sourced hog roast each week.

You sayÖ

“ Woodovis is in beautiful countryside with excellent pitches,

Yeatheridge Farm
Camping & Caravan Park
Address East Worlington, Crediton, Devon EX17 4TN Tel 01884 860 330
Web www.yeatheridge.co.uk Open 15 March≠ 6 October
Touring pitches 100 (10 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Under £20

We sayÖ

Be assured of a warm welcome at Yeatheridge Farm,
where the Hosegood Family run their caravan and
camping park midway between Crediton, South
Molton and Tiverton. There are acres of open
space to fill your days with, whether that’s enjoying
a barbecue on one of the fully serviced pitches, horse
riding around the farm or taking a stroll on the 2.5 miles
of waymarked walks through woodland and along the
River Dulch that borders part of the farm.
As a working farm, the Hosegoods rear their
Yeatheridge Pedigree Ruby Red herd of cattle and you
can pre-order a beef or lamb (they also rear sheep)
meat box before you arrive, ready for collection from
the on-site shop – perfect for that barbecue.

You sayÖ

“ This site is beautifully kept and uncrowded, with fantastic

facilities. It has friendly staff and is a true family-run park.”
“ I had the most relaxing holiday I’ve ever had here, with
a mixed group aged from six months to 82 years. Everyone
had a great time. All the staff are so friendly and helpful.
I can’t wait to go back.”
“ It had a proper pub serving tasty food and great beer (the
puddings were out of this world).”
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and very good facilities. The hot showers are to die for. It’s
very dog-friendly and has a well-stocked shop, but above all
the friendliest most helpful staff you could wish for. I have
recommended Woodovis to quite a number of friends.”
They
have the best staff: friendly, helpful and welcoming. It
“
was a fantastic holiday; we hardly needed to leave the park.”

Devon
Ross Park
Caravan Park
Address Park Hill Farm, Ipplepen, Newton Abbot, Devon TQ12 5TT Tel 01803 812 983
Web www.rossparkcaravanpark.co.uk Open 7 March≠ 2 January
Touring pitches 110, all hardstanding Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

TOP 100

We sayÖ

Exclusively for touring
units, with superb views
over Dartmoor, Ross Park
takes the top spot in
the county of Devon by a
country mile. It welcomes
families and couples alike,
REGIONAL WINNER and pitch privacy is key to the
site’s layout; all pitches (hardstanding and grass) include
hook-up, with many supplying water and drainage, too.
A centrally heated amenity block includes baby-changing
and disabled facilities, while elsewhere on site guests
can indulge in the New Barn Restaurant, or simply
enjoy books and board games in the lounge or the
adjoining Tropical Conservatory.
Outside, play areas and wildlife reserves will
keep children entertained for hours, while a bus
stop located 150m from the site entrance will
transport you around the local area – unless you’re
tempted by the golf course across the road, of course.

SITES
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You sayÖ

“ Ross Park is a very well-presented caravan site with small,
colourful avenues.”
“Nothing is too much trouble for owners Helen and Mark

and their excellent staff. I am visually impaired, and both
my husband and I can relax here.”
“ This is an absolutely spotless site. It’s beautifully laid out,
with great attention to detail.”
“ We think this is the most dog-friendly site anywhere.
We’ve visited it for years and the standards have always
been first-class.”
“ Their customer service is second to none.”
“ We were especially impressed with the facilities for dogs.”
“ What did we love about Ross Park? EVERYTHING!
We have been caravanners for nearly 40 years and have
rarely been to such a well-run site.”
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ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¼ǒēƉ{ğÌ ēĮæļ{Į¼ƀÌǓƉČ{ǚÌƉŨ¨ļŨǅĝ¸
ǓǓǓŨ{Į¼ƀÌǓƉČ{ǚÌƉŨ¨ļŨǅĝŨ






ĸó´ÁŀŎĒŧÁ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý
%ğÌÌ P{ƀĝ¸ ƀē¼ÌƉƨļǓÌ¸ DĝÌČ{ħšƨļĮ¸ ÌǒļĮ¸
qƼǥ öSŨ ]Ìğµ ǥņÔƭƔ ÔƜņƼƜņŨ
ÌĒħ{ēğµ {ğēŨǚļǅĮÿìƭƨēĮƨÌƀĮÌƨŨ¨ļħ
DĮ ƭǥ¸ ƭ ħēğÌƉ ǓÌƉƨ ļæ DĝÌČ{ħšƨļĮŨ ]ǅƀĮ ğÌæƨ¸
æļğğļǓ ƉēÿĮƉ ƨļ ƀē¼ÿÌƉƨļǓÌ ǒēğğ{ÿÌ {Į¼
¨{ƀ{ǒ{Į š{ƀĝŨ $ēǒÌ {Į¼ { Č{ğæ {¨ƀÌƉ¸ ƨļǅƀēĮÿ {Į¼
Čļğē¼{ǚ ¨{ƀ{ǒ{Į ČļħÌ {ƀÌ{ƉŨ DšÌĮ ņƉƨ ={ƀ¨Č ƨļ
ņņƨČ Ì¨ÌħÌƀŨ ]ļǅƀēĮÿ ƦņǥŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦņÔŨǥǥŨ Xƨ{ƨē¨
{ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ ƦĳǥĒƦöƜǥŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼Ƣ

{¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ  





RóŦÁĸŀó´Á yĸyŦyċ yċ´ yĆĢóċà Oyĸý
>ļƀƨČ =ļğƨļĮ
XļǅƨČ =ļğƨļĮ¸ ÌǒļĮ¸ qƭƜ ƭ)Q
ǥņƔƜĳ ìƔĳƼƜĳ
ǓǓǓŨÌǙħļļƀƀēǒÌƀƉē¼ÌŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ēħ{ēğµ ƀÌğ{ǙÌǙħļļƀƀēǒÌƀƉē¼ÌŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
]ǅƀĮ ļææ =ì {ƨ 4ƼƔ ļĮƨļ ƭƜņ Ɖƨ{ǚ ļĮ ƨČēƉ ƀļ{¼
æļƀ {ļǅƨ ņÔħēğÌƉ¸ ƨǅƀĮƀēÿČƨ {ƨ >ļƀƨČ =ļğƨļĮ
ƉēÿĮŨ XÌƨ ēĮ Ɣǥ {¨ƀÌƉ ļæ P{ƀĝğ{Į¼¸ ƭ æēƉČēĮÿ
ğ{ĝÌƉ¸ ƀēǒÌƀħļğÌ ƀǅĮƉ¸ ņǥ {¨ƀÌƉ ļæ Ǔļļ¼ğ{Į¼
ƨƀ{ēğƉŨ PÌƨ {Į¼ æ{ħēğǚ æƀēÌĮ¼ğǚ¸ ļšÌĮ {ğğ ǚÌ{ƀ¸ ö
Ɖƨ{ƀ š{ƀĝ ǓēƨČ ì Ɖƨ{ƀ æ{¨ēğēƨēÌƉŨ Pƀē¨Ì Ʀņǥ ƨļ ƦƭǥŨ
ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼ {Į¼ ĮÌ¨ÌƉƉ{ƀǚ




6yċàŀŎĒċÁ <yċĒĸ Oyĸý =ļļƀƨļǓĮ¸ ]{ǒēƉƨļ¨ĝ¸
ÌǒļĮ¸ P7ņĳ ĳ4wŨ ]Ìğ ǥņÔƼƼĒƜņƭƭƔņ$ƀļħ
]{ǒēƉƨļ¨ĝ ƨ{ĝÌ ƨČÌ ƭƭìƔ æļƀ {ššƀļǙ Ƽ ħēğÌƉ¸
ƨǅƀĮ ƀēÿČƨ {ƨ ¨ƀļƉƉƀļ{¼Ɖ {Į¼ æļğğļǓ ƀļǓĮ
ƨļǅƀēƉƨ ƉēÿĮƉŨ Ɯ {¨ƀÌƉ ǓēƨČ ƨČƀÌÌ ƉÌšÌƀ{ƨÌ
¨{ħšēĮÿ {ƀÌ{Ɖ¸ ¸ƨÌƀƀ{¨Ì¼ ļšÌĮ ǒēÌǓ ƨļ ħļļƀƉŨ
DšÌĮ ={ƀ¨Č ƨļ ÌĮ¼ ļæ ƭņƉƨ D¨ƨļÌƀŨ ={Ǚ ƦƼņ
ƨļ =ēĮ ƦņƜŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼ {Į¼ {¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ



 

jĒĒ´ÿyċ´ŀ $ĸĒŦÁ yĸyŦyċ  yĆĢóċà
ğ{¨ĝ{ǓƨļĮ¸ {ƀƨħļǅƨČ¸ ÌǒļĮ¸ ]Qĳ ƔQ
ǥņÔǥƭ ƔņƼìĳÔ
${Ǚµ ǥņÔǥƭ ƔņƼƜÔǥ
ǓǓǓŨǓļļ¼ğ{Į¼ƉĒ¨{ƀ{ǒ{Įš{ƀĝŨ¨ļħ
Ēħ{ēğµ Čļğē¼{ǚǓļļ¼ğ{Į¼ƉÿƀļǒÌŨ¨ļħ
$ƀļħ ǙÌƨÌƀ ļĮ ƭÔ¸ {ƨ ǅ¨ĝæ{ƉƨğÌēÿČ ğÌæƨ ƨļ
]ļƨĮÌƉ ƭÔņ ƨļǓ{ƀ¼Ɖ 5ēĮÿƉƀē¼ÿÌ Sļ{¼¸ {ƨ
){ğǓÌğğ ğÌæƨ ļĮ ƭņƼƼ ƨļǓ{ƀ¼Ɖ {ƀƨħļǅƨČ¸ ƼŨì
ħēğÌƉ ļĮ ƀēÿČƨŨ =ǅğƨēĒ{Ǔ{ƀ¼ ǓēĮĮēĮÿ ƉēƨÌ ēĮ
Ì{ǅƨēæǅğ ¨ļǅĮƨƀǚƉē¼Ì ĮÌ{ƀ {ƀƨħļǅƨČ {Į¼
XļǅƨČ lÌƉƨ ļ{Ɖƨ P{ƨČŨ $ƀÌÌ ÌĮƨƀ{Į¨Ì ƨļ
lļļ¼ğ{Į¼Ɖ 7ÌēƉǅƀÌ P{ƀĝ ǓēƨČ Ƽ ĮēÿČƨ Ɖƨ{ǚƉƑ
æ{ğ¨ļĮƀǚ¸ ǡļļĒæ{ƀħ¸ ƀē¼ÌƉ {Į¼ {ƨƨƀ{¨ƨēļĮƉŨ
ļļĝēĮÿƉµ ¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ DšÌĮƼÔƢǥƭ ƨļ ǥƼƢņņŨ



jÁÁĸŀ Oyĸý
{ƉƨğÌ 7{ĮÌ¸ lļļ¼ǅƀǚ¸ qì ņ
]Ìğ Ē ǥņƭĳì ƼƭƼƼƔƜ
ħ{ēğ Ē ƀÌ¨ÌšƨēļĮǓÌÌƀƉš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
ǓǓǓŨǓÌÌƀƉš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
lÌ {ƀÌ ļĮ ƨČÌ ¨ļƀĮÌƀ ļæ {Ɖƨ ÌǒļĮ¸ ǓēƨČ
ƀÌ{ƨČƨ{ĝēĮÿ ǒēÌǓƉ ļæ {ƀƨħļļƀ {Į¼ ƨČÌ ƀēǒÌƀ
ǙÌ¸ ļĮğǚ { æÌǓ ħēğÌƉ ļǅƨƉē¼Ì ƨČÌ ČēƉƨļƀē¨ ¨ēƨǚ ļæ
ǙÌƨÌƀŨ lČÌƨČÌƀ ēƨżƉ { ƨļǅƀēĮÿ ¨{ƀ{ǒ{Į¸ ħļƨļƀ
ČļħÌ ļƀ šēƨ¨ČēĮÿ ǚļǅƀ ƨÌĮƨ ēƨ ēƉ ļǅƀ {ēħ ƨļ ħ{ĝÌ
ǚļǅƀ Čļğē¼{ǚ ǓēƨČ ǅƉ ÌĮĜļǚ{ğÌ {Į¼ ƀÌǓ{ƀ¼ēĮÿŨ
SÌğ{Ǚ {Į¼ ǅĮǓēĮ¼ ēĮ { ƨƀǅğǚ ƀǅƀ{ğ ƉÌƨƨēĮÿ {Į¼ ğÌƨ
ƨČÌ Ǔļƀğ¼ š{ƉƉ ǚŨ ƦņìĒƦƼƼ šÌƀ ĮēÿČƨ šÌƀ ĮēÿČƨ





 

VĆŭŎìyĆ <yċĒĸ
7ēƨƨğÌ ]ļƀƀēĮÿƨļĮ¸ %ƀÌ{ƨ ]ļƀƀēĮÿƨļĮ¸ ÌǒļĮ¸
qƭÔ ÔPaŨ
]ÌğÌšČļĮÌ ǥņÔǥìƜƼƼņņǥ
Ƽ ħēğÌƉ ƉļǅƨČ ļƀ %ƀÌ{ƨ ]ļƀƀēĮÿƨļĮ ļĮ ƭÔƜ ƨļ
DĝÌČ{ħšƨļĮŨ
Ƽƭ ¨ƀÌƉ¸ ÿÌĮƨğǚ ǅĮ¼ǅğ{ƨēĮÿ š{ƀĝŨ XēƨÌ ēĮ
ÿƀļǅĮ¼Ɖ ļæ ļğ¼ ħ{Įļƀ ČļǅƉÌŨ
ļšÌĮ ={ƀ¨Č ƨļ >ļǒÌħÌƀ
ļƉƨ šÌƀ ƨļǅƀÌƀ šÌƀ ĮēÿČƨ ƦņƜŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƼƔŨǥǥ
ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼





VĢĸóċàÕóÁÿ´ (Ēÿó´yŭ Oyĸý ]Ì¼ǅƀĮ XƨŨ ={ƀǚ¸
ǙÌƨÌƀ¸ ÌǒļĮ qƜ ƜlŨ ]Ìğµ ǥņƜöƔ ƼöƼöƼŨ
$ƀļħ 4ƭņ ļææ =Ƽì ƨƀ{ǒÌğ ǓÌƉƨ ƭǥ ƨļ
DĝÌČ{ħšƨļĮŨ ƼĮ¼ ÌǙēƨ ƉēÿĮšļƉƨÌ¼ ČÌƀēƨļĮ
ēƉČļšƢ]Ì¼ǅƀĮ XƨŨ ={ƀǚŨ $ļğğǓ ƀļǓĮ ƉēÿĮƉ ƨļ
š{ƀĝ ìǥǥǚ¼ƉŨ ]ČÌ š{ƀĝ ēƉ ē¼Ì{ğ æļƀ ƨļǅƀēĮÿ
¼{ƀƨħļļƀ¸ Ɖǅǅƀ ¨ļǅĮƨƀǚ ǒēÌǓƉ¸ ÌǙ¨ÌğğÌĮƨ
æ{¨ēğēƨēÌƉŨ %ļğæ ¨ļǅƀƉÌ¸ ƉČļšƉ¸ šļƉƨ ļææē¨Ì¸ šǅƉ 
ƀÌƉƨ{ǅƀ{ĮƨƉ ¨ğļƉÌ ǚŨ DšÌĮ ņìƨČ ={ƀ¨Č ƨēğğ ƭǥƨČ
D¨ƨļÌƀ Ũ ]ļǅƀÌƀƉ ƦņƼ ƨļ ƦƼǥŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ
{¼ǒēƉÌ{ğÌŨ



ƗƱ ƟȺȺ }ŧȂĉǥ ȑȹƞŃ

ĸóŬìyĆ (Ēÿó´yŭ Oyĸý
$ēƉČ¨ļħÌ ļǒÌ¸ ƀēǙČ{ħ¸ ÌǒļĮ¸ ]Qì ÔS
ǥņÔǥƭ ÔìƭƭƼö
${Ǚµ ǥņÔǥƭ ÔìƭìƜĳ
ǓǓǓŨƀēǙČ{ħČļğē¼{ǚš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ēħ{ēğµ ƀēǙČ{ħČļğē¼{ǚÿħ{ēğŨ¨ļħ
æƨÌƀ ƉēÿĮ æļƀ ƀēǙČ{ħ ğÌæƨ ğ{ĮÌ¸ ƀļǓĮ ƉēÿĮ
ƀēǙČ{ħ )ļğē¼{ǚ P{ƀĝ ļĮ ğÌæƨ¸ ĮÌǙƨ ğÌæƨ¸
7ēĮƨČļƀšÌ l{ǚ¸ Ɖƨƀ{ēÿČƨ ļĮ ƨČƀļǅÿČ¸ ƨǅƀĮ ğÌæƨ
ēĮƨļ $ēƉČ¨ļħÌ ļǒÌŨ ƀēǙČ{ħ )ļğē¼{ǚ P{ƀĝ ēƉ
Ɖēƨǅ{ƨÌ¼ ļĮ ƨČÌ ƉļǅƨČ ǓÌƉƨ ¨ļ{Ɖƨ{ğ š{ƨČ ĜǅƉƨ
ņìǥ ǚ{ƀ¼Ɖ æƀļħ ƨČÌ Ì{¨ČŨ ={ÿĮēæē¨ÌĮƨ ǒēÌǓƉ
ļǒÌƀ ]ļƀ{ǚŨ XǅšÌƀ ēĮ¼ļļƀ ČÌ{ƨÌ¼ šļļğ {Į¼
ļǅƨ¼ļļƀ šļļğŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉµ >Ì¨ÌƉƉ{ƀǚŨ DšÌĮ
ǥņƢǥƭ ƨļ ǥņƢņņŨ {ƀ{ǒ{Į )ļğē¼{ǚ )ļħÌƉ ƦƼƭĳŨǥǥ
ƨļ ƦÔöĳŨǥǥ Č{ğÌƨƉ ƦņöĳŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦÔĳĳŨǥǥ

6ŚÕÕÿyċ´ŀ yĸyŦyċ Oyĸý 6Ŏ´
Xļğ¼ļĮ ƀļƉƉ¸ ƀ{¼ǓļƀƨČǚ
Sļ{¼¸)ļğƉǓļƀƨČǚ¸ ÌǒļĮ¸ qƼƼ ƔP4
ǥņöǥĳ ƼöņöƼƜ
ǓǓǓŨğǅææğ{Į¼Ɖ¨{ƀ{ǒ{Įš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
Ēħ{ēğµ ğǅææğ{Į¼ƉƨēƉ¨{ğēŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
ì ħēğÌƉ æƀļħ )ļğƉǓļƀƨČǚ ļĮ ƀ{¼ǓļƀƨČǚ
Sļ{¼Ũ {ƀ{ǒ{Į Čļğē¼{ǚ ČļħÌƉ æļƀ Ɖ{ğÌ ļĮ
ğļǒÌğǚ ųǅēÌƨ š{ƀĝ ¨ğļƉÌ ƨļ ]{ħ{ƀ ğ{ĝÌƉ æļƀ
æēƉČēĮÿ {Į¼ Ǔ{ƨÌƀƉšļƀƨƉŨ Ƽǥ ħēĮǅƨÌƉ æƀļħ
ǅ¼Ì {Į¼ ĮļƀƨČ ļƀĮǓ{ğğ ¨ļ{ƉƨŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉµ
>Ì¨ÌƉƉ{ƀǚŨ DšÌĮ ņìƢǥƭ ƨļ ƭņƢņǥŨ {ƀ{ǒ{Į
)ļğē¼{ǚ )ļħÌƉ ƦƼƔìŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦöǥǥŨǥǥ



jÁÿ¤ĒĆÁ #yĆóÿŭ (Ēÿó´yŭ Oyĸý {ǓğēƉČ
l{ƀƀÌĮ¸ XļǅƨČ ÌǒļĮ¸ ǙƔ ǥP)¸ ǥÔöìņ Ɯì
ƜƼ Ɯì Čļğē¼{ǚ P{ƀĝ ǓēƨČ ĮēÿČƨğǚ ÌǒÌĮēĮÿ
ÌĮƨÌƀƨ{ēĮħÌĮƨ ēĮ XÌ{ƉļĮ¸ +Į¼ļļƀ šļļğƉ {Į¼
ƉČļƀƨ ğÌǒÌğ Ǔ{ğĝ ƨļ ğǅÌ æğ{ÿ Ì{¨Č¸ Ƽǥǥ
{ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ¸ 7ļ¼ÿÌƉ {Į¼ ǅĮÿ{ğļǓƉŨ ēƀÌ¨ƨēļĮƉµ
Ǚēƨ ƨČÌ =ì {ƨ ĜǅĮ¨ƨēļĮ ƭǥŨ ƨ{ĝÌ ƨČÌ ƭƔĳ ƨļ
{ǓğēƉČ {Į¼ ƨǅƀĮ ļææ {ƨ ƨČÌ æēƀƉƨ ƉēÿĮ šļƉƨ æļƀ
{ǓğēƉČ l{ƀƀÌĮŨ  

jó´´ó¤ĒĆÁ #yĸĆ [ĒŚĸóŀŎ Oyĸý ={ƀğ¼ļĮ¸
]ļƀųǅ{ǚ¸ P{ēÿĮƨļĮ¸ ]Qƭ ņX]Ũ lē¼¼ē¨ļħÌ
${ƀħ ēƉ ĮļǓ ÌǙ¨ğǅƉēǒÌğǚ {¼ǅğƨƉ ļĮğǚŨXēƨǅ{ƨÌ¼
ēĮ ğļǒÌğǚ ¨ļǅĮƨƀǚƉē¼Ì¸ ēƨ ēƉ ƨČÌ ĮÌ{ƀÌƉƨ š{ƀĝ ƨļ
]ļƀųǅ{ǚŨ >ļ Į{ƀƀļǓ ğ{ĮÌƉ¸ Ì{Ɖǚ {¨¨ÌƉƉ¸ ÿƀ{ƉƉ
ļƀ Č{ƀ¼Ɖƨ{Į¼ēĮÿ šēƨ¨ČÌƉ ǓēƨČ ğļǒÌğǚ ǒēÌǓƉŨ
{ƀÿ{ēĮ ƀÌ{ĝƉ æƀļħ ƦƜĳŨǥǥ æļƀ ƔĮēÿČƨƉŨ $ļƀ {
ƀļ¨ČǅƀÌ ¨{ğğ ǥņÔǥƭ ììÔ ƭƼìŨ kēƉēƨ ļǅƀ ǓÌƉēƨÌ
ǓǓǓŨǓē¼¼ē¨ļħÌæ{ƀħŨ¨ļŨǅĝ 

/ i }Ã ,ÛiÀ>] ÌiiÃÃ ,ÛiÀ >ÀÌ] >ÀÌÀ >`
Li>ÕÌvÕ -ÕÌ >Ã] > ÕÃÌ Ü>Ì} Ì Li iÝ«Ài` vÀ Ì Ã
«i>VivÕ L>Ãi ÜÌ ÌÃ ÃÌÕ} ÛiÜÃ q «iÀviVÌt




jó´Áċ´ [ĒŚĸóċà Oyĸý ={ƀğ¼ļĮ¸ P{ēÿĮƨļĮ¸
XļǅƨČ ÌǒļĮ¸ ]Qƭ ņS]Ũ Ǔ{ƀ¼ ǓēĮĮēĮÿ ƼƼ
{¨ƀÌ¸ æ{ħēğǚ ƀǅĮ ƨļǅƀēĮÿ š{ƀĝŨ XǅšÌƀ
æ{¨ēğēƨēÌƉ¸ æƀēÌĮ¼ğǚ {ƨħļƉšČÌƀÌ¸ š{Įļƀ{ħē¨
ǒēÌǓƉ ļæ ƉÌ{ {Į¼ ¨ļǅĮƨƀǚƉē¼ÌŨ ļǅšğÌƉ 
æ{ħēğēÌƉ ļĮğǚŨ >ļ ¼ļÿƉ {ğğļǓÌ¼ ČēÿČ ƉÌ{ƉļĮ¸
Ɖƨļƀ{ÿÌƢƉÌ{ƉļĮ{ğ ƀ{ƨÌƉŨ {ǒē¼ Ìğğ{ħǚ %ļğ¼
{Ǔ{ƀ¼Ũ ēƉ¨ļǅĮƨ ƀ{ƨÌƉ æļƀ ļǒÌƀ ìǥżƉ]Ìğµ
ǥņÔǥƭ ììǥņņƜŨ  





6Ē #óÁÿ´ŀ [ĒŚĸóċà yċ´ yĆĢóċà Oyĸý ¸
X{ǅĮƨļĮ Sļ{¼¸ ƀ{ǅĮƨļĮ¸ >ļƀƨČ ÌǒļĮ
qƭƭ ņXŨ ]Ìğµ ǥņƼƔņ ÔņƼǥĳǥ $ƀļħ
{ƀĮƉƨ{šğÌ ƨ{ĝÌ ƭƜņ +ğæƀ{¨ļħÌ Sļ{¼Ũ +Į
ƀ{ǅĮƨļĮ ƨǅƀĮ ğÌæƨ ļĮƨļ ƭƼƭņŨ P{ƀĝ ēƉ ļĮÌ
ħēğÌ ļĮ ƨČÌ ƀēÿČƨŨņö {¨ƀÌƉ¸ Ƽ æēÌğ¼Ɖ æļƀ
ƨļǅƀÌƀƉ¸ ƨÌĮƨƉ {Į¼ ħļƨļƀČļħÌƉŨ DšÌĮ
ƼÔƨČ ={ƀ¨Č ƨļ ƼĮ¼ >ļǒÌħÌƀŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ
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Atlantic Coast
Holiday Park
Address 53 Upton Towans Hayle, Cornwall TR27 5BL Tel 01736 752 071
Web www.atlanticcoastpark.co.uk Open 1 March≠ 8 January
Touring pitches 15, no hardstanding Pitch+2+hook≠ up £20≠ £30

We sayÖ

Exactly as the park’s name implies, touring pitches
at Atlantic Coast are situated right alongside the
sand dunes on the glorious St Ives Bay, near Hayle.
The site is just a five-minute walk to the sandy beach
at Gwithian Towans and also within easy driving
distance of St Ives, Land’s End and the Lizard.
Suitable for families and couples, this small
David Bellamy Gold Award park offers fully serviced,
well-drained grass pitches with hook-ups, water
and drainage. Facilities include newly refurbished
showers and toilets, free Wi-Fi and a fully stocked
shop with freshly baked bread. Popular touring
deals allow guests to stay longer for less.

You sayÖ

“ Atlantic Coast is well-kept and very quiet. It’s a lovely
country site and a nice place to be.”
“ This is a quiet park, with pet-friendly beaches and superb
facilities. The cleanliness is excellent.”
“ There’s a relaxed atmosphere here and the staff are helpful.”
“ The staff were extremely friendly and helpful and gave us
lots of tips for our visit.”
“ Atlantic Coast has a beautiful setting in the dunes, with
pleasant people all around.”
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ornwall has the longest coastline in Britain, so
you’ll be able to discover somewhere fantastic
during your tour here: from the rugged cliffs of
the north to the sheltered, sandy beaches of the south.
Fourteen top-rated sites from the county have made it
through as finalists this year; they are spread out across
Cornwall, but are primarily dotted along the coast.
You won’t find any motorways in the county, so you’ll
need to take your journey at a slower pace, but that’s
sure to get you in the laid-back frame of mind that will
help you enjoy your trip here. There’s just so much to
see, including The Eden Project, The Lost Gardens of
Heligan, the Seal Sanctuary at Gweek… the list goes on.
Inland you’ll be able to strap on your walking boots
and take to the rolling countryside of Bodmin Moor.
Head south to fascinating Falmouth, and the historic
fishing town of Penzance. Culture lovers can
enjoy some great art in picturesque St Ives,
and gaze across the Atlantic at Land’s End.

Cornwall
Budemeadows
Touring Park
Address Widemouth Bay, Bude, Cornwall EX23 0NA Tel 01288 361 646
Web www.budemeadows.com Open All year Touring pitches 145 (34 hardstanding)
Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

Open
all year

We sayÖ

In rolling countryside and just a mile from the expanse
of Widemouth Bay (a year-round favourite with surfers),
Budemeadows lies on a gently sloping nine-acre park.
Pitches are arranged in small groups separated by hedges
or picket fencing so that the park feels intimate, while
mature trees and additional hedgerows provide shelter
for wildlife and keep the sea breezes at bay.
A key attraction of Budemeadows is the heated outdoor
swimming pool (open Whitsun to late August), located in
an enclosed, sunny grass area with sun-loungers and a
separate splash pool for little ones. For those who prefer
open water, four sandy beaches are all within a few miles,
with great rock-pooling territory, too.

You sayÖ

Top 100 Sites 2014

“ Friendly staff give that personal touch. There are excellent

facilities, with a play park, zip wire, and lovely pool, also
clean toilets and showers. The home-made muffins and
cakes each day in Grumpy Pete’s Bar are delicious!”
“ Grumpy Pete’s Bar is a great place to relax with a drink.”
“ We love that Budemeadows is such a friendly site with great
amenities. The heated pool is a fabulous bonus that our kids
loved. The shower/toilet blocks are clean and the on-site
shop/bar/takeaway is there if needed but it’s not intrusive.”

Eden Valley
Holiday Park
Address Lanlivery, Cornwall PL30 5BU Tel 01208 872 277
Web www.edenvalleyholidaypark.co.uk Open 1 April≠ 31 October
Touring pitches 56 (35 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Under £20

We sayÖ

A finalist in our Top 100 Sites for the past five years,
and selected for a David Bellamy Gold Award for
conservation, this park delights in playing its part to help
wildlife and conservation. Situated in a sheltered and
secluded valley, within easy reach of both the north and
south coastlines, Eden Valley welcomes couples and
families to a peaceful, uncommercialised setting.
Tourers are catered for within several small paddocks
surrounded by hedges and shrubs. Individual pitches
are large and well-positioned to prevent overcrowding,
while there are plenty of hardstanding, gravel pitches.

You sayÖ

“ A very well-kept site with beautiful views. We had a warm

welcome from the minute we arrived and were shown to
our pitch by the owner, which was great. The facilities
were all very well kept and spotless.”
“ How clean and tidy this site always is! It has the cleanest
shower block I’ve ever used when on a campsite.”
“ Everything from the very first greeting to the wave
goodbye was brilliant, from the start of the holiday to
the end. The play area is great; the toilet/shower blocks
were spotless every day. Eden Valley was quiet and
friendly and just – well, a brilliant place to stay!”
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Cornwall
Globe Vale
Holiday Park
Address Radnor, Near Redruth, Cornwall TR16 4BH Tel 01209 891 183
Web www.globevale.co.uk Open All year Touring pitches 150 (25 hardstanding)
Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

Open
all year

We sayÖ

Perfect for all-year touring, Globe Vale was a finalist in
our Top 100 Sites Awards last year. Family-run, it offers
some excellent modern facilities, including a play area
and, given that this is a surfer’s paradise, a wet-suit
wash area for those who like to enjoy the waves of
the nearby north Cornish coast.
There are three main camping areas, all surrounded
by undulating countryside with superb views. There’s
a collection of fully serviced pitches on all-weather
surfaces and grass and a Premier Field, split in two with
spacious grass pitches placed around the perimeter –
ideal for family groups, with plenty of open space for
outdoor games. The Meadow is used during busy
periods. Upon arrival, you can head straight to the beach
or the bar while the owners set up your ’van for you.

You sayÖ

“ Globe Vale has good facilities, including a play area,

Top 100 Sites 2014

bar and restaurant. It’s a helpful, family-run site with
a friendly and welcoming atmosphere. There are good views
and irrigation on hard and grass pitches, and the roads are
gravelled - not at all muddy. It’s also in an ideal location.”
“ This site is spotless and very well run; nothing is too much
trouble for the hosts. Pitches aren’t on top of one another. ”

Hendra
Holiday Park
Address Newquay TR8 4NY Tel 01637 875 778
Web www.hendra≠ holidays.com Open 28 March≠ 25 October
Touring pitches 700 (28 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

We sayÖ

A must for family touring, Hendra’s big attraction is
its on-site swimming pool complex, with both a large,
free outdoor pool and a very attractive indoor fun pool
(a small additional charge applies) with giant flumes,
slides, river rapids, water cannons, fountains and
waterfalls. As it’s located in popular Newquay, the
beaches are never far away. Also on site are bars,
restaurants, a skate park and play areas. Staying at Hendra
gets you discounted rates to local attractions, too.
As expected on a five-star holiday park (and winner
of a ‘Loo of the Year’ award), facilities are right up to the
mark, and spacious touring pitches with good access
roads mean guests enjoy returning regularly.

You sayÖ

“ This is by far the best site we’ve stayed at. I would highly
recommend it to all who want to visit Newquay.”
“ We like the professional way in which Hendra is run,

with all the staff making your holiday enjoyable, from the
customer-care team in reception when dealing with any
problems or enquiries, to the ground staff who make sure
the upkeep of the park is spotless.”
“ Hendra is good, clean and welcoming. Staff are friendly
and helpful. All in all, it makes for a relaxing holiday.”
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Cornwall
Padstow
Touring Park
Address Padstow, Cornwall PL28 8LE Tel 01841 532 061 For static caravan bookings 01841 532 289
Web www.padstowtouringpark.co.uk Open All year Touring pitches 150 (45 hardstanding)
Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

Open
all year

We sayÖ

A panoramic view of the beautiful north Cornish
countryside is just one of the attractions that
draw visitors to Padstow Touring Park. Because it’s
open all year, you can experience the ever-changing
seasons and Padstow’s microclimate, too. Staticcaravan hire is also available at the park.
Yet another popular feature of staying at this five-star
site is direct access via a footpath to Padstow, one of
Cornwall’s most attractive towns. Full of charm and
character, and renowned for its foodie connections,
visitors will love this historic fishing harbour town on
the Camel Estuary. And with seven local beaches, you
can try a different one every day of the week.

You sayÖ

Top 100 Sites 2014

“ The facilities are excellent and plentiful: there’s no queue

for a shower or toilet at any time of the day, and they are
cleaned regularly throughout the day. The on-site shop
stocks everything! The added extras of evening food vans
and Wi-Fi made it even better.”
“ What an excellent location: it’s so peaceful but manages to
retain a holiday atmosphere.”
How
“ clean and friendly Padstow is. Staff are always very
helpful, pitches are well cared for. It’s a pleasure to stay here.”

Penmarlam
Caravan & Camping Park
Address Bodinnick by Fowey, Cornwall PL23 1LZ Tel 01726 870 088
Web www.penmarlampark.co.uk Open 1 April≠ 31 October Touring pitches
63 (0 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low: under £20; high: £20≠ £30

We sayÖ

Located high above the Fowey Estuary, on the edge of
Bodinnick village, Penmarlam enjoys spectacular views
across the hills and valleys of southern Cornwall. the
park is located within part of the county designated as an
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. Guests staying here
will love the peaceful location, as well as being able to
walk from the site into picturesque Bodinnick, where
you can enjoy lunch at the Old Ferry Inn, or take a look
at the former home of novelist Daphne du Maurier.
Indeed, there are numerous and varied walks from the
site to make the most of your surroundings, but don’t
forget the annual Fowey Regatta, held every August.

You sayÖ

“ We loved absolutely everything, from the stunning scenery

and excellent facilities right through to the complimentary
Wi-Fi. The welcome from the on-site staff was first class,
and this set the standard for the duration of our stay.
I look forward to returning again.”
“ The site was incredibly clean. It had excellent facilities
and was small and very quiet. The staff were friendly
and personable and provided excellent information
with regards to weather and superb local knowledge.
We’re coming back next year for two weeks.”
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Cornwall
Polborder House
Caravan & Camping Park
Address Bucklawren Road, St Martin, Looe, Cornwall PL13 1QS
Tel 01503 240 265 Web www.polborderhouse.co.uk Open All year Touring pitches 31
(19 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

Open
all year

We sayÖ

A small and intimate caravan park with lovely,
far-reaching views of the surrounding countryside,
Polborder is most definitely a place to come to unwind.
There is no noisy clubhouse or bar, just the required
facilities to enjoy a relaxing stay. Order your favourite
newspaper from the on-site shop along with your fresh
bread and milk. Spacious, individually marked pitches
are separated in some areas by hedges and rustic fencing,
and all are positioned around the perimeter of two
touring areas, giving easy access and privacy. Pitches are
large enough to accommodate the longest of ’vans, too.

You sayÖ

“ The site looked so pretty when we arrived
and it was always kept very tidy.”
“ I’ve never been on a site that had such luxurious
toilets and showers!”
“ Polborder is in a beautiful location. It’s well laid out,
with excellent, clean facilities.”
“ The friendliness of the owners and staff is obvious.

River Valley
Holiday Park
Address London Apprentice, St Austell, Cornwall PL26 7AP Tel 01726 735 33
Web www.rivervalleyholidaypark.co.uk Open 12 April≠ 4 October
Touring pitches 45 (all hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £30+

We sayÖ

Make yourself at home on one of River Valley’s 45
spacious pitches, where you can cycle or walk to nearby
sandy beaches, sit back and light the barbecue or take
a dip in the heated indoor swimming pool.
River Valley is run by a local Cornish family, who
know it’s the little things that often make the difference
– and there are plenty of those here. In addition to
immaculate facilities, there’s a library; a family bathroom
with a bath; a ‘pets paddock’, with pigs, chickens and
ducks; as well as bike hire on site. There’s no noisy
clubhouse at River Valley, but the Polgooth Inn, which
serves a local brew, is just a 15-minute walk away.

You sayÖ

“ I love this place, and it’s worth travelling the 200 miles

to get to. That’s why we keep going back for two weeks
minimum at a time. There are nice owners and great
facilities, excellent walks for the dogs and it’s ever so easy
to get to the north or south Cornish coast.”
“ River Valley was extremely clean and tidy. Everyone was
made to feel welcome, and staff are very friendly and helpful.
There are fantastic, safe facilities for children, too.”
“ We would recommend this site to everyone who is looking
for a peaceful, relaxing holiday.”
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They’re very helpful and also have a sound
knowledge of the local area.”
“ How quiet the site is, especially at night. We were
well looked after.”
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Cornwall
Silver Sands
Holiday Park
Address Kennack Sands, Lizard, Cornwall TR12 7LZ Tel 01326 290 631
Web www.silversandsholidaypark.co.uk Open 21 March≠ 31 October
Touring pitches 35 (0 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

We sayÖ

Set in the dramatic and beautiful countryside of the Lizard
Peninsula, Silver Sands Holiday Park is ideal for families,
couples and singles alike, whether you wish for ‘away from
it all’ relaxation, or a more active sightseeing and touring
holiday. It’s just a short half-mile woodland walk through
the Lizard Nature Reserve to clean, sandy beaches at
Kennack Sands, while the stunning Kynance Cove, the
Lizard – Cornwall’s most southerly point – and the unspoilt
Helford River are all within easy reach. Owners Nick and
Kell Whittle take pride in their conservation efforts
around the park and encourage guests to do the same.

You sayÖ

“ We got a warm welcome from the owners. This is

Sun Haven Valley
Country Holiday Park
Address Mawgan Porth, Newquay, Cornwall TR8 4BQ Tel 0800 634 6744
Web www.sunhavenvalley.com Open 1 April≠ 31 October
Touring pitches 107 (9 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £30+

We sayÖ

Attention to detail and exceptionally high standards of
service are assured at Sun Haven Valley Holiday Park,
considered one of the most peaceful caravan parks in
the county. With wonderful surrounding countryside,
and just half a mile from the beach at Mawgan Porth on
Cornwall’s north coast, the park is designated
specifically for quiet families and couples, and prides
itself on a strict 10.30pm silence policy so that all guests
can enjoy a good night’s sleep – and consequently, a good
day every day. It’s an ideal place from which to begin
a walk, even if it’s just for a one-mile stroll to the nearby
village for a cream tea. Alternatively you can catch a bus
from the site entrance to reach the coast, where you can
pick up the South West Coastal Path.

You sayÖ

“ This is an immaculately maintained and well laid out

site in a beautiful and peaceful setting, with warm and
friendly, helpful staff.”
“ The layout and presentation of the site is fantastic, with lots
of open space, lots of flowers and within walking distance
to the beach. The 10.30pm curfew was adhered to by all.”
“ Sun Haven Valley is such a quiet and peaceful site. We
found the night-time curfew very helpful.”
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a well-appointed site with just the facilities we needed.
Large, well-separated pitches are located in a lovely
sheltered, spacious and verdant park. It’s nice and quiet,
with a short walk to an excellent beach.’
“ This is a family-friendly site. It was quiet in the evenings
for the kids to get to sleep, and there were big spaces for
them to play in. A beautiful part of the world to stay in.”
“ The owners were always helpful and friendly and made this
a very pleasant stay. The facilities were excellent. There was
plenty of privacy but also interaction with other visitors.”

Cornwall
Trethem Mill
Touring Park
Address Trethem, St Just≠ in≠ Roseland, Nr St Mawes, Cornwall TR2 5JF Tel 01872 580 504
Web www.trethem.com Open 1 April≠ 5 October
Touring pitches 84 (64 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

We sayÖ

Set in 12 acres of parkland on the stunning Roseland
Peninsula, Trethem Mill is renowned for its landscaped
gardens, which are ablaze with colour throughout the
season, with many plants unique to Cornwall. Pick
your own fresh herbs from the herb garden, or wander
along the meandering paths in the nature meadow,
where you can walk the dog.
There’s a choice of level and gently sloping grass
or all-weather pitches, all with 16-amp hook-up.
TV points are available on most standard all-weather
pitches and all premium pitches, which also have
individual water and waste points.

You sayÖ

“ I cannot speak too highly of Trethem Mill: it is the best site

Trewan Hall
Camping and Caravanning
Address St Columb, Cornwall TR9 6DB Tel 01637 880 261
Web www.trewan≠ hall.co.uk Open 2 May≠ 15 September
Touring pitches 200 (0 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

We sayÖ

Trewan Hall lies on the north coast between Newquay
and Padstow, and is a stunning 17th-century manor
house. Within the grounds is the campsite, which has
been run by the Hill family for nearly 50 years. There’s
an informal atmosphere at Trewan Hall that provides
a safe environment for children to play and explore the
36 acres of woods and grounds, including beautiful
gardens. A 25m outdoor heated swimming pool and
masses of space for indoor and outdoor games will
occupy everyone. Visit the library and writing room for
quiet time, or ‘The Barn’, where evening performances
are staged in the small theatre.

You sayÖ

“ This is an extremely beautiful site and location. The family
and their local staff all seem to love their jobs! You pitch
where you like on the two fields, so if you’re a group with
your own units, you can all camp next to each other.”
“ It’s a lovely, friendly campsite with wonderful facilities that
have recently been renovated. We were able to pitch up
anywhere we wanted, and the children found lots of
other children to play with.”
“ The real magic of this site, though, is the atmosphere and
ambience. It is the ultimate laid-back experience.”

www.caravansitefinder.co.uk
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we have ever stayed on. The facilities are always spotlessly
clean. The park is kept in immaculate condition. It is in
a perfect situation to explore the Roseland Peninsula and
the rest of Cornwall.”
“ This is the friendliest, most helpful site that we have ever
stayed at. They are accommodating, have great policies
for wildlife and always put their customers first.”
“ This is everything you could need from a touring park.
We could have stayed all summer.”

Cornwall
Tehidy
Holiday Park
Address Harris Mill, Illogan, Redruth, Cornwall TR16 4JQ Tel 01209 216 489
Web www.tehidy.co.uk Open 23 March≠ 2 November
Pitches 18 (9 hardstanding) Pitch+2+hook≠ up Low season: under £20; high season: £20≠ £30

TOP 100

We sayÖ

BEST SITE

Our regional winner in 2013
was also voted Best Small Site
in 2012, and continues to
please this year. Set in
the beautiful wooded
surroundings of Tolskithy
Valley near Redruth, and
REGIONAL WINNER within a UNESCO World
Heritage Site, Tehidy Holiday Park offers peaceful
camping that is still close enough to many of
Cornwall’s favourite attractions.
All the clean, modern amenities you would expect in
an award-winning park are here, including wheelchairfriendly features (although the site is set on the side of
a valley, so access to some facilities requires assistance),
plus self-catering and glamping options if you’re staying
with non-touring friends. The site is also pet-free.

SITES

2014

You sayÖ
Top 100 Sites 2014

“ Our first impression was the lovely, warm greeting at

Tehidy Holiday Park is small,
but ití s beautifully laid out; pods
are available if you fancy some
camping comfort. Thereí s
a great
level of facilities,, too
g

reception from Richard the owner. We loved the fact
that this is a relatively small site with an excellent play
area for children. Everything was spotlessly clean.”
“ The site is beautifully laid out; Cornish hedges lend a
sense of privacy to your pitch while being sympathetic to
the local wildlife. The facilities are conveniently located
and well maintained and include the usual showers,
laundry facilities, etc.”
“ The whole setting is simply wonderful. This was
our fourth year here and we never tire of it.”
“ There’s lots to do. The site is modern and clean,
with great facilities and friendly staff.”
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ƗǟƉȱ¢ŲŲ
)ēÿČÌƀ ǚƀ¸ XƨŨ +ǒÌƉ¸ ļƀĮǓ{ğğ¸ ]SƼƜ ņ4Ũ ]Ìğµ
ǥņƔƭƜƔĳìÔìì¸ ǓǓǓŨ{ǚƀČļğē¼{ǚš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝŨ $ƀļħ
ƭǥ æļğğļǓ Čļğē¼{ǚ ƀļǅƨÌ ƨļ Xƨ +ǒÌƉ¸ ǥŨì ħēğÌƉ
ÌæļƀÌ ƨļǓĮ ğÌ{ǒÌ ƭƭǥƜ¸ ƨǅƀĮ ğÌæƨ {ƨ ħēĮē
ƀļǅĮ¼{ļǅƨŨ ]ČÌ ļĮğǚ Čļğē¼{ǚ š{ƀĝ ēĮ Xƨ +ǒÌƉ
ēƨƉÌğæŨ ǥŨì ħēğÌƉ æƀļħ ƨČÌ Č{ƀļǅƀ¸ ƨļǓĮ ¨ÌĮƨƀÌ
{Į¼ Ì{¨ČÌƉŨ DšÌĮ {ğğ ǚÌ{ƀŨ ļƉƨ šÌƀ ƨļǅƀÌƀ
šÌƀ ĮēÿČƨ ƦņÔŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƭƔŨǥǥ ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¼ǒēƉ{ğÌ





7{ĮğēǒÌƀǚ¸
ļ¼ħēĮ¸ ļƀĮǓ{ğğ¸ P7ƭǥ ìaŨ $ļğğļǓ ƉēÿĮƉ ƨļ
ƭĳǥŨ ]ǅƀĮ ļææ {ƨ ƀļǓĮ ƨļǅƀēƉƨ ƉēÿĮƉ Ē ¼ÌĮ
k{ğğÌǚ >Ì{ƀ 7ļƉƨǓēƨČēÌğŨ Xēƨǅ{ƨÌ¼ ēĮ { ƉČÌğƨÌƀÌ¼
ǒ{ğğÌǚ¸ ƉÌš{ƀ{ƨÌ š{¼¼ļ¨ĝƉ¸ ƉÌ{ƉļĮ{ğ šēƨ¨ČÌƉ
{ǒ{ēğ{ğÌŨ DšÌĮ ņƉƨ šƀēğ ƨļ Į¼ ļæ D¨ƨļÌƀŨ
=ēĮ Ʀņƭ ={Ǚ ƦņƔŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ ¨¨ÌšƨÌ¼ {Į¼
¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ





 

7ļƉ¨ļħÌ 7{ĮÌ¸ $ļǅƀ 7{ĮÌƉ¸ >ƀŨ SÌ¼ƀǅƨČ¸
ļƀĮǓ{ğğ¸ ]SņƜ Ɯ7PŨ
]ÌğÌšČļĮÌµ ǥņƼǥĳ ƭņƭ öƔö
)ÌƀÌ {ƨ 7{ĮǚļĮ )ļğē¼{ǚ P{ƀĝ¸ ļƀĮǓ{ğğ ǓÌ
ļææÌƀ ļĮÌ ļæ ƨČÌ ÌƉƨ ųǅ{ğēƨǚ ¨{ħšƉēƨÌƉ ēĮ
ļƀĮǓ{ğğŨ {ħšēĮÿ šēƨ¨ČÌƉ {ƀÌ ğ{ƀÿÌ ǓēƨČ
ƉČļƀƨ ÿƀ{ƉƉ¸ =ļƨļƀ )ļħÌƉ¸ SkX {Į¼
]ļǅƀēĮÿ {ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ {ƀÌ ǓÌğ¨ļħÌŨ XÌğæ
{ƨÌƀēĮÿ ħļ¼ÌƀĮ 7ļ¼ÿÌƉ {Į¼ )ļğē¼{ǚ
Xƨ{ƨē¨ {ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ {ƀÌ {ǒ{ēğ{ğÌ ƨļ ČēƀÌŨ

)ÌǓ{Ɖ l{ƨÌƀ¸ Xƨ ǅƉƨÌğğ¸ ļƀĮǓ{ğğ¸ P7ƼƜ
Ɣ4% ǥņƔƼƜ ÔÔƼìöǥ
]{ĝÌ ƨČÌ ƭÔĳƢƭĳņ ƀ{ħš ƨļ l{¼Ìƀē¼ÿÌƢ
Xƨ ǅƉƨÌğğ ¸ {ƨ ƨČÌ ƀļǅĮ¼{ļǅƨ¸ ƨ{ĝÌ ƨČÌ ņƉƨ
ÌǙēƨ ļĮƨļ ƭĳņ¸ {ƨ ƨČÌ ƀļǅĮ¼{ļǅƨ¸ ƨ{ĝÌ
ƨČÌ ƼĮ¼ ÌǙēƨ ļĮƨļ ƭƼƔö¸ ]ǅƀĮ ƀēÿČƨ ļĮƨļ
]ƀēĮēƨǚ XƨƢƭƼƔö¸ ļĮƨēĮǅÌ ƨļ æļğğļǓ ƭƼƔö¸
ļĮƨēĮǅÌ ļĮƨļ ]ƀǅƀļ S¼¸ ]ǅƀĮ ƀēÿČƨ ļĮƨļ
]ƀǅƀļ S¼Ƣƭĳǥ¸ ļĮƨēĮǅÌ ƨļ æļğğļǓ ƭĳǥ¸
XğēÿČƨ ğÌæƨ ƨļǓ{ƀ¼ ƭƼÔƔ¸ ļĮƨēĮǅÌ Ɖƨƀ{ēÿČƨ
ļĮƨļ ƭƼÔƔ æļƀ ǥŨņ ħē ƀÌ{ {Į¼ ¼ÌƉ¨ƀēšƨēļĮ
ļæ ƉēƨÌ ŤÌÿµ Ƽì {¨ƀÌƉ¸ ƨǓļ ƨļǅƀēĮÿ æēÌğ¼Ɖť¸
=Ì{¼ļǓ 7{ĝÌƉ æ{ħēğǚ Čļğē¼{ǚ š{ƀĝ ēƉ ƉÌƨ
ǓēƨČēĮ ìƜ {¨ƀÌƉ ļæ ē¼ǚğğē¨ ļƀĮēƉČ
¨ļǅĮƨƀǚƉē¼Ì¸ Ì{ǅƨēæǅğ ħÌ{¼ļǓƉ¸
Ǔļļ¼ğ{Į¼Ɖ {Į¼ ğ{ĝÌƉ¸ ħ{ĝÌƉ ēƨ ƨČÌ šÌƀæÌ¨ƨ
šğ{¨Ì ƨļ ƀÌğ{Ǚ {Į¼ ƉšÌĮ¼ ƉļħÌ ƨēħÌ
ƨļÿÌƨČÌƀŨ =Ì{¼ļǓ 7{ĝÌƉ æļƀħÌƀğǚ ĝĮļǓĮ
{Ɖ ]ƀÌĮ¨ƀÌÌĝ ${ƀħ )ļğē¼{ǚ P{ƀĝ¸ ļææÌƀƉ
Čļğē¼{ǚ {¨¨ļħħļ¼{ƨēļĮ ēĮ ļƀĮǓ{ğğƑ
{ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ¸ ǅĮÿ{ğļǓƉ {Į¼ 7ǅǙǅƀǚ 7ļ¼ÿÌƉ
ƨļ ƀÌĮƨ¸ {ħšēĮÿ Pļ¼Ɖ ƨļ ƀÌĮƨ ļƀ ǅǚ {Į¼
æ{¨ēğēƨēÌƉ æļƀ ]ÌĮƨēĮÿ {Į¼ ]ļǅƀēĮÿ¸ šēƨ¨ČÌƉ
æļƀ ƨļǅƀēĮÿ ¨{ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ {Į¼ ħļƨļƀČļħÌƉŨ Ũ
{ƨÌƉ ļšÌĮ æƀļħ ņì ={ƀ¨Č ƨļ ƭ >ļǒÌħÌƀŨ
Pƀē¨Ì ƦÔŨìǥ ƨļ ƦƼņŨǥǥ









PļğšÌƀƀļ Sļ{¼¸
7ļļÌ¸ ļƀĮǓ{ğğŨ P7ņƭ Ƽ4SŨ ǥņìǥƭ ƼƜƼööƔŨ ņ
{Į¼ ņƢö ħēğÌƉ ǓÌƉƨ ļæ 7ļļÌ ļĮ ƨČÌ 7ļļÌ Ē
PļğšÌƀƀļ Sļ{¼ ŤƭÔƔťŨ DšÌĮ {ğğ ǚÌ{ƀ¸
ĮÌ{ƀÌƉƨ Čļğē¼{ǚ š{ƀĝ ƨļ 7ļļÌŨ +Į¼ļļƀ {Į¼
ļǅƨ¼ļļƀ šļļğƉŨ ğǅČļǅƉÌ ǓēƨČ
ÌĮƨÌƀƨ{ēĮħÌĮƨŨ >ÌǓğǚ ǅēğƨ ƉČļǓÌƀ {Į¼
ƨļēğÌƨ æ{¨ēğēƨēÌƉŨ +Į¼ēǒē¼ǅ{ğğǚ ħ{ƀĝÌ¼ šēƨ¨ČÌƉ
{Į¼ Č{ƀ¼Ɖƨ{Į¼ēĮÿƉŨ DšÌĮ ğğ rÌ{ƀŨ ={Ǚ
ƦƼǥŨìǥ {Į¼ =ēĮ ƦņņŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ





 

ǅ¨ĝğ{ǓƀÌĮ Sļ{¼¸ Xƨ
={ƀƨļĮ 7ļļÌ P7ņƭ ņQX ]Ìğ ǥņìǥƭ ƼöǥƼƜìŨ Ƽ
ņƢƼ ħēğÌƉ Ì{Ɖƨ ļæ 7ļļÌ ļææ ƭƼìƭŨ $ļğğļǓ
ƀļǓĮ ƉēÿĮƉ æļƀ Pļğļƀ¼Ìƀ {Į¼ =ļĮĝÌǚ
X{Į¨ƨǅ{ƀǚŨ ƭŨ Pļğļƀ¼Ìƀ ēƉ { Ɖħ{ğğ ¨{ƀ{ǒ{Į
{Į¼ ¨{ħšēĮÿ š{ƀĝ ĮÌƉƨğēĮÿ ēĮ ƨČÌ ƉğÌÌšǚ
Č{ħğÌƨ ļæ ǅ¨ĝğ{ǓƀÌĮ¸ 7ļļÌ¸ ēĮ ƨČÌ
Ì{ǅƨēæǅğ ļƀĮēƉČ ¨ļǅĮƨƀǚƉē¼ÌŨ DšÌĮ ğğ
rÌ{ƀŨ Pƀē¨ÌƉ æƀļħ ƦņņŨǥǥ ƨļ ƦƼƭŨìǥ

 


]ļǓĮƉÌĮ¼¸ Pļğƀǅ{Į¸ $ļǓÌǚ¸ ļƀĮǓ{ğğ¸ P7Ƽƭ ņQ)
ǥņƔƼƜ ÔƔǥƼƜƭ
ǓǓǓŨšļğƀǅ{ĮČļğē¼{ǚƉŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
šļğČļğē¼{ǚ{ļğŨ¨ļħ
ì ħēğÌƉ æƀļħ PļğšÌƀƀļŨ  ${ħēğǚ ļǓĮÌ¼ ƭ {¨ƀÌ
š{ƀĝŨ ì Ɖƨ{ƀ ÿļğ¼ {Ǔ{ƀ¼ ēĮ {Į {ƀÌ{ ļæ
ļǅƨƉƨ{Į¼ēĮÿ Į{ƨǅƀ{ğ Ì{ǅƨǚ ļǒÌƀ ğļļĝēĮÿ ƨČÌ
ƉÌ{Ũ DšÌĮ {ƉƨÌƀ ƨļ D¨ƨļÌƀŨ Pƀē¨Ì Ʀņö ƨļ ƦƼö






¸7ļĮ¼ļĮ
ššƀÌĮƨē¨Ì¸ Xƨ ǅƉƨÌğğ¸ ļƀĮǓ{ğğ¸ P7ƼƜ ƔPŨ
]Ìğµ ǥņƔƼƜ Ɣƭìƭƭ ]{ĝÌ ƨČÌ ƭƼƔƭ ƨļǓ{ƀ¼Ɖ
=Ìǒ{ÿēƉƉÌǚŨ Ɖ ǚļǅ ÌĮƨÌƀ ƨČÌ ǒēğğ{ÿÌ ļæ
7ļĮ¼ļĮ ššƀÌĮƨē¨Ì¸ SēǒÌƀ k{ğğÌǚ ēƉ ļĮ ƨČÌ ğÌæƨŨ
ì Ɖƨ{ƀ š{ƀĝ Čē¼¼ÌĮ ēĮ ƨČÌ PÌĮƨÌǓ{Į ǒ{ğğÌǚŨ ]Ǔļ
ħēğÌƉ æƀļħ ƨČÌ Ì{¨Č¸ æğ{ƨ ƨļǅƀēĮÿ ħÌ{¼ļǓ¸ öǥ
Ɖƨ{ƨē¨ ¨{ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ {Į¼ {Į ēĮ¼ļļƀ šļļğŨ DšÌĮ
æƀļħ šƀēğ ƨļ D¨ƨļÌƀŨ Ʀņì ƨļ ƦƼƜŨìǥ šÌƀ ĮēÿČƨŨ
ļļĝēĮÿƉ {ƀÌ {¼ǒēƉ{ğÌŨ





%ļƀƀ{Į¸ Xƨ ǅƉƨÌğğ¸ ļƀĮǓ{ğğ¸
P7ƼƜƜ>r$ƀļħ Xƨ ǅƉƨÌğğ ]{ĝÌ ƨČÌ ƭƼƔƭ
ƨļǓ{ƀ¼Ɖ =Ìǒ{ÿēƉƉÌǚ¸ P{Ɖƨ PÌĮƨÌǓ{Į ÿļ
ƨļǓ{ƀ¼Ɖ )Ìğēÿ{Į ÿ{ƀÌ¼ÌĮƉ¸ ƨČÌĮ æļğğļǓ
ƀļǓĮ ƨļǅƀēƉƨ ƉēÿĮƉ æļƀ ƉÌ{ ǒēÌǓ
ēĮƨÌƀĮ{ƨēļĮ{ğ ļǅƀ ƀļǓĮ ƉēÿĮƉ Ǔēğğ Ì ļĮ
ƨČÌēƀƉŨ ]ČÌ ƉēƨÌ ēƨƉÌğæ ¨ļǒÌƀƉ ö {¨ƀÌƉ ǓēƨČ
¨ļƉƨ{ğ ǒēÌǓƉŨ DšÌĮ šƀēğ ƨļ D¨ƨļÌƀ¸
Pēƨ¨ČÌƉ Ɖƨ{ƀƨ æƀļħ ƦƔŨìǥ ƨļ ƦƼƼ ]Ìğµ ǥņƔƼƜ
ÔöƼƼĳì¸ ħ{ēğ ¼¼ƀÌƉƉ ƨƀÌǒÌ{ÿǅÌ
ƨēĮƨÌƀĮÌƨŨ¨ļħ




Xƨ ǅƀǚ{Į¸ PÌĮǡ{Į¨Ì¸ ļƀĮǓ{ğğ¸ ]Sņĳ ƜwŨ
]ÌğÌšČļĮÌ ǥņƔƭƜ ÔņǥƼÔƜ
ƭ ħēğÌƉ ÌǚļĮ¼ PÌĮǡ{Į¨Ì ļĮ ƨČÌ ƭǥ ƨǅƀĮ
ğÌæƨ ļĮƨļ ƭƼÔƭ ƉēÿĮšļƉƨÌ¼ Xƨ ǅƀǚ{ĮŨ DĮ
ÌĮƨÌƀēĮÿ ǒēğğ{ÿÌ ƨǅƀĮ ƀēÿČƨ ]ļǓÌƀ P{ƀĝ ēƉ
ƭǥǥ ǚ{ƀ¼Ɖ æƀļħ ƨČÌ ǒēğğ{ÿÌŨ
PÌ{¨æǅğ¸ æ{ħēğǚ ƀǅĮ ¨{ħšƉēƨÌ ēĮ ļƀĮǓ{ğğ¸
ƉČļƀƨ Ǔ{ğĝ ƨļ ǒēğğ{ÿÌ šǅ {Į¼ ƉČļšŨ
)ļğē¼{ǚ ¨{ƀ{ǒ{ĮƉ {Į¼ šƀÌĒÌƀÌ¨ƨÌ¼ ƨÌĮƨƉ
æļƀ ČēƀÌŨ
DšÌĮ æƀļħ ƔƢƭƢņö ƨļ ņƢņņƢņö
ļƉƨ šÌƀ ƨļǅƀÌƀ šÌƀ ĮēÿČƨ ƦņǥĒƦņĳ





ŧŧŧħ¤yĸyŦyċŀóŎÁÕóċ´Áĸħ¤ĒħŚý  [CO Ĝŷŷ V*[V řŷĜÝ  Ĝŷŉ

ƗƱ ƟȺȺ }ŧȂĉǥ ȑȹƞŃ

PÌĮƨÌǓ{Į¸ Xƨ ǅƉƨÌğğ¸ ļƀĮǓ{ğğ¸ P7ƼƜ Ɯ7
ǥņƔƼƜ ÔöƭƜÔƔ
ħ{ēğµ ħ{ēğğēƨƨğÌǓēĮĮē¨ĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
ǓǓǓŨğēƨƨğÌǓēĮĮē¨ĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
]ČÌ š{ƀĝ ēƉ æğ{ƨ {Į¼ Ɖš{¨ēļǅƉ Ē ĮÌƉƨğÌ¼ ļĮ
ƨČÌ {ĮĝƉ ļæ ƨČÌ SēǒÌƀ lēĮĮē¨ĝŨ Dǅƀ æ{ħēğǚ
ƀǅĮ š{ƀĝ ļææÌƀƉ { ƉÌğÌ¨ƨēļĮ ļæ Č{ƀ¼
Ɖƨ{Į¼ēĮÿ {Į¼ ÿƀ{ƉƉ šēƨ¨ČÌƉ¸ {Į {ħÌĮƨēÌƉ
ğļ¨ĝ ēĮ¨ğǅ¼ēĮÿ ğ{ǅĮ¼ƀǚ¸ ļĮƉēƨÌ ƉČļš¸ lē$ē
{Į¼ ¨Čēğ¼ƀÌĮżƉ šğ{ǚ {ƀÌ{Ũ 7ļ¨{ƨÌ¼ ļĮ ƨČÌ
PÌĮƨÌǓ{Į k{ğğÌǚ ¨ǚ¨ğÌ ƨƀ{ēğ ǚļǅ ¨{Į ÌĮĜļǚ
ħēğÌƉ ļæ ļææ ƀļ{¼ ƨƀ{¨ĝƉ ƨļ Ǔ{ğĝ ļƀ ¨ǚ¨ğÌ
ǓēƨČ ƨČÌ Ì{¨Č {Į¼ šǅ { ƉČļƀƨ Ɖƨƀļğğ {Ǔ{ǚŨ

%ǓÌĮ¼ƀÌ{ƨČ¸
5ÌĮĮ{¨ĝ X{Į¼Ɖ¸ ]ČÌ 7ēǡ{ƀ¼¸ ļƀĮǓ{ğğ¸ ]SņƼ
Ɣ7wŨ ]Ìğµ ǥņƭƼƜ ƼĳǥƜƭņ
ǓǓǓŨƉēğǒÌƀƉ{Į¼ƉČļğē¼{ǚš{ƀĝŨ¨ļŨǅĝ
ĮĜļǚ { šÌ{¨Ìæǅğ¸ ƀÌğ{ǙēĮÿ Čļğē¼{ǚ ēĮ ļǅƀ
Ì{ǅƨēæǅğğǚ ğ{Į¼Ɖ¨{šÌ¼ š{ƀĝŨ )ļğē¼{ǚ ČļħÌƉ
{Į¼ Ɖš{¨ēļǅƉ ƨļǅƀēĮÿƢ¨{ħšēĮÿ šēƨ¨ČÌƉ {ƀÌ
ƉÌš{ƀ{ƨÌ¼ ǚ ƉČƀǅƉ æļƀ šƀēǒ{¨ǚŨXČļƀƨ
Ǔļļ¼ğ{Į¼ Ǔ{ğĝ ƨČƀļǅÿČ ƨČÌ 7ēǡ{ƀ¼ >{ƨǅƀÌ
SÌƉÌƀǒÌ ƨļ {Ǔ{ƀ¼ĒǓēĮĮēĮÿ Ì{¨ČÌƉ ļæ
5ÌĮĮ{¨ĝ X{Į¼ƉŨ ļÿƉ ǓÌğ¨ļħÌŨ Xħ{ğğ
ĝÌĮĮÌğ ƉÌƀǒē¨ÌƉ  ¼ļÿ Ǔ{ğĝēĮÿ {ƀÌ{ {ǒ{ēğ{ğÌŨ
 ƭ PÌĮ¼{ĮƨƉŨ kēƉēƨ Įÿğ{Į¼ ö Xƨ{ƀƉ¸ {ǒē¼
Ìğğ{ħǚ ļĮƉÌƀǒ{ƨēļĮ %ļğ¼ Ǔ{ƀ¼ XēƨÌŨ$ƀļħ
)ÌğƉƨļĮ æļğğļǓ ƉēÿĮƉ ƨļ %ļļĮČēğğǚ {ƀƨČ
Xƨ{ƨēļĮŨƨ ĮÌǙƨ ¨ƀļƉƉƀļ{¼Ɖ ƨǅƀĮ ƀēÿČƨŨ ]{ĝÌ
ĮÌǙƨ ğÌæƨ ƨļ %ǓÌĮ¼ƀÌ{ƨČ DšÌĮ ={ƀ¨Č ƨļ
D¨ƨļÌƀŨ ļļĝēĮÿƉ {¼ǒēƉ{ğÌ ēĮ ČēÿČ ƉÌ{ƉļĮŨ

Xƨē Sļ{¼¸
5ēğĝČ{ħšƨļĮ¸ ǅ¼Ì¸ qƼƭ ĳQrŨ ǥņƼÔÔ
ƭƼņƜǥņŨ Čļğē¼{ǚƉšÌĮƨēƀÌČ{ǒÌĮŨ¨ļŨǅĝŨ ƭ
ħēğÌƉ ĮļƀƨČ ļæ ǅ¼ÌŨ DĮ ƨČÌ ƭĳ ƨ{ĝÌ
ƨǅƀĮēĮÿ ğÌæƨ ħ{ƀĝÌ¼¸ X{Į¼ǚħļǅƨČ Ì{¨ČŨ
Ì{ǅƨēæǅğ ğļ¨{ƨēļĮ¸ ħēĮǅƨÌƉ æƀļħ Ì{¨ČÌƉŨ
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Top 100 sites 2014

Overall
winner
TOP 100

SITES

2014
OVERALL WINNER

W

e received an enormous response to our
Top 100 awards this year: thousands of you –
whether you have a caravan, motorhome, tent
or stay in a static unit – told us about the site that you think
deserves our top award. We’re delighted to announce that
the winner of our overall Top 100 award for 2014 is
Whitefield Forest Touring Park near Ryde, on the Isle
of Wight: not only did it win the highest number of votes
from our readers who stayed there in a caravan, motorhome
or tent, it scored very highly with our site reviews team, too.
So what is it that makes Whitefield just so good?
Great facilities help, of course. The pitches here
are spacious, and the heated washrooms are welcome.
There’s a motorhome service point, and a small shop,
too. But it’s the little extras that go a long way towards
making a campsite great, and you’ll find lots of them here.
The environment is vitally important: the site’s
been created with the surrounding woodland in mind,
allowing its natural beauty to thrive. “The site blends
in naturally with its surroundings; they are doing a good
job!” reported one happy visitor. The welcome that you’ll
receive is warm, too, setting the tone for your whole stay:
“The owners are lovely,” said another visitor. You can
even book a ferry crossing through the campsite, making
planning your tour easier. The site’s location is another
reason why it’s so popular: it’s handily located to allow
you to easily explore the island’s beaches and towns.
As one contented customer reported back to us:
“This is a very special place that brings us back here year
after year.” Congratulations go to everyone at Whitefield
Forest, the worthy winner of our 2014 top award.
For this site’s address and contact details, see p66.

“ This is a very special place that
brings us back year after year”
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Whitefield Forest Touring Park

Round≠ up

Top sites for caravans

Top 100 Sites 2014

1

BATH CHEW Valley has fared brilliantly
over the past few years in our Practical
Caravan Top 100s, so it’s not surprising
that it’s proved most popular with those
who own a caravan for 2014. All vehicles
are kept in the on-site car park, and your
unit is towed to the pitch for you: an
added benefit is that the site becomes a
safe, quiet environment. All of the parks
that scored highly in this category are
on the larger side with good facilities,
demonstrating just how important
these are to caravanners, who often
tour with their families; although
Bath Chew Valley is an adults-only site.

1 Bath Chew Valley (p80)
2 Ross Park (p94)
3 Whitefield Forest Touring Park (p66 & p109)
4 The Plassey (p24)
5 South Lytchett Manor Park (p72)
6 Plough Lane Caravan Site (p77)
7 Callow Top Holiday Park (p58)
8 Ord House Country Park (p30)
9 Silverdale (Holgates) (p38)
10 Run Cottage Touring Park (p46)

8

9

6

4

7
10
1

2
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6
5

3

Round≠ up

Top sites for motorhomes
1

TOPPING OUR motorhome-friendlysite charts is South Lytchett Manor
Park in Dorset. The site offers a host of
facilities that are just perfect for those
with a motorcaravan: there are a good
number of hardstanding pitches, there’s
a motorhome waste-disposal point, and
regular buses stop outside, meaning
that your vehicle can be left on site.
Further down the list, it’s great
to see the inclusion of the adultsonly Waterrow Touring Park: its
quiet, peaceful atmosphere and
outstanding level of facilities mean
that it’s ideal for older couples on tour.

Top 100 Sites 2014

9

9

4
5

6

8

1 South Lytchett Manor Park (p72)

10

2 Bath Chew Valley (p80)
3 Whitefield Forest Touring Park (p66 & p109)
4 Kippford Caravan Park (p14)
5 Fallowfield Dene Caravan park (p29)

2 7
1

3

6 The Plassey (p24)
7 Waterrow Touring Park (p79)
8 Callow Top Holiday Park (p58)
9 Grantown≠ on≠ Spey Caravan Park (p11)
10 Run Cottage Touring Park (p46)
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Round≠ up

Top sites for camping
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1

IF YOU’RE touring with a tent, the
chances are that you prefer a site that
offers great facilities: this is reflected
in the great parks that were voted for
by our campers this year. The top-rated
site, Callow Top, offers spacious tent
pitches, spotless washrooms, a heated
outdoor pool, a café/bar, a laundry
room, and so much more besides.
It’s great to see that the Trewan Hall
site has proved popular with campers,
too. This beautiful park offers some
fantastic facilities, including a wellstocked shop, a library and writing
room, and live music entertainment.

1 Callow Top Holiday Park (p58)
2 Whitefield Forest Touring Park (p66 & p109)
3 Thriftwood Holiday Park (p65)
4 South Lytchett Manor Park (p72)
5 Greenhill Farm Caravan and Camping Park (p77)
6 Tyddyn Isaf (p21)
7 The Green Caravan Park (p55)
8 Polborder House (p101)
9 Trewan Hall Camping Site (p105)
10 Stonehenge Campsite (p78)

2

1
7

6
5

9
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8

10

4

3
2

Round≠ up

Top sites for static units
1

TEHIDY HOLIDAY Park is a fantastic
site in Cornwall, and it’s been voted
into top spot by our test team and
those who have stayed in its staticcaravan accommodation. There’s
a fantastic choice of caravans, from
one to three berths, and many of
you reported on just how clean and
well-appointed you found them to be.
Most of our top sites in this
category are in the south of England,
but Stanwix Park Holiday Centre,
Ord House Country Park and Eye
Kettleby Lakes also proved extremely
popular with static-caravan fans.

Top 100 Sites 2014

3

5

7

1 Tehidy Holiday Park (p106)
2 Sun Haven Valley Holiday Park (p103)

8

3 Atlantic Coast Park (p97)
4 Woodovis Holiday Park (p93)

10

5 Stanwix Park Holiday Centre (p35)
6 Ladram Bay Holiday Park (p85)
7 Ord House Country Park (p30)
8 Eye Kettleby Lakes (p53)

1
9

2
3

4
6

9 Hendra Holiday Park (p99)
10 Bowdens Crest Caravan & Camping Park (p76)
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Llandow Touring Caravan Park
Manor Wood Country Caravan Park
Muasdale Holiday Park
Newberry Valley Park Caravan Park
Oakdown Touring Park
The Old Brick Kilns Caravan Park
Ord House Country Park
Padstow Touring Park
Park Cliffe Camping & Caravan Estate
Parkers Farm Holiday Park
Penmarlam Caravan & Camping Park
Petwood Caravan Park
The Plassey Leisure Park
Plough Lane Caravan Site
Polborder House Caravan & Camping Park
The Quiet Site
Rhyd≠ Y≠ Groes Touring & Camping Park
River Valley Holiday Park
Ross Park
Run Cottage Touring Park
Rushin House Caravan Park
Silver Sands Holiday Park
Silverdale Caravan Park (Holgates)
Smytham Manor Holiday Park
Somers Wood Caravan Park
South Lytchett Manor Caravan and Camping Park
Spring eld Touring Park
St Leonards Farm Caravan & Camping Park
Stanwix Park Holiday Centre
Stonehenge Campsite
Stonehenge Touring Park
Sun Haven Valley Country Holiday Park
Swiss Farm Touring And Camping
Tehidy Holiday Park
Thriftwood Holiday Park
Trethem Mill Touring Park
Trewan Hall Camping and Caravanning
Tyddyn Du Touring Park
Tyddyn Isaf Camping & Caravan Park
Tyddyn Llwyn Caravan Park
Waterfoot Park
Waterrow Touring Park
White eld Forest Touring Park
Whitehill Country Park
The Willows Abersoch (Yr Helyg)
Woodhall Country Park
Woodland Springs Touring Park
Woodlands Grove Caravan & Camping Park
Woodovis Park
Yeatheridge Farm Camping & Caravan Park

20
57
13
86
87
44
30
100
35
87
100
44
24
77
101
36
20
101
94
46
8
103
38
89
57
72
71
71
35
78
78
103
63
106
65
105
105
21
21
23
36
79
66
89
23
45
91
91
93
93

Adults≠ only

Pets welcome

Region

Open all year

Page

Adults≠ only

Open all year

61
97
7
49
75
80
33
83
69
50
27
17
76
76
18
18
98
58
28
41
50
84
28
42
51
42
98
51
19
53
29
43
53
99
11
55
77
99
84
63
34
34
19
14
85
85
43
86
29
55

Pets welcome

Page
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Appuldurcombe Gardens Holiday Park
Atlantic Coast Holiday Park
Ballyness Caravan Park
Barn Farm Campsite
Batcombe Vale Caravan Campsite
Bath Chew Valley Campsite
Bay View Holiday Park (Holgates)
Beverley Park
Bingham Grange Touring & Camping Park
Birch Hill Farm Caravan Club CL
Blue Rose Caravan & Country Park
Bodnant Caravan Park
Bowdens Crest Caravan & Camping Park
Brokerswood Country Park
Bron Derw Touring Caravan Park
Bron≠ Y≠ Wendon Touring Park
Budemeadows Touring Park
Callow Top Holiday Park
Cayton Village Caravan Park
Clippesby Hall
Clover Fields Touring Caravan Park
Cofton Country Holiday Park
Cote Ghyll Caravan & Camping Park
Delph Bank Caravan Park
Diamond Caravan Park
Eastview Camping and Touring Caravan Park
Eden Valley Holiday Park
Elm Cottage Touring Park
Emral Gardens Touring Caravan Park
Eye Kettleby Lakes
Fallow eld Dene Caravan & Camping Site
Fen Farm Camping and Caravan Site
Glencote Caravan Park
Globe Vale Holiday Park
Grantown≠ on≠ Spey Caravan Park
The Green Caravan Park
Green Hill Farm Caravan & Camping Park
Hendra Holiday Park
Hidden Valley Caravan & Camping Park
Hill Cottage Farm Camping and Caravan Park
Hill of Oaks Lodge and Caravan Park
Hillcroft Holiday Park
Kingsbridge Caravan & Camping Park
Kippford Caravan Park
Ladram Bay Holiday Park
Ladyí s Mile Holiday Park
Lakeside Park
Langstone Manor Holiday Park
Lebberston Touring Park
Lickpenny Touring Park

Region

Campsite
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